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DAVID ANTHONY JENNINGS 

THE SACRED CALL OF A DEACON: THE ROLE OF THE NOMINATIONS AND 

LAY LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE IN THE CORPORATE DISCERNMENT OF 

DEACONS AT FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, GREENWOOD, SOUTH CAROLINA 

Under the direction of Daniel Vestal, Th.D., Faculty Supervisor 

 

 

 

Too often churches select and nominate individuals to serve in the sacred call of a 

deacon based on an old model rather than a discernment process. Under the old model, 

committee members randomly select potential deacon nominees and immediately contact 

them about having their names placed into nomination. The following project thesis 

introduces the First Baptist Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to a corporate 

discernment process that allows space for the movement of the Holy Spirit in the scared 

call of a deacon.  

The research methodology used in the project thesis involved the researcher being 

engaged as a participant observer. The researcher also used a combination of 

participation, observation, and interpretation of data collected from interviews as the 

primary qualitative research method. The researcher, working with the Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee, compared the answers to pre- and post-research questions 

after introducing the committee to the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process.   

Through the introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process, 

members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee discovered a new way of 
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selecting and nominating individuals to serve in the sacred call of a deacon. Members of 

the committee stated that the introduction of the corporate discernment process gave the 

committee the tools necessary to find spiritual consensus during the deacon selection and 

nomination process. The corporate discernment process also provided the space needed 

for the movement of the Holy Spirit as the committee sought spiritual consensus during 

the deacon selection and nomination process.  

Opportunities for additional study associated with the project thesis include the 

use of the corporate discernment process with other committees and boards of First 

Baptist. Further study also includes introducing the corporate discernment process to the 

diaconate. Additional opportunities for further study include introducing the corporate 

discernment process to other Cooperative Baptist Fellowship churches in the state of 

South Carolina as well as the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 

From the inception of the church, First Baptist Church of Greenwood, South 

Carolina, has espoused the Baptist principles of the Lordship of Christ, Autonomy of the 

Local Church, and Doctrine of the Laity, thus creating a climate of lay participation and 

congregational leadership. These same Baptist principles continue to guide the ministry 

and the leadership within the church. In fact, members of First Baptist are involved in a 

variety of church leadership positions including the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee. 

 The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee is one of the church’s thirteen 

standing committees. Members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee are 

nominated by the Diaconate Executive Committee (Diaconate Chair, Diaconate Vice-

Chair, and Diaconate Secretary), approved by the Diaconate, and voted on by the 

congregation at an Annual Meeting in November.1 The Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee is responsible for selecting and nominating church members to serve on one 

of the church’s standing committees as well as selecting and nominating individuals to 

serve in the sacred call of deacon.2 In relation to the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

 
1 First Baptist Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. First Baptist Church Constitution 

and Bylaws: Article II, Church Officers, Section 2: Executive Committee, 2011, 16. 

 
2 First Baptist Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. Policy and Procedures Manual: 

Church Standing Committees: Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee, 2014, 32. 

 

1 



2 

 

Committee’s responsibility of selecting and nominating deacons, deacons are organized 

so “one-third of the membership rotates off each year, with an equal number of deacons 

elected to take their places.”3 The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee is 

responsible for selecting and recommending to the congregation enough Diaconate 

nominees to comprise “twice the number required to fill the vacancy of those retiring.”4 

Once the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee finalizes a ballot, the committee 

informs the congregation of a called business meeting for the sole purpose of electing 

deacons. The committee is responsible for giving at least a two-week notice to the 

congregation of the called meeting through the newsletter or through the mail.5 The 

called business meeting is held on Sunday morning in “conjunction with the 11:00 a.m. 

worship service.”6 During the called business meeting, the congregation elects by secret 

ballot, the number of deacons required to fill the vacancies of deacons retiring in a special 

called business meeting prior to a morning worship service.7 

 

 

 
3 First Baptist Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. First Baptist Church Constitution 

and Bylaws: Article II, Church Officers, Section 1, Diaconate, 2011, 16. 

 
4 Ibid. 

 
5 First Baptist Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. First Baptist Church Constitution 

and Bylaws: Article VIII, Business Meetings, Section 7, Called Meetings, 2002, 13. 

 
6 First Baptist Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. First Baptist Church Constitution 

and Bylaws: Article VIII, Business Meetings, Section 5, Sunday Business Meetings, 2002, 

13. 

 
7 First Baptist Church Constitution and Bylaws: Church Officers, Article II,      

Section 1, Diaconate, 16.  
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Problem 

 The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee has the formidable task of 

selecting and nominating members of the congregation to serve in the sacred call of a 

deacon. Too often church members are selected and nominated based on an old model 

where names of potential nominees are randomly shared by committee members and 

contacted to be nominated to serve as a deacon. The purpose of the project was to 

introduce the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to an intentional corporate 

discernment process in the selection and nomination of individuals that allows space for 

the movement of the Holy Spirit in the sacred call of a deacon.  

Project Goals 

 The central objective of the study was for the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee to seek spiritual consensus through the introduction of a corporate 

discernment process in the selection and nomination of individuals to the sacred call of a 

deacon at First Baptist Church. Instead of committee members voting on decisions, the 

committee used a corporate discernment process to find spiritual consensus in the 

selection and nomination process. Consensus through the corporate discernment model 

sought to build spiritual unity among members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee in their discernment, selection, and nomination of deacons. In addition to the 

central project objective, the project sought to determine two specific goals. The first goal 

of the project was to determine if the introduction of a corporate discernment process was 

useful to the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee by providing a standard 

process that offered additional guidelines in the creation of space for the movement of the 

Holy Spirit in the selection and nomination of church members to the sacred call of a 
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deacon. The second goal of the project was to develop a deacon discernment guide to 

assist future Nominations and Lay Leadership Committees in the selection and 

nomination of individuals to the sacred call of deacon (Appendix T).  

Procedure 

As a participant observer, the researcher used a combination of participation, 

observation, and interpretation of data collected from interviews as the primary 

qualitative research method. Based on Tim Sensing’s book, Qualitative Research: A 

Multi-Methods Approach to Projects for Doctor of Ministry Theses, open-ended and 

informal questions were used in qualitative interviews.8 According to Sensing, 

“interviews not only provide a record of interviewees’ particular views and perspectives, 

but also recognize the legitimacy of their views.”9 The use of open-ended questions 

allowed for optional follow-up and clarification questions. Given the specific group to be 

interviewed, the use of interviews provided a personal perspective to the research. 

The procedure used in the development of the study included introducing the 

nine-member Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to a corporate discernment 

process based on Listening for God’s Leading: A Workbook for Corporate Spiritual 

Discernment by Valerie Isenhower and Judith Todd (Appendix G).10 Prior to the first 

meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee (traditionally in early 

August), the researcher interviewed each member of the committee who agreed to 

 
8 Tim Sensing, Qualitative Research: A Multi-Methods Approach to Projects for 

Doctor of Ministry Theses (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 2011), p. 86. 

 
9 Ibid., 103. 

 
10 Isenhower, Valerie K. and Judith A. Todd. Listening for God’s Leading: A 

Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment. Nashville: Upper Room, 2009. 
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participate in the research study. With permission, the researcher made an audio 

recording of each interview. Following the selection and nomination of individuals to the 

sacred call of a deacon, the researcher did a follow-up interview with committee 

members who agreed to participate in the research study.11  

After the initial interview, the researcher invited the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee to an orientation meeting (Appendix L) designed to explain the 

Mercer University McAfee School of Theology Doctor of Ministry Program and the 

researcher’s project thesis proposal. The committee also developed a timeline for future 

meetings. The orientation meeting was in addition to the researcher’s original project 

thesis proposal which included three teaching sessions to introduce the Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee to the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process. 

The first teaching session (Appendix M) served as an information meeting 

focusing on the role and ministry of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. 

The meeting provided an overview of the biblical, theological, and historical foundations 

of a deacon and corporate discernment. The meeting also provided members of the 

committee with a variety of church documents. Members of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee were introduced to the committee’s job description (Appendix D), 

the description of a deacon located in the First Baptist Constitution and Bylaws 

(Appendix B), the qualifications of a deacon located in the First Baptist Policy and 

Procedures Manual (Appendix C), and a newsletter article outlining the qualifications of 

a deacon which the committee approved (Appendix E).  

 
11 A copy of the interview questions is located in Appendix I. A copy of the pre- and 

post-coded interview questions is located in Appendix J and Appendix K. 
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The second teaching session (Appendix N) began by providing the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee with a list of basic terms used in the corporate 

discernment process (Appendix F). Next, the committee received an in-depth explanation 

of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process used in the selection and nomination 

of individuals to the sacred call of a deacon (Appendix H). The in-depth explanation 

included a list of terms used in the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process as well as 

a diagram of the process. The committee also received a current list of deacons and an 

updated First Baptist Membership List. Following the meeting, members of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee worked through the corporate discernment 

process at home and submitted through email the names of at least twelve individuals for 

the committee to further discern at the next meeting.  

The third teaching session (Appendix O) of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee provided an opportunity for committee members to work through the First 

Baptist Corporate Discernment Process with names of church members discerned by the 

committee. The researcher presented the committee with a list of seventy-seven names 

compiled from committee member emails. Committee members worked through the 

corporate discernment process to narrow the list of potential nominees from seventy-

seven to twenty-four. Committee members worked through the corporate discernment 

process again at home and submitted through email the list of twenty-four names in order 

of nominating preference. A list was compiled by the researcher for additional 

discernment by the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee at the next meeting.  

The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee met three additional times 

(Appendix Q, Appendix R, Appendix S) before twelve individuals agreed to have their 
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names placed into nomination to serve in the sacred role of a deacon. Once the list of 

deacon nominees was discerned and confirmed by the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee, the researcher conducted a post-interview with the previous committee 

interviewees. After completing the post-interviews, both interviews were transcribed and 

coded.12 The interview questions (Appendix I) were designed to gain insight and 

knowledge of the committee’s unity in the selection and nomination process in the sacred 

call of a deacon as well as to provide data to determine if committee members were able 

to build unity and consensus through the corporate discernment process. The interview 

questions were also designed to determine a committee member’s understanding of the 

First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process. 

Limitations and Delimitations 

 

 The project was limited by the deacon selection and nomination process of First 

Baptist Church. The deacon selection and nomination guidelines within the First Baptist 

Church Constitution and Bylaws (Appendix B) and the Deacon Ministry section of the 

First Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual (Appendix C) also placed limits on 

the research study. Additional limits were placed on the project by the job description and 

membership of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee as outlined in the First 

Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual (Appendix D).  

 One of the delimitations of the project was associated with the nine-member 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee and their participation and understanding of 

the research study. Although all members of the committee were introduced to the 

 
12 A copy of the interview questions is located in Appendix I. A copy of the pre-and 

post-coded interview questions is located in Appendix J and Appendix K. 
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corporate discernment process, not every member of the committee understood the 

corporate discernment process that involved prayer, scripture reading, silence, and holy 

listening for the movement of the Holy Spirit as church members were selected and 

nominated to serve as a deacon. The researcher acknowledges that members of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee could have rejected the corporate 

discernment process. Another delimitation, not associated with the project, was the 

determination if committee members personally adopted the concept of the corporate 

discernment process for use in other areas of their lives. This topic would be good for 

additional research and study. 

Definition of Terms 
 

The following is a list of operational terms associated with the project thesis. A full 

explanation of each term is in Appendix F. 

 

Corporate Discernment: 

Corporate discernment uses the same spiritual disciplines in decision making that 

are traditionally found in personal discernment (prayer, reflection, scripture, 

silence, holy listening, and waiting on the Holy Spirit) within a group or corporate 

context.13 

 

Deacon: 

Historically, Baptists have affirmed the role of deacons as a scriptural officer of 

the New Testament church.14 Although not specifically used in scripture as an 

“office” of the church, the term does reflect the character of those who serve as a 

deacon—a follower of Christ and a servant.15 

 

 

 

 
13 Valerie K. Isenhower and Judith A. Todd, Listening for God’s Leading: A 

Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment (Nashville: Upper Room, 2009), 111-

113. 

 
14 Ernest E. Mosley, Basics for Baptists (Nashville: LifeWay Press, 1989), 67. 

 
15 Henry Webb, Deacons: Servant Models in the Church (Nashville: Broadman & 

Holman Publishers, 2001), 2. 
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Discernment: 

According to Elizabeth Liebert, discernment, in the Christian spiritual tradition, 

“refers to the process of sifting out what is of God, discriminating between that 

which expresses God’s call and anything that runs counter to it.”16 Discernment 

uses a variety of spiritual practices such as prayer, reflection, scripture, and 

silence, as well as holy listening and waiting on the Holy Spirit in the        

decision-making process.  

 

Holy Listening: 

The Holy Spirit is very active in the discernment process. In fact, the Holy Spirit 

“prompts” listeners (members of the corporate discernment group) in a variety of 

ways such as art, music, pictures, scripture, and feelings.17 Therefore, it is 

important to listen for the movement of the Holy Spirit within the corporate group 

setting.  

 

First Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual: 

The First Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual is a collection of the 

church’s documents and policies.” 

 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee: 

The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee of First Baptist Church has two 

tasks: the selection and nomination of individuals to serve on twelve of the 

church’s thirteen standing committees and the selection and nomination of 

individuals to serve as a deacon.18 

 

Sacred Call: 

Scripture is full of stories where God calls individuals for specific reasons or 

circumstances. The sacred call of individuals today includes the church’s 

selection of deacons. Once again, the church should seek the will of God and the 

movement of the Holy Spirit in the sacred call of individuals to serve as deacons 

in the local church.  

 

Assumptions 

The central assumption of the study was that the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee did not have a standard or intentional process to create space for the 

 
16 Liebert, The Way of Discernment, 8. 

 
17 Isenhower and Todd, Listening for God’s Leading, 68. 

 
18 First Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual: Church Standing 

Committees: Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee, 32-33. 
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movement of the Holy Spirit in the selection and nomination of individuals to the sacred 

call of a deacon at First Baptist Church. The process used by the committee was loosely 

based on an old model where names of potential deacon nominees were “tossed out,” 

contacted, and asked about their willingness to be nominated and serve as deacons. The 

corporate discernment process sought to guide the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee through a process that involved prayer, scripture reading, silence, and holy 

listening for the movement of the Holy Spirit as individuals were selected and nominated 

to serve as deacons.  

 A second assumption of the project related to the context in which the project was 

conducted. First Baptist is not a typical “Baptist” church. First Baptist is a unique blend 

of rugged individualism and personal independence. While the researcher cannot control 

the degree of receptivity of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee, the 

assumption was made that committee members would be open to learning about the 

corporate discernment process that focused on holy listening and the movement of the 

Holy Spirit in decision making instead of a corporate model that emphasized popularity 

and personal interpretations.  

 Although not an issue at First Baptist, a third project assumption focused on the 

church’s affirmation of women in ministry. Historically, First Baptist has always 

affirmed women in ministry. In addition to women being given the right to vote in all 

matters to come before the church during the church’s inception in 1870, First Baptist 

employed Elizabeth Gravlee (Moss) to serve as the church’s first-full time educational 
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director in 1949.19 In 1975, First Baptist ordained Martha Bishop as the first female 

Baptist deacon in the state of South Carolina.20 First Baptist has also ordained women to 

the gospel ministry including Reverend Anna Burch as Minister to Children. Moreover, 

while others outside First Baptist may feel differently, First Baptist continues to affirm 

women in ministry and continues to elect women to the Diaconate as well as to 

leadership positions within the Diaconate, including Diaconate Chair. 

Purpose and Significance 

 

 The development of a corporate discernment process used by the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee was essential in the development of an intentional 

process to create space for the work of the Holy Spirit in finding unity and consensus in 

the selection and nomination of individuals to the sacred call of a deacon at First Baptist 

Church. Without a corporate discernment process and the movement of the Holy Spirit, 

the selection and nomination of individuals to the sacred call of a deacon was reduced to 

a “popularity contest.” The corporate discernment process sought to highlight the 

nominee’s spiritual qualities instead of the nominee’s “successful business qualities,” 

which, hopefully, helped nominees see their calling to serve as a deacons in terms of 

service instead of power.  

The introduction of a corporate discernment process also sought to guide 

members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee through a process in 

discerning the movement of the Holy Spirit. Decisions by the Nominations and Lay 

 
19 Ann Heard Bowen, First Baptist Church, Greenwood, South Carolina, 1870-1999 

(Franklin, TN: Providence House Publishers, 1999), 118-119. 

 
20 Ibid., 218. 
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Leadership Committee were reached through consensus rather than a vote. The creation 

of a climate of intentionality and unity provided committee members with the opportunity 

to reflect on the biblical principles of prayer, silence, and seeking the will of God through 

the Holy Spirit in the discernment process. Thus, the corporate discernment process 

sought to create a shift away from a model that encouraged “winners and losers” toward a 

model of consensus and unity. The purpose of the corporate discernment process was to 

strengthen the church by focusing on the movement of God and the Holy Spirit in the 

discernment process and the outcome of consensus.   

Finally, the introduction of a corporate discernment process, when understood and 

embraced by the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee, posed a great influence in 

the decision-making process of the church. Therefore, the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process provided space for the movement of the Holy Spirit. The value and 

strength of a corporate discernment process was not only significant for the church but 

hopefully significant for other faith-based groups and organizations. The significance and 

strength of the corporate discernment process provided unity and consensus among 

committee members. Attention now turns to the theological, biblical, and historical 

foundations of what it means to be a deacon as well as corporate discernment.  
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CHAPTER 2 

BIBLICAL, THEOLOGICAL, AND HISTORICAL FOUNDATIONS 

The biblical, theological, and historical underpinnings of the study centered on the 

understanding of what it means to be a deacon as well as the development of a corporate 

discernment process. The focus of the project was to provide the First Baptist Church 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee with a corporate discernment process to 

assist the committee in the selection and nomination of individuals to serve in the sacred 

call of a deacon. Therefore, this chapter seeks to provide a biblical, theological, and 

historical foundation for the role of a deacon as well as for the role of a corporate 

discernment process. This chapter also seeks to provide an understanding and knowledge 

of literature related to the topic of deacon and corporate discernment.  

The biblical foundation of a deacon focuses on the development of the office of a 

deacon in the New Testament. The three focal passages include Acts 6:1-6, 1 Timothy 

3:8-13, and Philippians 1:1. The theological foundation of a deacon centers on the 

ministry of a deacon through service and support. The historical foundation of a deacon 

highlights the development of the office of a deacon among Baptists.  

The biblical foundation of corporate discernment concentrates on three scripture 

passages: Acts 1:20-26, Acts 6:1-7, and Acts 15:1-22. The theological foundation focuses 

on the will of God and the guidance of the Holy Spirit. The historical foundation is based 

on the writings of Ignatius of Loyola, insights from the Society of Friends (Quakers), the 

principal concept behind the Wesleyan Quadrilateral of the United Methodist Church, 
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and the Baptist Principles of the Autonomy of the Local Church and the Priesthood of 

Believers. 

Deacon 

Biblical Foundation 

The biblical foundation of a deacon focuses on the development of the office of a 

deacon in the New Testament. Although in Acts 6:1-6, the early church selects seven 

individuals to help in the daily distribution of food, the word deacon (διάκονος, diakonos) 

never occurs in the passage. In fact, the word deacon never occurs in Acts.21 The focus of 

the early church in Acts was the act of service or ministry associated with the task of “the 

seven.” In other words, preaching or “the service of the word” (διάκονια, diakonia) was 

the primary task of “the seven” selected by the church.22  

The later pastoral epistles use the word deacon as a noun to designate a more 

formal kind of service.23 In fact, translators chose to make a new English word deacon 

from the Greek word for servant instead of literally translating the word.24 1 Timothy  

3:8-13 reflects the qualifications of a deacon and seems to indicate that being a deacon 

 
21 John B. Polhill, “Acts,” in The New American Commentary: An Exegetical and 

Theological Exposition of Holy Scripture, vol. 26, ed. David S. Dockery (Nashville, 

Broadman Press, 1992), 182. 

 
22 J. Bradley Chance, “Acts,” in Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary, ed. R. Scott 

Nash (Macon, GA: Smyth & Helwys Publishing, 2009), 105. 

 
23 Howard B. Foshee, The Ministry of the Deacon (Nashville: Convention Press, 

1968), 18. 

 
24 Webb, Deacons, 2. 
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has become a designated church office.25 Philippians 1:1 also seems to indicate that the 

title of a deacon is a designated office of the church.26 

Theological Foundation 

Elizabeth Allen and Daniel Vestal indicate in their book Exemplars: Deacons as 

Servant and Spiritual Leaders that one of the major theological foundations of a deacon 

is servanthood. Allen and Vestal point out that the qualifications of a New Testament 

deacon includes Christian character, conduct, as well as personal and public witness.27 It 

was clear to the early Christian communities that deacons were “examples and models of 

Christian discipleship.”28 As examples and models of Christian discipleship, deacons 

were first known as servants because of the life they exemplified; the life of Christ. 

Furthermore, deacons are to model themselves after Christ who said of himself, “the Son 

of Man came not to be served but to serve (Matthew 20:28).”29 Early deacons understood 

their roles as a “picture of Christ, representing the Suffering Servant by identifying with 

the suffering, the poor, and the marginalized.”30 Therefore, deacons were known as “dirty 

feet people” because of their service to those in need.  

 
25 Howard B. Foshee, Now that You’re a Deacon (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1975), 

12-13. 

 
26 Foshee, The Ministry of the Deacon, 18. 

 
27 Elizabeth Allen and Daniel Vestal, eds. Exemplars: Deacons as Servant and 

Spiritual Leaders (Macon: GA: Smyth & Helwys Publishing, 2016), viii. 

 
28 Ibid.  

 
29 Ibid., ix. 

 
30 Ibid., 11. 
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A second theological foundation of a deacon is the support deacons provided the 

early church. As indicated in Acts 6:1-6, the early church selected the first servants to 

support the ongoing needs of the church; specifically, the care of widows. In the 

November 1959 issue of Church Administration, Wayne Dehoney wrote that “the seven” 

chosen by the church in Jerusalem were first responsible to support (assist) “the pastors in 

the spiritual ministry of shepherding and caring for the flock and to the pastors for the 

ministry of prayer, preaching, and training.”31 As the office of the deacon evolved, 

deacons became the hands and eyes of the bishop for “ministering to the needs of the 

poor and those who need special attention.”32 Thus, the supportive role of the deacon is 

important to the ministry and leadership of the church.  

Historical Foundation 

The historical foundation of a deacon focuses on the development and evolution 

of a deacon. Following the selection of “the seven” in Acts 6, the later pastoral epistles 

used the word deacon as a noun to “designate a more formal service.”33 Moreover, the 

term deacon seems to “refer to special leaders or officers of the church.”34 By the end of 

the second century, the Roman church began to form an elaborate hierarchical structure. 

Gradually, deacons became a part of the clergy. The Reformation brought about a new 

view of the deacon that featured the deacon as a lay leader rather than a member of the 

 
31 Foshee, The Ministry of the Deacon, 36. 

 
32 Carolyn Osiek, “Deacon,” The New Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 2, ed. 

Katharine Doob Sakenfeld (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2009), 49. 

 
33 Foshee, The Ministry of the Deacon, 18. 

 
34 Ibid. 
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clergy. Deacons played a significant leadership role during the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries in Baptist churches. Because churches were small, deacons provided a 

significant leadership role with huge responsibilities.35 Today, the role and responsibility 

of a deacon depends on the individual church. The central role of a deacon at First Baptist 

is to minister to the spiritual and religious needs of the church and its members, engage in 

weekly Bible Study and worship services, and attend monthly meetings.36 

Corporate Discernment 

 

Biblical Foundation  

 

The biblical foundation of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is 

rooted in obedience to the will of God. The early church is marked by several examples 

of discernment. One of the first examples of discernment in the early church is the 

selection of Matthias as a replacement for Judas (Acts 1:20b-26). Following the death of 

Judas, Peter stands among the early believers to discuss the replacement of Judas as one 

of the twelve apostles. It is important to note that Judas was replaced because he 

abandoned his position as one of the twelve apostles. Therefore, Judas’ betrayal, not his 

death, “forfeited his place in the circle of Twelve.”37  

 
35 Foshee, Now that You’re a Deacon, 13. 

 
36 First Baptist Church, Greenwood, South Carolina, Policy and Procedures Manual: 

Diaconate Ministry, 2014, 52.  

 
37 Polhill, “Acts,” 93. 
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Referring to Psalm 109:8, Peter mentions that another person is to take [Judas’] 

place as overseer.38 After mentioning the specific criteria the community of faith is to use 

in the selection of a replacement for Judas, the early believers put forth two individuals, 

“Joseph, who is also called Barsabbas and surnamed Justus and Matthias.”39 As the early 

church discerned and sought the heart of God, they prayed, “Lord, you know everyone’s 

heart. Show us which one of these two you have chosen to take the place in this ministry 

and apostleship from which Judas turned aside to go to his own place” (Acts 1:24b-25).40 

Following a time of prayer and discernment, the early church called for divine 

guidance by casting lots which was a “traditional means within Judaism to determine 

God’s will.”41 Stones were marked to designate certain persons and placed in a jar or bag 

and shaken until a stone fell out. The stone that fell out determined the one on which the 

lot fell.42 In relation to the replacement of Judas, the lot fell to Matthias.  

Although various models are used in Scripture for selecting leaders, the protocol 

of discernment used in the selection of Matthias and the casting of lots is complemented 

by corporate prayer in discerning God’s will.43 In other words, God’s will was discerned 

 
38 Robert W. Wall, “Acts: Introduction, Commentary, and Reflections,” in The New 

Interpreters Bible: A Commentary in Twelve Volumes, vol. IX, ed. Leander E. Keck 

(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2002), 47.  
 
39 Chance, “Acts,” 41. 

 
40 All scripture citations are from the New Revised Standard Version unless otherwise 

noted. 

 
41 Chance, “Acts,” 41. 

 
42 Ibid. 

 
43 Wall, “Acts,” 51-52. 
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in the early church through the use of Scripture, a close relationship with Jesus, and a 

prayerful petition. No matter the discernment process used, God’s will is established 

when decisions are made by God’s choosing rather than that of the group.44 Therefore, 

discernment is based on God and not on the decisions of a group or individual. 

The choosing of seven individuals to serve the Jerusalem church in the 

distribution of food in Acts (Acts 6:1-7) is a second example of corporate discernment in 

the early church. As the Jerusalem church grew, it did so along two different cultural and 

linguistic lines: the “Hellenists”—diaspora Jews whose mother tongue was Greek, and 

the “Hebrews”—Aramaic speaking Jews born in Palestine.45 The Hellenists began to 

complain that their widows were being overlooked in the daily distribution of food. Even 

though the grievance came from the Hellenists, the apostles, in an effort to address the 

oversight, involved the entire congregation.46 The apostles addressed the oversight by 

presenting a plan to an advisory group to select seven men from among the Hellenists 

church members.47 Neither the number seven nor the process of selecting leadership is 

arbitrary. The number seven reflects the Jewish practice of choosing seven members to 

provide oversight to the local congregation. The verb έπισκέπτμαι (episkeptomai, 

“select”) is from a word family used for critical and prudent judgements.48 Therefore, 

 
44 Wall, “Acts,” 52. 

 
45 Chance, “Acts,” 103-104. 

 
46 Polhill, “Acts,” 180. 

 
47 Ibid., 181. 

 
48 Wall, “Acts,” 113. 
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decisions made by the early church came only after careful discernment by mature 

believers.49 

The decision by the early church to select “the seven” came after the community 

of believers investigated potential leaders. The early church used three personal attributes 

to help make their decision. The personal attributes included: 1) being of good standing, 

2) being full of the Spirit, and 3) possessing wisdom. The participle translated “good 

standing” (μμρτυρουμέυος, martyroumenos) suggests the community of faith selected 

“the seven” based on a good reputation. In other words, those discerned by the 

community had a “favorable testimony” which is a crucial feature for leading others.50 

The combination of “full” (πλήρης, plērēs) with “Spirit” (πνεΰμα, pneuma) represents a 

candidates’ mature faith as well as implies the gift for prophetic ministry.51 The final 

attribute of “wisdom,” may refer to organizational talent. However, in combination with 

the Holy Spirit, the term may suggest spiritual authority.52 While the apostles assumed 

the leadership in making the proposal of how to solve the oversight of the Hellenist 

widows, the final approval of the plan and selection of “the seven” was made by the 

congregation.53 In turn, the final decision on “the seven” followed a time of discernment 

based on the movement of the Holy Spirit and not the desires of a group or an individual.  

 
49 Ibid. 

 
50 Ibid. 

 
51 Ibid. 

 
52 Ibid. 

 
53 Polhill, “Acts,” 181. 
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Acts 15:1-22 represents a third example of corporate discernment as the early 

church tried to agree on the church’s mission to the Gentiles.54 The debate focused on 

how Gentiles were to be accepted into the Christian fellowship.55 As the church grew, the 

Judeans, with a Pharisaic backing, believed that Gentiles must keep the mosaic law and 

be circumcised.56 However, others in the church believed just the opposite. They believed 

that Gentiles should receive full inclusion in the church. Therefore, the critical issue 

discerned by the early church was “whether Gentiles can experience God’s salvation, 

both now and in the future, apart from circumcision and following the Law of Moses.”57 

The controversy over Gentile inclusion in the church became so serious that the 

church in Antioch sent Paul and Barnabas as well as others to the Jerusalem church to 

discuss the issue with the apostles and elders.58 Because the Jerusalem church was home 

to the apostles, the Jerusalem church was the first and most predominant church in the 

region. The church in Antioch also realized that the issue of Gentile inclusion was critical 

enough that it needed the attention of the whole church.59 After discussing the issue with 

the Jerusalem church, the apostles and elders met together to consider the matter. The 

meeting with apostles and elders is often referred to as the Jerusalem Council. The 

 
54 Ibid., 320. 

 
55 Ibid., 321. 

 
56 Chance, “Acts,” 248. 

 
57 Ibid., 253. 

 
58 Ibid., 249. 

 
59 Polhill, “Acts,” 323.  
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Jerusalem Council points toward a long and reflective process that initiated a process of 

discernment surrounding the issue of Gentile inclusion.60  

The discernment process within the Jerusalem Council assumes several different 

elements. One assumption is the Jerusalem Council’s inclusion of the Holy Spirit’s 

presence and guidance.61 Although not specifically identified in scripture, the assumption 

is that “the Holy Spirit finds its voice in human action—speeches, scriptural 

interpretations, and James’s emphatic statement that ‘I have reached the decision.’”62 

Other elements of discernment within the Jerusalem Council include silence and listening 

(Acts 15:12), use of scripture (Acts 15:15-18), and seeking of God’s will. In other words, 

the early church discerned God’s will through Scripture, a close relationship with Jesus, 

and a prayerful petition. Once again, no matter the discernment process used by the 

church, the establishment of God’s will occurs when God makes the decision rather than 

an individual or a group.63  

The Nominations and Leadership Committee seeks to fulfill the biblical 

foundation of its mission by following the principles of discernment described by the 

early church in Acts. The First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process strives to follow 

the guidance of the Holy Spirit as committee members spend time clearing their minds, 

understanding the task assigned to the committee, gathering information, offering 

discernment to God, waiting on the Holy Spirit, implementing the results of discernment, 

 
60 Wall, “Acts,” 210. 

 
61 Chance, “Acts,” 263-264. 

 
62 Ibid., 264. 

 
63 Wall, “Acts,” 52. 
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and evaluating the process. Therefore, the goal of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee is to be open to the direction and leading of the Holy Spirit and to discern the 

extension of God’s will. While members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee seek the mind of Christ, the committee is also intentional about listening to 

God in the selection and nomination of individuals to the sacred call of a deacon.  

Theological Foundation 

The theological foundation of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is 

rooted in obedience as the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee seeks to pursue 

God’s will. Although God’s will is often defined as “God’s purpose,” which overreaches 

time and space, the Upper Room Dictionary of Christian Spiritual Formation states that 

God’s will also “carries an important added meaning that God constantly acts out that 

divine purpose.”64 God’s will is not a detailed road map that must be meticulously 

followed.65 Instead, God’s will is “a call to a way of life marked by loving mercy, doing 

justice, and walking humbly with God . . . .”66 

Seeking God’s will is only possible with the guidance of the Holy Spirit, which is 

a “divine presence in our lives.”67 In fact, the Holy Spirit attempts to guide one’s 

understanding of the world in which one lives. E. Y. Mullins characterizes the Holy Spirit 

 
64 John N. Elliott, “Will of God,” in The Upper Room Dictionary of Christian 

Spiritual Formation, ed. Keith Beasley-Topliffe (Nashville: Upper Room, 2003), 291. 

 
65 Joel B. Green, “Will of God,” in The New Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible, 

vol.5, ed. Katherine Doob Sakenfeld (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2009), 853. 

 
66 Ibid. 

 
67 Ibid. 
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as one who “leads and guides Christians, making clear to them revealed truth.”68 In other 

words, the Holy Spirt guides believers “into all truth.”69 The Holy Spirit provides a way 

to communicate God’s words to believers through the inspiration of Scripture and 

prayer.70 Hobbs refers to discriminatory discernment as a process by which believers 

carefully and prayerfully make choices based on what they believe to be God’s will.71  

As the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee seeks to fulfill the 

theological aspect of its mission, the committee must keep several key principles in mind. 

One key principle is the willingness to pursue God’s will in a discernment process. The 

willingness to pursue God’s will in a discernment process is only possible through 

another key principle: the faithful obedience to God through the guidance of the Holy 

Spirit. Therefore, the mission of First Baptist and, thus, the mission of the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee is to seek faithful obedience to God through the guidance 

of the Holy Spirit in fulfilling the mission and ministry of Christ’s church through the 

sacred call of deacons at First Baptist Church. 

 

 

 

 
68 Edgar Young Mullins, Baptist Beliefs (Valley Forge, PA: Judson Press, 1925), 36. 

 
69 Alton H. McEachern, “The Doctrine of God,” in Basic Biblical Doctrine: 

Understanding Baptist Beliefs, ed. Ronald W. Johnson (Nashville: Southern Baptist 

Convention, 1979), 34. 

 
70 Herschel H. Hobbs, What Baptists Believe (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1964), 57-

59. 

 
71 Ibid. 
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Historical Foundation 

From the Middle Ages until now, the historical foundation for Christian 

discernment is rooted in the quest for God’s will, both individually and corporately.72 

Discernment is understood as “a process, a method, or a technique by which one came to 

order one’s life and bring all its details into harmony with God’s will.”73 Developing a 

definite understanding and definition of discernment and how discernment relates to the 

life of the believer can be traced through the writings of Ignatius of Loyola, insights from 

the Society of Friends (Quakers), the Wesleyan Quadrilateral of the United Methodist 

Church, and the Baptist Principles of the Autonomy of the Local Church and the 

Priesthood of Believers.  

Ignatius of Loyola. A Catholic reformer and mystic, Ignatius of Loyola, was the 

founder of the Society of Jesus, otherwise known as the Jesuits.74 As Ignatius’ popularity 

grew, his teachings became known as Ignatian spirituality. Ignatius’ spiritual Exercises 

became the main source of Ignatian spirituality which is a “highly structured retreat 

method that includes meditation, contemplation, application of the senses, and 

examination of conscience.”75 Ignatian spirituality uses prayer to encourage increased 

communication with the Holy Spirit which can lead to increased discernment. According 

to Joseph Tetlow, Ignatian spirituality involves a “set of complex variables: consolation 

 
72 Cynthia I. Zirlott, “Discernment,” in The Upper Room Dictionary of Christian 

Spiritual Formation, ed. Keith Beasley-Topliffe (Nashville: Upper Room, 2003), 82-83. 

 
73 Ibid., 412.  

 
74 Ibid., 141. 
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and desolation, good and evil spirits, movements to and away from God.”76 Consolation, 

as defined by Ignatian spirituality, means one effectively puts God first and readily 

bypasses anything that might cut them off from God.77 The opposite is true for 

desolation. Desolation comes as a result of “choosing to live against [ones] consciences 

or against the authentic teachings of the church.”78 In other words, in desolation, no room 

can be found for God and, therefore, one’s discernment is hindered.  

Moreover, Ignatius defines discernment as the individual’s ability to “see deeply 

in order to recognize and separate.”79 In other words, discernment is characterized by the 

tension between consolation, which implies making good choices, and desolation, which 

suggests an opportunity to “step back to take another look.”80 Ignatian spirituality 

depends on the movement of the Holy Spirit within individuals and is key in the 

discernment process.81 Ignatius ended many of his letters with the following prayer which 

offers a guide in discernment.  

May it please the supreme and divine Goodness 

To give us all abundant grace 

Ever to know his most holy will 

And perfectly to fulfill it.82 

 
76 Joseph A. Tetlow, SJ, Making Choices in Christ: The Foundations of Ignatian 

Spirituality (Chicago: Loyola Press, 2008), 96. 

 
77 Ibid., 86. 

 
78 Ibid., 92. 
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82 Michael G. Harter, eds., Hearts on Fire: Praying with Jesuits (St. Louis: Institute 

of Jesuit Sources, 1993), 51. 
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The Ignatian prayer highlights four key elements in the discernment process. According 

to Ignatius’ prayer, one must seek God, ask for grace, seek God’s “holy will,” and move 

toward action in fulfilling God’s will. Ignatian spirituality assists individuals in learning 

to live in the tension between consolation and desolation. What is most important in the 

discernment process is maintaining open communication with the Holy Spirit. 

Ignatian spirituality offers members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee a structured prayer life and a possible alignment of oneself with God’s will. 

The committee must seek open communication with the Holy Spirit to discern God’s 

will. Thus, the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee must seek to live in the 

tension of distinguishing between better and best.  

Wesleyan Quadrilateral of the United Methodist Church. In an effort to discern 

Christian truth in an ever-changing context, the United Methodist Church has developed 

what has been termed the “Wesleyan Quadrilateral” to aid the discernment of the United 

Methodist Church.83 The phrase was first coined by Albert C. Outler.84 The Wesleyan 

Quadrilateral is a careful weighing of Scripture, tradition, reason, and experience which 

informs decisions for United Methodists.85 According to the United Methodist Church, 

Scripture is considered the primary source and standard for Christian doctrine. 

Tradition is experience and the witness of development and growth of the faith 

through the past centuries and in many nations and cultures. Experience is the 

individual's understanding and appropriating of the faith in the light of his or her 

 
83 United Methodist Communications, “Wesleyan Quadrilateral,” The United States 

Methodist Church, http://www.umc.org/what-we-believe/wesleyan-quadrilateral, 

(accessed October 29, 2016). 

 
84 United Methodist Communications, “Outler Was Great Wesley Scholar – and a 
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own life. Through reason the individual Christian brings to bear on the Christian 

faith discerning and cogent thought.86 

 

Woven together, Scripture, tradition, experience, and reason play an integral part in 

helping United Methodists make decisions. While the Wesleyan heritage acknowledges 

Scripture as the primary source of faith, other areas such as tradition, experience, and 

reason also become “creative vehicles of the Holy Spirit” within the function of the 

church.87 Tradition, experience, and reason are essential in the study of Scripture as it 

relates to faith and practice. The Wesleyan Quadrilateral makes distinctive contributions 

to guide the United Methodists in “vital and appropriate Christian witness.”88 The 

Wesleyan Quadrilateral offers the Nominations and Lay Leadership a tool in the 

development of a discernment process. The careful weighing of Scripture, tradition, 

reason, and experience is central to the corporate discernment process in the selection and 

nomination of individuals to the sacred call of a deacon.  

Society of Friends (Quakers). For over a hundred years, Quakers have developed 

a form of spiritual discernment known as a “Clearness Committee.”89 The fundamental 

assumption behind the Clearness Committee is that “each person or group already has all 

the resources needed for the discernment process.”90 According to the Society of Friends, 

 
86 Ibid. 

 
87 United Methodist Publishing House, The Book of Disciple of the United Methodist 

Church 2012 (Nashville: United Methodist Publishing House, 2013), 82. 
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the resources necessary for discernment need to be “gently brought to the surface of 

awareness” so that individuals might be “able to more freely and self-consciously make 

use of them.”91 Thus, an individual’s discernment process becomes a community 

responsibility where the community offers spiritual direction to the individual in need of 

discernment. 

A clearness committee selects persons from the community of faith to ask 

carefully-worded questions to lead the individual in need of discernment instead of giving 

advice, information, criticism, or offering suggestions or opinions.92 Furthermore, what 

transpires within a clearness committee is totally confidential.93 The Society of Friends 

discernment process uses ample amounts of prayerful meditation and silence as a 

“general background for any words that are spoken.”94 Silence is a key factor in the 

discernment process which not only helps the individual discern God’s will but allows 

the Holy Spirit to work. According to John Kloepfer, “the Holy Spirit is the active 

spiritual director and the Holy Spirit likes to work in silence.”95  

The Society of Friends Clearness Committee is one example of a discernment 

process. The Clearness Committee provides important tools which are helpful in seeking 

the mind of Christ. Spending time with God in prayer and silence, reading scripture, 

understanding tradition, analyzing experience, and asking probing questions are all 
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important concepts for the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to consider as 

the committee seeks to fulfill its task to select and nominate individuals to the sacred call 

of a deacon. 

 Baptists. According to Herschel Hobbs, “church government falls into four 

patterns: autocratic, episcopal, presbyterian, and congregational.”96 Autocratic church 

government involves absolute rule of one person. Episcopal church government refers to 

the rule of bishops. Presbyterian church government involves the rule of the church by 

elders.97 Congregational church government refers to the rule of the church by the 

congregation.98 Although Baptists use the congregational form of church government, 

Baptists also make decisions based on two founding principles: autonomy of the local 

church and the priesthood of all believers.  

Historically, Baptists have made decisions as autonomous local congregations 

under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. Baptists have also adhered to the doctrine of the 

priesthood of the believer or the doctrine that every believer has the gift of the Holy 

Spirit. Therefore, for Baptists, every believer may determine the will of God for herself 

or himself and for the church.99 Although individuals and church members have the 

responsibility to discern God’s leadership and direction, they do not have the right to 
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impose their will on the congregation.100 Several New Testament examples of the 

autonomy of the early church include selecting deacons (Acts 6:1-6), sending 

missionaries (Acts 13:1-3), administering discipline (Matthew 18:17), receiving members 

(2 Corinthians 2:5-8), and expelling members (1 Corinthians 5:4-5).101  

Baptist churches are democratic in nature. In fact, the word democracy comes 

from two Greek words meaning “rule of the people.”102 Baptists also believe each person 

is a member of the church as a result of their own “spiritual experience and decision 

(Acts 2:41).”103 Baptist churches are democratic because each member enjoys equal 

privileges and responsibilities (1 Corinthians 12) and serves as a “priest before God 

(Hebrews 8:10-11).”104 Likewise, according to Hobbs, Baptists believe “Jesus promised 

his presence in church deliberations (Matthew 18:17-20).”105 Since individuals and 

church members are of one body, the church and its members are to cooperate with each 

other to advance the Kingdom of God. Believers are “not to do as they please but as 

Christ wills.”106 In Baptist life, discernment and decision making is discerning the “mind 

of Christ” (Romans 15:6; 1 Corinthians 2:16; Philippians 2:5ff).107  
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As the members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee strive to 

fulfill their task of selecting and nominating individuals to the sacred call of a deacon, 

they must discern God’s leadership and direction through the guidance of the Holy Spirit. 

Members of the committee are to abandon their own agendas and preferences and truly 

discern the calling of God. The nominating and selection of persons to serve as deacons is 

more than just a “feeling” or majority vote by the members of the committee. The 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee must collectively discern God’s will. The 

task of discerning the sacred call of a deacon requires prayer, reading scripture, and truly 

seeking God’s will. The task of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee is not 

easy. The task takes time. Therefore, for Baptists, the discernment of the sacred call of a 

deacon means to discern in a way that is consistent with the mind of Christ.  

The biblical, theological, and historical foundations of what it means to be a 

deacon as well as the understanding of corporate discernment are key to the development 

of a corporate discernment process used by the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee. Comprehending these rich foundations is vital to the selection and 

nomination of individuals to the sacred call of a deacon. Appreciating both the ministry 

context as well as the methodology used in the study is also crucial. The next chapter 

describes in detail not only an analysis of ministry context, but the methodology used in 

the project. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ANALYSIS OF MINISTRY CONTEXT AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY 

 Following an overview of the biblical, theological, and historical principles of 

corporate discernment, attention now shifts to the analysis of the ministry context and the 

methodology used in the study. Chapter three provides an in-depth description of the 

community of Greenwood, South Carolina, as well as the community of faith known as 

First Baptist Church. The chapter also provides a description of the research project 

methodology as well as the research design and process.  

Analysis of Community Context 

First Baptist Church is located in the town of Greenwood in the upstate of South 

Carolina among a rolling landscape and beautiful lakes. The rich history of Greenwood 

officially began in 1823 with the construction of the summer home of Cambridge lawyer, 

John McGehee.108 The area began to grow following the American Civil War in 1865. In 

fact, Greenwood escaped most of the bloodshed of the war with sixty residents serving in 

Confederate regiments. Moreover, Confederate President Jefferson Davis, after fleeing 

Richmond, spent the night of May 1, 1865 at the home of General Martin W. Gary. 

Recovery efforts following the war were long and difficult. However, reconstruction 

efforts brought new educational opportunities to former slaves in Greenwood with the 
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creation of Brewer Normal and Industrial School in Greenwood and Payne Institute in 

neighboring Cokesbury, South Carolina. The South Carolina Land Commission also 

created a community for former slaves called Promise Land.109  

The arrival of the Greenville and Columbia railroad in 1852 shifted the center of 

Greenwood’s business district to a new depot. In the early days of the railroad, cotton 

growing and textile manufacturing stimulated Greenwood’s economy.110 By 1929, five 

railways connected Greenwood with places such as New York, Alabama, and Florida.111 

The arrival of the railroad and the rise of textile manufacturing in Greenwood altered the 

economy and society of the region forever. Currently, CSX and the Sea Port of 

Charleston are the only rail services to Greenwood.112 

On October 5, 1889, William Durst chartered the first cotton mill in Greenwood. 

The two-story brick mill officially opened in 1890 with eighty-four looms and seventy-

five employees. However, eighteen years later, the mill nearly failed until James C. Self, 

a cashier at the Bank of Greenwood, became the president of Greenwood Cotton Mill. In 

an effort to “rejuvenate the debt-ridden mill,” Mr. Self purchased several hundred new 

automatic looms on credit from the Draper Corporation.113 Two years later in 1910, 
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Greenwood Mills began to show a profit.114 In 1916, James Self resigned from the bank 

to devote all his energy and efforts to managing the mills. James Self would soon build 

one of the largest privately held companies in the industry.115 

 James Self was just as concerned for his employees as he was for the operation of 

the mills. Therefore, he provided homes, schools, playgrounds, stores, and churches 

within walking distance of each of his four textile plants. Mr. Self also tried to develop a 

strong sense of community in each “mill village.” In 1944, following the destruction of 

the local hospital by a tornado, Mr. Self announced he would build a new hospital, Self 

Memorial Hospital, in memory of his father and brother who were both doctors.116 

 Another economic stimulus to Greenwood was the establishment of a second 

textile mill. Abney Mills began operation in 1897, seven years after the opening of 

Greenwood Cotton Mill. Like James Self, John Abney gave up a banking career and 

purchased controlling interest in Grendel Mill. Mr. Abney followed the business model 

established by Mr. Self by creating self-contained communities for his employees. By 

1959, the Abney organization consisted of twenty-seven plants in three states and 

employed over fifteen thousand people.117 

Like most cities, Greenwood suffered during the Great Depression; however, after 

the creation of the New Deal in 1933 by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, projects such as 

the construction of Buzzard's Roost Dam and the creation of the county-owned 
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hydroelectric power plant became an economic boost for the Greenwood community. 

Today, Duke Power owns and operates the hydroelectric plant. Lake Greenwood, created 

as the result of the construction of the dam, provides a variety of recreational facilities as 

well as a unique setting for retirement communities.118 Lake Greenwood also provides 

the setting for golf communities such as Grand Harbor and Stoney Point. Located sixty 

miles north of Augusta, Georgia and the home of the Master’s golf tournament, 

Greenwood offers a variety of quality golf courses.119 

By 1950, Greenwood’s economy began to diversify. Companies like Ascend 

Performance Materials, Velux, and Fujifilm constructed new plants in Greenwood. The 

unique mail order seed business of the George W. Park Seed Company also moved to 

Greenwood.120 Today, these and other companies such as Capsugel (a division of Pfizer), 

Eaton, Colgate-Palmolive, and Carolina Pride have plants in Greenwood.  

Because of James Self’s commitment to advanced medical care with cutting edge 

technology, Self Regional Hospital, formerly Self Memorial Hospital, continues to 

provide quality health care with a cancer unit and women’s center. The Greenwood 

Genetic Center continues to receive recognition around the world for its genetic 

research.121 Greenwood also offers opportunities for higher education through Piedmont 

Technical College and Lander University.122 Community events such as the South 
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Carolina Festival of Flowers and the South Carolina Festival of Discovery annually draw 

thousands of people from all over the United States.123  

Greenwood is a growing community with much to offer its residents. According 

to recent statistics, Greenwood, South Carolina is the nineteenth largest city in South 

Carolina with a population of more than 70,000 residents. Greenwood boasts a “modern 

and diverse economic base” with approximately twenty-six percent of the local 

workforce dedicated to manufacturing.124 In addition to manufacturing, Greenwood also 

employs workers in education and health services. In fact, Greenwood has a strong 

workforce with an unemployment rate of four percent.125 With an average temperature of 

sixty-eight degrees, Greenwood is a great place to live.126 

Analysis of Ministry Context 

Throughout the rich history of First Baptist, the church has proudly emphasized 

its support of the Baptist principles of the Lordship of Christ, the Autonomy of the Local 

Church, and the Doctrine of the Laity. First Baptist is unapologetic for its traditional style 

of worship and the architecture that makes up the current Sanctuary. First Baptist is a 

generous and giving congregation in relation to its support of global, special, and local 

missions.   
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History of First Baptist 

First Baptist Church began as the result of a series of lectures by Reverend W. B. 

Jones held from late 1869 to the fall of 1870. On September 25, 1870, eighteen members 

of Mount Moriah Baptist Church and five members of Bethany Baptist Church came 

together as the twenty-three charter members of First Baptist Church of Greenwood.127 

From the church’s inception, First Baptist espoused the Baptist principles of the Lordship 

of Christ, the Autonomy of the Local Church, and the Doctrine of the Laity by granting 

all members, including women, the right to vote on any matter to come before the 

church.128  

The rich “Baptist” history of First Baptist continued even after becoming 

organized as a congregation. One such occurrence came on December 21, 1873, when 

Dr. John Broadus, professor at Southern Seminary in Greenville, South Carolina, and 

seven other ministers helped dedicate one of the early facilities of First Baptist.129 

Twenty-four years later on November 7, 1897, the President of Southern Seminary, Dr. 

William H. Whitsett, led in the dedication of another church facility of First Baptist.130  

As the community of Greenwood continued to grow, so did First Baptist. In fact, 

by 1906, estimates indicate that seven percent of the population of Greenwood were 

members of First Baptist.131 The rich history of First Baptist was not exclusively 
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associated with numbers. First Baptist continued to grow in its understanding and support 

of the Baptist principles of the Lordship of Christ, the Autonomy of the Local Church, 

and the Doctrine of the Laity. These three Baptist principles guided the church when, in 

1970, First Baptist was asked to leave the Abbeville Baptist Association. By a vote of 

154 to 76, First Baptist was asked to leave the Abbeville Baptist Association because the 

church voted to allow persons from other denominations to become members without 

having to be re-baptized through immersion.132 Moreover, the church also voted to allow 

“persons of any race who state such faith be received into our membership.”133  

First Baptist Church also adhered to the three Baptist principles in support of 

women in ministry. According to an announcement in the November 28, 1948 bulletin, 

First Baptist Church hired Elizabeth Gravlee (Moss) to serve as its new full-time 

educational director.134 In 1975, First Baptist Church ordained Martha Bishop as its first 

female deacon and the first female Baptist deacon in the state of South Carolina.135 First 

Baptist continues its support of women in ministry by ordaining several women to the 

Gospel Ministry, including the current Minister to Children, Reverend Anna Burch. 

Today, First Baptist has a resident membership of approximately six hundred 

members and an average worship attendance of nearly three hundred. First Baptist has a 

ministerial staff of five (full time and part time), a support staff of twelve, and a morning 
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preschool program. First Baptist maintains a Ministry Plan (operating budget) of just over 

a million dollars. First Baptist is also associated with four Boards: The First Baptist 

Church Foundation Board (with holdings of more than two million dollars), the 

Edgewood Cemetery and Mausoleum Board (with holdings of more than one and one-

half million dollars), the Craig Holbrook Parham Scholarship Board, and the Cheerful 

Cherubs Board.   

Although First Baptist is no longer a member of the Abbeville Baptist 

Association, the church retained membership in the South Carolina Baptist State 

Convention and the Southern Baptist Convention.136 In fact, First Baptist remained 

affiliated with the South Carolina Baptist Convention, the Southern Baptist Convention, 

and Alliance of Baptists until the formation of the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship in 

1990. Following the formation of the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship, First Baptist began 

shifting its financial support away from the South Carolina Baptist Convention, the 

Southern Baptist Convention, and Alliance of Baptists. By 2009, First Baptist became 

exclusively associated with the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship. Since becoming a part of 

the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship, First Baptist fully supports the Cooperative Baptist 

Fellowship and the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship of South Carolina. In fact, Marion 

Aldridge, former coordinator for the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship of South Carolina, 

calls First Baptist “one of the flagship churches in CBF of SC.”137 
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Worship 

From the church’s inception, First Baptist Church has identified with what Baptist 

historians call the “Charleston tradition” and its concerns for liturgy and order in 

worship.138 The Charleston tradition of worship originated from a group of churches in 

“urban” South Carolina—specifically First Baptist Church of Charleston, South Carolina. 

Liturgical order, reverence, and the wearing of pulpit robes by ministers were 

characteristics of the Charleston tradition of worship. These churches favored formal 

education for their ministers and opposed revivalism. They also used confessions of faith 

in worship, pioneered mission endeavors, assisted in the placement of ministers, and 

supported the first Baptist college in the South: Furman University.139 Therefore, First 

Baptist Church has historically strived to “demonstrate a commitment to the high calling 

of worship.”140 

By the time First Baptist Church moved to its current location in 1955, church 

leaders had a clear vision of what they wanted in worship. The dedication of the current 

sanctuary on Easter Sunday, April 11, 1971, was the culmination of “almost twenty-one 

years of effort on the part of Dr. Bowers [Dr. James A. Bowers, pastor 1943-1977], the 

Building Committee, the congregation, and the architects.”141 The gothic exterior design 
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of the current sanctuary reflects the historical aspect of the Christian faith.142 The one 

hundred sixty foot tower contains a thirty-six bell carillon designed to call the community 

to worship and to “quicken [the] consciousness of God through the day.”143 The carillon 

also includes a three-bell peal—the first in South Carolina using large bells.144 Another 

unique aspect of the sanctuary is that the height of the tower is the same distance from the 

main entrance of the sanctuary to the back of the chancel. The equal length of the 

sanctuary and height of the tower are no accident. The dimensions are to serve as 

reminders to the members of First Baptist Church that faith has a vertical dimension 

(relationship with God) equal to the horizontal dimension (relationship with others).  

The interior of the new sanctuary is also designed with worship in mind. In 

addition to the clergy wearing robes each Sunday, the sanctuary has a split chancel with 

the pulpit on the right and the lectern on the left. With a split chancel, a large ornate cross 

is located in the center of the chancel just above the communion table. Thus, the focal 

point of the chancel is solely on the center cross instead of the pulpit.  

The church furnishings are filled with symbols of faith. The symbols on the pulpit 

include the butterfly (resurrection), the Christmas rose (nativity), the fleur-de-lis (trinity), 

and the anchor (hope and security). The symbols on the lectern are symbolic of the four 

gospel writers. The communion table is in the shape of a cross with eleven symbols on 

the base that embody the life and character of Jesus. The candlesticks on the communion 

table represent the four gospel writers. The ends of each pew in the nave contain five 
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recurring symbols: acorn and oak leaf (eternal life), pomegranate (resurrection), wheat 

(bread of life), grapes (atoning death of Christ), and olives with branches (peace). The 

stained glass windows on the lectern side of the sanctuary contain symbols of the 

Gospels, and the windows on the pulpit side of the sanctuary contain symbols of the 

miracles in the Epistles. The Schantz four-manual organ contains seventy-three ranks and 

two thousand seven hundred and sixty-three pipes. The organ is used each Sunday to 

enhance worship through music. The gallery cross, formally used in the previous 

sanctuary, features the Conquering Lamb of God surrounded by twelve doves which 

represent the Holy Spirit as it spoke through the twelve apostles.145 The design of the 

sanctuary is central to the ministry of First Baptist which calls the congregation to 

worship in a most profound way.  

Missions 

Besides espousing key Baptist principles and a traditional style of worship, First 

Baptist Church has always been mission minded. First Baptist was giving to mission 

causes even before March 1909 when the church formally adopted a plan to give to 

denominational causes endorsed by the Abbeville Baptist Association.146 Even after 

leaving the Abbeville Baptist Association, First Baptist Church continued to support 

missions through the South Carolina Baptist Convention and the Cooperative Program of 

the Southern Baptist Convention.  

First Baptist Church continues to support missions through the annual Ministry 

Plan (budget) and special offerings.  The current ministry plan supports global missions, 
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special missions, and local missions. Global mission gifts support the ministries of the 

Cooperative Baptist Fellowship and the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship of South 

Carolina. Special Missions gifts provide additional financial support to mission 

organizations such as Baptist Women in Ministry and Cooperative Baptist Field 

Personnel, Janee Angel.  

The Special Missions section of the Ministry Plan also provides opportunities for 

members of the congregation to designate funds to approved missions causes such as 

Advent Conspiracy. In 2013, the Missions Committee of First Baptist Church began 

participating in Advent Conspiracy. This program encourages participants to give gifts to 

the Advent Conspiracy in lieu of physical Christmas presents to friends and relatives. 

Each year the Missions Committee selects an organization to receive the Advent 

Conspiracy gifts. Past recipients of Advent Conspiracy offerings have included Passport, 

Inc.’s Watering Malawi project and Greenwood Pathway House, a local homeless shelter. 

Advent Conspiracy funds have also supported Delta Hands for Hope in Shaw, 

Mississippi. Delta Hands for Hope is part of the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship’s Rural 

Development Coalition. Lane Riley, the first program director for Delta Hands for Hope 

is a former member of First Baptist. 

In addition to Global Missions and Special Missions, First Baptist supports local 

missions. In 1910, First Baptist Church voted to sponsor a new congregation, which later 

became South Main Baptist Church.147 In 1914, First Baptist sponsored another local 

church plant that is known today as Westside Baptist Church.148 First Baptist Church was 
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instrumental in birthing other ministries such as the Bowers-Rogers Children’s Home in 

1989.149 In 2007, following First Baptist Church’s participation in the Cooperative 

Baptist Fellowship’s It’s Time…a Journey Toward Missional Faithfulness study, First 

Baptist was instrumental in the creation of the United Center for Community Care the 

following year.150 The United Center for Community Care houses many non-profit 

agencies such as the United Way, the Greenwood Soup Kitchen, the Food Bank of 

Greenwood, and Community Initiative (a free clinic). The vision for United Center for 

Community Care is to serve as a central location, which houses various community 

agencies to assist persons who need “a hand up not a hand out.” In 2012, the Missions 

Committee began participating in another venture called Operation Inasmuch. Operation 

Inasmuch is a one-day missions blitz to assist non-profit organizations in the Greenwood 

community. The most recent missions initiative of First Baptist was to help establish a 

local homeless shelter called Greenwood Pathway House. Needless to say, First Baptist 

Church strives to live its mission statement which is “Seeking His Heart, Being His 

Hands; Living, Loving, and Serving in the Name of Christ” not only in the Greenwood 

community but also around this world. Truly, First Baptist Church has had a clear impact 

on the Greenwood community. First Baptist Church has also had an impact on what it 

means to be Baptist. 

Analysis of Ministerial Role 

With the resignation of the Minister of Education and Administration in 2007, 

First Baptist organized a New Staff Search Committee. In consultation with the church 
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staff, leadership, and congregation, the New Staff Search Committee made several staff 

recommendations. The first recommendation was to revise the current Minister of 

Students job title and job description to Associate Pastor for Students and Adult Spiritual 

Formation. The second recommendation was to establish two additional positions: a part-

time Director of Children’s Ministries and a first full-time Church Business 

Administrator. After working through the First Baptist Church staff search process, the 

researcher accepted a call from First Baptist on June 8, 2008 to serve as a new, full-time 

Minister of Church Business Administration.  

 In 2014, in an effort to strengthen and support the staff, the Personnel Committee 

revised all the church staff job descriptions. The Personnel Committee asked the 

ministers review and revise their current job descriptions to reflect current job tasks and 

responsibilities. After reviewing the revised staff job descriptions, the Personnel 

Committee sent the revisions to the Diaconate for approval. The Diaconate approved the 

revised job descriptions on August 17, 2014.  

 The revised Minister of Church Business Administration job description states 

that the principal function of the Minister of Church Business Administration is to  

serve as the Chief Operations Officer of the church, responsible for daily operation, 

overseeing human resource issues, financial, property management, and 

administrative functions. Must work in, and promote, a team atmosphere among all 

the staff and members to meet the mission of the church. This staff position will be 

responsible to the Senior Minister.151 

 

In addition, the Minister of Church Business Administration’s responsibilities focus on 

five major sections: human resources, administration, financial administration, building 
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and grounds, and cemetery and mausoleum. The Minister of Church Business 

Administration also serves as the staff liaison to the following standing church 

committees and boards: Congregational Life Committee, Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee, Property Committee, Stewardship Committee, Edgewood 

Cemetery and Mausoleum Board, First Baptist Church Foundation Board, Cheerful 

Cherubs Board, and the Craig Holbrook Parham Scholarship Board. The Minister of 

Church Business Administration is responsible for setting the agenda for the monthly 

Diaconate meeting. The Minister of Church Business Administration also participates in 

the weekly worship service planning meeting to finalize worship service responsibilities 

which include making announcements, leading the Invocation and Welcome, Scripture 

Thoughts for Children, or Prayers of the People. Other worship-related responsibilities 

include leading Wednesday evening Bible Study in the absence of the Senior Pastor and 

helping with Cheerful Cherubs Chapel. 

 Like any job, the role of the Minister of Church Business Administration comes 

with a multitude of challenges. One of the main challenges associated with the role of the 

Minister of Church Business Administration is the need to delegate responsibility. 

According to the current Minister of Church Business Administration job description, the 

position has forty-three points of responsibility. With an open-door office policy that 

emphasizes availability to both visitors and staff, simple tasks often take longer because 

of interruptions. Although the accomplishment of greater work productivity is possible 

with a closed door, the Minister of Church Business Administration personally views the 

accessibility to members of the congregation, staff, and community as more important. 

Therefore, the Minister of Church Business Administration needs to learn to delegate 
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some areas of responsibility and assign tasks to other members of the support staff or 

members of the congregation.  

Another challenge of the Minister of Church Business Administration involves 

serving as the staff member in charge of human resourcing. The main challenge 

associated with the task of human resourcing is the lack of training associated with the 

position. The only knowledge and training associated with state and federal regulations 

regarding employees and human resourcing, including medical insurance and annuity, 

comes from periodicals associated with the position.  

A third challenge and the emphasis associated with the researcher’s project is the 

work of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee regarding the selection and 

nomination of individuals to serve in the sacred call of a deacon. Prior to the introduction 

of the study, committee members would meet and randomly share the names of potential 

deacon nominees. Too often committee members would contact potential nominees 

during the meeting about placing their names on the deacon ballot. The philosophy of the 

committee prior to the introduction of the project was to get the job done as quickly as 

possible. Therefore, the challenge and purpose of the project was to introduce the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to an intentional corporate discernment 

process in the selection and nomination of individuals that allows space for the 

movement of the Holy Spirit in the sacred call of a deacon. The following is a description 

of the methodology used during the project thesis research process.  
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Project Methodology 

 

Research Design 

 

The research design for the project involved introducing the nine-member First 

Baptist Church Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to a corporate discernment 

process based on the work of Valerie Isenhower and Judith Todd in Listening for God’s 

Leading: A Workbook for Corporative Spiritual Discernment. The project research 

design included the researcher serving as an observant participant in the work of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. The research design of the study sought to 

determine if the introduction of a corporate discernment process provided the committee 

with a sense of unity and consensus as they sought to select and nominate individuals to 

the sacred call of a deacon at First Baptist Church. Based on Tim Sensing’s book 

Qualitative Research: A Multi-Methods Approach to Projects for Doctor of Ministry 

Theses, the use of interviews as well as open-ended and opinion questions was selected as 

the research method for the study.152 According to Sensing, “Interviews not only provide 

a record of interviewees’ particular views and perspectives, but also recognize the 

legitimacy of their views.”153 The use of open-ended questions allowed for the option of 

follow-up and clarification questions. Given the specific group interviewed, the use of 

interviews provided a personal perspective to the research that surveys would not 

provide. 

 

 

 
152 Tim Sensing, Qualitative Research, p. 87-88. 

 
153 Ibid., 75. 
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Research Process  

 The project thesis research process began by seeking Institutional Review Board 

(IRB) approval for research involving human subjects from the IRB office at Mercer 

University. The IRB process involved submitting an application and research 

documentation which included interview questions to be given orally to study 

participants. Once the project received IRB approval (Appendix A), the researcher sought 

permission and scheduled interviews with members of the First Baptist Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee.  

Prior to the first meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee in 

early August, the researcher sought permission from the nine-member committee to 

conduct pre- and post-interviews using open-ended questions (Appendix I). All nine 

members of the committee agreed to the interviews and to participate in the study. With 

permission, the researcher recorded each interview. The researcher used the data 

collected during the pre-interviews to gain knowledge of the committee member’s value 

and understanding of the current deacon selection and nomination process (Appendix J).  

Following the initial interview, the researcher invited members of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to an orientation meeting designed to 

explain the Mercer University McAfee School of Theology Doctor of Ministry Program 

and the researcher’s project thesis proposal (Appendix L). During the meeting, the 

committee developed a timeline for future meetings. The orientation meeting was in 

addition to the researcher’s original project thesis proposal which included three teaching 

sessions to introduce the committee to the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process.  
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The first meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee, Teaching 

Session One (Appendix M), began with the lighting of a candle and a prayer to represent 

Christ’s presence in the meeting. The candle also served as a reminder that the work of 

the committee to select and nominate individuals to the sacred call of a deacon is to be 

done through the filter to desire the desire of what God desires.154 The teaching session 

also served as an information meeting which focused on the role and ministry of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. The meeting provided an overview of the 

biblical, theological, and historical foundations of a deacon as well as the biblical, 

theological, and historical foundations of corporate discernment. The meeting provided 

members of the committee with a variety of church documents which included the 

committee’s job description (Appendix D), the description of a deacon located in the First 

Baptist Constitution and Bylaws (Appendix B), the qualifications of a deacon located in 

the First Baptist Policy and Procedures Manual (Appendix C), and a newsletter article 

outlining the qualifications of a deacon which the committee approved (Appendix E). 

The second meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee, 

Teaching Session Two (Appendix N), also began with the lighting of the Christ candle 

and a prayer. The teaching session began by providing the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee with a list of basic terms used in corporate discernment process 

(Appendix F) as well as an in-depth explanation of the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process (Appendix H). The in-depth explanation included a list of terms as 

well as a diagram of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process. The committee 

also received a list of current deacons and an updated First Baptist Membership List. The 

 
154 Liebert, The Way of Discernment, 19. 
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second teaching session concluded with members being asked to work through the 

corporate discernment process at home and submit through email the names of at least 

twelve individuals for the committee to further discern at the next meeting.  

Prior to the third teaching session, the researcher compiled the list of          

seventy-seven names of potential diaconate nominees from the nine-member committee. 

The researcher compiled the list in two different ways. The first list was compiled in 

alphabetical order with the number of times the person’s name was discerned by the 

committee. The second list emphasized the number of times a person’s name was 

discerned by committee members.  

The third meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee, Teaching 

Session Three (Appendix O), began with the lighting of the Christ candle and a prayer. 

The teaching session provided an opportunity for committee members to work through 

the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process with names of church members 

discerned by the committee. The researcher presented the committee with a list of 

seventy-seven names compiled from emails of committee members. Committee members 

worked through the corporate discernment process to narrow the list of potential 

nominees from seventy-seven to twenty-four. Committee members worked through the 

corporate discernment process again at home and submitted through email a list of 

twenty-four names in order of nominating preference.  

Prior to the next meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee, the 

researcher compiled a list of potential nominees in order of committee preference. The 

compilation of potential nominees required the researcher to calculate or weigh the names 

on the list submitted by committee members to reflect the order of nominating 
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preference. For example, if one committee member discerned that “Jane Doe” was at the 

top of her list, then “Jane Doe” received a twenty-four. However, if a second committee 

member placed “Jane Doe” at the bottom of his list, then “Jane Doe” received a one. 

Therefore, based on the submission of the name “Jane Doe” by two members of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee, “Jane Doe” received a weighted number of 

twenty-five. This calculation process was done for each of the twenty-four names 

submitted by the nine members of the committee to determine the weighted calculation of 

each potential nominee by the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee.  

The fourth meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

(Appendix Q) began with the lighting of the Christ candle and a prayer followed by the 

distribution of the weighted calculations for the top twenty-four names of potential 

deacon nominees. The committee reviewed the list and spent time in silence and prayer. 

Based on the First Baptist Church Corporate Discernment Process, this review is known 

as “offering” and “waiting.” Following the time of “offering” and “waiting,” the 

committee unanimously discerned, without voting, that the weighted list of the top 

twenty-four names of potential deacons would be the list and the order in which 

individuals would be contacted.  

The next step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is 

Implementation. The implementation step involved the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee assigning members of the committee the task of contacting persons from the 

first twelve individuals discerned from the weighted potential deacons list. As usual, 

assignments were made by members of the committee volunteering to contact individuals 

with whom a relationship had been established. The Nominations and Lay Leadership 
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Committee also discerned that prior to committee members contacting potential deacons, 

possible nominees would receive an email from the Minister of Church Business 

Administration (researcher) to inform them that they had been selected as a possible 

deacon nominee and that a member of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

would be contacting them within a few days (Appendix P). In addition, committee 

members discerned and agreed to contact potential nominees three days after receiving 

the initial email from the Minister of Church Business Administration. Once committee 

members received a response from potential diaconate nominees, committee members 

contacted and shared responses with the Minister of Church Business Administration. 

The Minister of Church Business Administration tabulated the responses and reported the 

responses to committee members at the next meeting.  

The fifth meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee (Appendix 

R) began with the lighting of the Christ candle and a prayer followed by an update from 

the Minister of Church Business Administration. Based on the information received from 

committee members prior to the meeting, the Minister of Church Business 

Administration notified the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee that seven of 

the first twelve potential diaconate nominees agreed to have their names placed into 

nomination. In other words, fifty-eight percent of the first potential diaconate nominees 

agreed to have their names placed into nomination.  

Following a time of prayer and silence, the committee, through consensus, agreed 

to contact the next five individuals on the weighted potential diaconate nominee list. The 

committee also agreed to make calling assignments for the remainder of the potential 

diaconate list in case some of the next five individuals on the list declined to have their 
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names placed into nomination. As before, potential diaconate nominees received an email 

from the Minister of Church Business Administration before receiving a phone call by a 

member of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. As committee members 

received notification from potential diaconate nominees about their willingness to place 

their names into nomination, committee members shared responses with the Minister of 

Church Business Administration. The Minister of Church Business Administration 

tabulated responses received and notified specific committee members to contact the next 

assigned potential diaconate nominee. 

The sixth meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee (Appendix 

S) began with the lighting of the Christ candle and a prayer followed by an update from 

the Minister of Church Business Administration on the work of the committee. Based on 

the information received from committee members prior to the meeting, the Minister of 

Church Business Administration informed the committee that their work was complete 

and that the committee had filled all twelve diaconate nomination positions. The Minister 

of Church Business Administration also informed the committee that the committee had 

contacted nineteen individuals before receiving twelve confirmations of individuals 

willing to have their names placed on the ballot for the sacred call of a deacon. In other 

words, sixty-three percent of individuals contacted agreed to have their names placed on 

the diaconate ballot.  

After the finalization and confirmation of the deacon ballot by the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee, the researcher conducted a post-interview with the 

previous committee interviewees. Following the post-interview (Appendix K), the 

researcher transcribed and coded both interviews to determine if the guidelines and 
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resources used in the corporate discernment process created space for the movement of 

the Holy Spirit. The interview questions were designed to gain insight and knowledge of 

the committee’s unity in the selection and nomination process in the sacred call of a 

deacon as well as to provide data to determine if committee members were able to build 

unity and consensus through the corporate discernment process. The interview questions 

also sought to assist the researcher in determining if the corporate discernment process 

was of value to the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee.  

The research process described above provided the framework to conduct the 

research study. The next chapter examines the research and tests the project. The chapter 

seeks to provide additional details about the study by reporting, analyzing, and 

interpreting the data collected. The next chapter also seeks to describe the strengths and 

weakness of the project thesis methodology.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

MINISTRY PROJECT 

Following an overview of the community and ministry context as well as an 

analysis of the researcher’s ministerial role, the researcher focused on the research study 

methodology design and process. Attention now shifts to the research associated with the 

project thesis which sought to introduce the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

to a corporate discernment process in the selection and nomination of individuals to the 

sacred call of deacon at First Baptist Church. The central objective of the project was to 

seek spiritual consensus among the members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee through the introduction of a corporate discernment process. In addition to the 

central objective, the study sought to determine two specific goals. The first goal was to 

determine if the introduction of a corporate discernment process was useful to the 

committee by providing a standard process that offered guidelines in the creation of space 

for the movement of the Holy Spirit in the selection and nomination of individuals to the 

sacred call of a deacon. The second goal was to develop a deacon discernment guide to 

assist future Nominations and Lay Leadership Committees in the selection and 

nominations of individuals to the sacred call of a deacon. The following is a detailed 

analysis of the project thesis process and the findings associated with the introduction of 

a corporate discernment process to the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. 
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Overview of the Project Process 

 

Prior to introducing the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to a 

corporate discernment process, the researcher interviewed each member of the nine-

member committee. After the initial interviews, the researcher invited the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee to an orientation meeting designed to explain the Mercer 

University McAfee School of Theology Doctor of Ministry Program and the researcher’s 

project thesis proposal (Appendix L). The committee also developed a timeline for future 

meetings. Thus, the orientation meeting was one of the first changes made by the 

researcher to the original project thesis proposal which included three teaching sessions 

to introduce the committee to the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process. 

Following the committee orientation meeting, the researcher spent the next three 

sessions teaching members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee about the 

corporate discernment process. The first teaching session (Appendix M) focused on 

informing the committee of the qualifications and duties of a deacon as outlined in church 

policy. The meeting also included a brief introduction of the biblical, theological, and 

historical perspective of a deacon as well as corporate discernment. The second teaching 

session (Appendix N) focused on the introduction of terms and an overview of the First 

Baptist Corporate Discernment Process. After the meeting, committee members worked 

through the First Baptist Corporate Discernment process at home and sent the Minister of 

Church Business Administration a discerned list of at least twelve names of potential 

nominees. The third teaching session (Appendix O) focused on guiding the committee 

through the first three steps of the corporate discernment process (clearing, 

understanding, and gathering) with the names of individuals previously discerned and 
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submitted prior to the meeting. After the committee teaching sessions, the committee met 

three more times (Appendix Q, Appendix R, Appendix S) and worked through the 

remaining steps of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process before finalizing the 

deacon ballot. After the finalization of the deacon ballot, the researcher conducted      

post-interviews with the nine members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee.  

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

 

 The Diaconate Executive Committee appoints members to the Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee which is approved by the Diaconate, and approved by a vote 

from the congregation at an annual meeting in November. Committee members serve a 

three-year term before rotating off. Therefore, in relationship to the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee, a third of the committee were new and had no prior experience or 

knowledge of the process used by the committee to select and nominate deacons.      

Two-thirds of the committee had previously served on the committee and were 

knowledgeable of how the committee had made decisions prior to the introduction of the 

corporate discernment process. The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

members who served during the project research consisted of five females and four 

males. Members of the committee were all highly educated with backgrounds in 

accounting, education, sales, law, and medicine.  

An additional insight concerning the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

is the fact that five of the nine committee members had previously served on the 

diaconate. In fact, except for one committee member, all members of the committee have 

either served or are married to a spouse who has served as a deacon at First Baptist. The 
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committee member who had not served as a deacon is married to a minister. Therefore, 

the members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee are more than qualified 

to understand the type of individuals needed to serve in the sacred call of a deacon.  

Interviews with Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee Members 

 

Recruitment for the research process began with a personal phone invitation to 

each member of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. The invitation to 

participate in the researcher’s Doctor of Ministry research study was issued prior to any 

interview or meeting with the committee. The researcher informed each committee 

member that participation in the research study would require attending regular 

committee meetings and participating in two interviews. All nine members of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee agreed, without coercion, to participate in 

the study.  

The researcher designed interview questions (Appendix I) to derive specific 

information about how members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

understood the role of a deacon and the various components of the deacon selection and 

nomination process prior to and following the introduction of a corporate discernment 

process. Ultimately, the researcher designed interview questions that would provide 

insight and knowledge about how the introduction of a corporate discernment process 

positively or negatively impacted the committee’s ability to build unity and consensus.  

The researcher designed interview questions to determine if the First Baptist 

Corporate Discernment Process was useful to the committee by providing a standard 

process that offered guidelines in creating space for the movement of the Holy Spirit in 

the selection and nomination of deacons. The researcher conducted all interviews in the 
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researcher’s office with all participants giving permission to audio record the interviews. 

Committee members also gave pseudonyms for future reference and coding. 

The researcher conducted the pre-interviews prior to an orientation meeting as 

well as the first teaching session. The researcher conducted the post-interviews after all 

teaching sessions and, more importantly, after the selection and nomination of individuals 

who were willing to have their names placed on the deacon ballot. After completing the 

post-interviews, the researcher transcribed and coded both interviews. The coding process 

focused on key words or phrases used by each committee member in response to the 

interview questions. The researcher compared and tabulated responses from each 

committee member to determine the frequency of words or phrases used. Because 

accurate listening was essential to the researcher’s project, the researcher shared a general 

summary statement for each question with the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee. The researcher sought the committee’s confirmation and feedback at the 

completion of the coding process. The committee agreed with the summary statements 

which are part of the data analysis (Appendix J and Appendix K).  

Teaching Sessions 

 

Following an initial orientation meeting, the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee met for the first of three teaching sessions. The first session (Appendix M) 

focused on the role and ministry of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee with 

an emphasis on a variety of church documents associated with the First Baptist deacon 

selection and nomination process. Members of the committee were introduced to the 

committee’s job description (Appendix D), the description of a deacon located in the First 

Baptist Constitution and Bylaws (Appendix B), the qualifications of a deacon located in 
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the First Baptist Policy and Procedures Manual (Appendix C), and a newsletter article 

outlining the qualifications of a deacon which the committee approved (Appendix E). 

The researcher also presented the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee with an 

overview of the biblical, theological, and historical perspective of a deacon as well as an 

overview of corporate discernment.  

The second teaching session (Appendix N) focused on an in-depth explanation of 

the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process used in the selection and nomination of 

individuals to the sacred call of a deacon. In addition to the committee receiving a list of 

basic terms used in the corporate discernment process (Appendix F), the committee 

received a diagram, complete with a list of definitions associated with the First Baptist 

Corporate Discernment Process (Appendix H). The committee also received a current list 

of deacons and an updated First Baptist Membership List. Following the in-depth 

explanation of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process, the researcher asked 

members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to work through the 

corporate discernment process at home and submit through email the names of at least 

twelve individuals for the committee to further discern at the next meeting.  

The third teaching session (Appendix O) provided the committee with an 

opportunity to work through the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process with names 

of persons discerned by the committee. The researcher presented the committee with a 

list of seventy-seven names compiled from member emails. Committee members worked 

through the corporate discernment process to narrow the list of potential nominees from 

seventy-seven to twenty-four. The researcher asked committee members to work through 

the corporate discernment process again at home and submit through email the list of 
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twenty-four names in order of nominating preference. The researcher compiled an initial 

list of the twenty-four discerned nominees organized by preference for additional 

discernment by the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee at the next meeting. The 

committee continued to meet until twelve individuals agreed to have their names placed 

on the ballot to possibly serve in the sacred call of a deacon at First Baptist. Prior to 

committee members contacting possible nominees through phone calls, the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee discerned the need for the Minister of Church Business 

Administration to email each possible nominee (Appendix P). The committee discerned 

that prior to receiving a call from a member of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee, possible nominees need time to discern if they have any questions before 

their name is placed on the deacon ballot. Committee members making phone calls 

discerned they would wait at least three days before contacting possible nominees.   

Evaluation of Methodology 

The most important strength of the project was the attitude of the members of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. The committee’s positive attitude 

tremendously impacted the methodology used in the implementation of the study. 

Committee members were very cooperative in helping the researcher with the study. 

Committee members maintained an open and positive attitude throughout the research 

process which created an effective learning environment for the introduction of the 

corporate discernment process. The researcher realized that the project research could 

have moved in a completely different direction if it were not for the cooperation of the 

members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. In fact, Ruth Haley Barton 

states, “The presence of even one person who doesn’t get it or who actively resists—no 
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matter how gifted he or she might be in other ways—can negatively affect a group’s 

ability to function well as a spiritual community.”155 Thankfully, this was not the case 

during the project research. 

A second strength associated with the project thesis methodology centers on the 

three teaching sessions prior to the introduction of the corporate discernment process. 

The teaching sessions provided the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee with a 

framework which included church documentation on the qualifications and role of a 

deacon. The teaching sessions also included a biblical, theological, and historical 

perspective of a deacon as well as the corporate discernment process. The teaching 

sessions provided effective “hands on” examples of the corporate discernment process.  

A third strength associated with the project thesis methodology is coupled with 

committee members preparing themselves for the meeting and a time of discernment. The 

first step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment process invites members into a time 

of “clearing.” The researcher began each meeting by lighting a candle to represent 

Christ’s presence in the meeting. Committee members were accepting of lighting a 

candle to represent Christ in the meeting because First Baptist observes liturgical worship 

using the Christ candle during Lent. A prayer, poem, or scripture reading followed the 

lighting of the candle inviting the committee to a time of “clearing.” Clearing is the first 

step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process and requires “a letting go” of 

personal agendas as well as anything that would keep committee members from focusing 

 
155 Ruth Haley Barton, Pursuing God’s Will Together: A Discernment Practice for 

Leadership Croups (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2012), 79. 
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on God.156 Clearing also involves what has been called “holy indifference” or becoming 

indifferent to any choice except what God wants.157 In other words, all the corporate 

discernment group should strive for is “the desire to desire what God desires!”158 

The most significant weakness in the methodology was associated with the 

questions asked during the two interviews. While the questions were meant to be general 

and open ended, the questions may have been too broad in scope. For instance, members 

of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee used many of the same responses 

when answering different questions. When asked about what elements were important in 

the deacon selection process, Lynn Berry replied, “I think it goes back to kind of what I 

was saying earlier as to what I feel the role and how a deacon represents the church.”159 

Van Greg also commented, “To me that’s kind of similar to maybe your second 

question.”160 Perhaps, clarification on each question would have been helpful to 

committee members. 

A second weakness in methodology was associated with the timing of the work of 

the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. Historically, the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee meets to select and nominate deacons around the third week in 

August and completes their tasks by the end of September or the first of October. 

 
156 Isenhower and Todd, Listening for God’s Leading, 56. 

 
157 Ibid., 57. 

 
158 Liebert, The Way of Discernment, 19. 

 
159 Lynn Berry, interview by author, 22 July, 2018 (in person), First Baptist Church, 

Greenwood, South Carolina. 

 
160 Van Gregg, interview by author, 29 July, 2018 (in person), First Baptist Church, 

Greenwood, South Carolina. 
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Throughout the deacon selection and nomination process, members of the committee 

commented on the perceived pressure to complete their task in order to notify the 

congregation of the deacon ballot. Traditionally, First Baptist prints the deacon ballot at 

least three weeks prior to a congregational vote. The office staff also develops a bulletin 

insert with pictures of deacon nominees and a brief church biographical sketch to assist 

members of the congregation in becoming better acquainted with the nominees on the 

deacon ballot.  

A third weakness in methodology was associated with the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee’s meeting date and time. Committee members commented that 

meeting on Sunday morning from 9:00 a.m. until Sunday School at 10:00 a.m. was a little 

too early on Sunday morning. In addition to the meeting time being too early, the       

one-hour meeting time felt hurried for the contemplative tone of the corporate 

discernment process.  

Analysis of the Data 

The following is an analysis of data collected by the researcher from interviews, 

coding, and as a participant observer. The following analysis is based on findings and 

conclusions from the interview questions posed to the nine-member Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee (Appendix J and Appendix K). Therefore, the researcher 

organized the following findings and conclusions based on both sets of interview 

questions. 

The Role of a Deacon  

 

The role of a deacon is very important to the ministry of First Baptist Church. The 

eighteen-member Diaconate body meets monthly to hear reports from the staff as well as 
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approve various items of business. The Diaconate serves as the central governing body of 

the church on matters not requiring a church vote. Each year the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee must replace a third of the Diaconate as members rotate off. Since 

the role of a deacon is so significant to the ministry of First Baptist, the researcher 

interviewed each member of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee before and 

after the introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process to gain 

knowledge of the committee’s understanding of the role of a deacon. 

Through the interview process, the researcher discovered that prior to the 

introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process, members of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee indicated that the role of a deacon is to 

serve as a leader, to support the staff, and to be an example to the church and community. 

In fact, nearly ninety percent of the committee members indicated that the most important 

role of a deacon was to serve as decision making or administrative leaders in the church. 

Van Gregg stated that the role of a deacon is “to work with a group of other individuals to 

help make decisions regarding the church in all facets.”161 Committee members also 

recognized deacons as spiritual leaders because of the deacon’s role in assisting in 

worship by praying, reading scripture, and serving communion. James Bond stated that 

“The role of the deacon is to be a spiritual leader in the church, to be an administrative 

leader in the church, and to provide assistance to the church and its members as 

needed.”162  

 
161 Gregg, interview, 29 July, 2018. 

 
162 James Bond, interview by author, 25 July, 2018 (in person), First Baptist Church, 

Greenwood, South Carolina. 
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Members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee also recognized that 

the role of a deacon is to support the staff. More than sixty percent of the committee 

indicated that the role of a deacon is to support the staff by serving as a liaison with the 

staff or serving as an extension of the ministerial staff. Ila Cordelia stated that the role of 

a deacon is to support the “ministerial staff in every possible way.”163 Thelma Knotts 

stated the deacons should “support the staff of the church.”164 

Committee members also identified the need for deacons to be examples to the 

church and to the community. In fact, the congregation views deacons as ambassadors of 

First Baptist Church. Members of the Diaconate represent the leadership of the church 

both in the church and in the community. Norman Davis stated that a deacon is to “let 

their life be a reflection of our church congregation as well as their actions and their 

life.”165 Lynn Berry stated that deacons represent the church and are “really good 

examples of how our church is an example throughout the community.”166 

As the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee worked through the First 

Baptist Corporate Discernment Process, discussion surrounding the role of a deacon 

focused on the qualifications and duties of a deacon. Committee members continued 

reviewing the second step of the corporate discernment process which sought to assist the 

 
163 Ila Cordelia, interview by author, 27 July, 2018 (in person), First Baptist Church, 

Greenwood, South Carolina. 

 
164 Thelma Knotts, interview by author, 22 July, 2018 (in person), First Baptist 

Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. 

 
165 Norman Davis, interview by author, 18 July, 2018 (in person), First Baptist 

Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. 

 
166 Berry, interview, 22 July, 2018.  
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committee members in understanding the qualifications and duties of a deacon as 

outlined by the church policy. Committee members revisited the list of deacon 

qualifications and duties each time they met to discern possible nominees.  

The interviews that followed the introduction of the corporate discernment 

process revealed a shift in the members of the committee understanding the role of a 

deacon. Prior to the introduction of the corporate discernment process, members of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee believed that leadership and supporting the 

staff were the top roles of a deacon. However, after the introduction of the corporate 

discernment process, eight out of nine members of the committee believed that 

supporting the staff and serving the congregation were the most important roles of a 

deacon. Juan Carlos stated that the role of a deacon is to “serve the church in different 

capacities and being the liaison between the church and the church’s membership; to 

serve the Lord through working in this church, and it is to support church activities and 

events of the church.”167 Ila Cordelia also stated that the role of a deacon is to “be helpful 

to the ministerial staff and to all of the members of the congregation in as many ways as 

possible.”168 

Tied directly to the second step of the corporate discernment process is a shift in 

the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee’s perception of the role of a deacon. 

Again, the second step of the corporate discernment process always kept the list of 

deacon qualifications and duties in front of committee members. In fact, seventy percent 

 
167 Juan Carlos, interview by author, 19 September, 2018 (in person), First Baptist 

Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. 

 
168 Ila Cordelia, interview by author, 18 September, 2018 (in person), First Baptist 

Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. 
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of the responses given by committee members to the question regarding the role of a 

deacon in the second interview were comparable to the words or phrases used to describe 

the qualifications and duties of a deacon. Therefore, the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process had a great impact in the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee’s understanding the role of a deacon. 

Important Qualities in the Selection of a Deacon  

 

The Nominations and Lay Leadership clearly stated that involvement, attendance, 

and church participation are the most important qualities in the selection of a deacon at 

First Baptist. During the first interview, seven out of the nine committee members 

indicated that participation in the life of the church was the most important quality 

needed in the selection of a deacon. Thelma Knotts stated that deacons are servant leaders 

“who are willing to work.” 169 Other committee members stated that deacons should 

attend church functions, meetings, and worship services. Moreover, a third of the 

committee indicated that deacons should have a willingness to work, such as a 

willingness to assist ministers, a willingness to serve as an example to the community, 

and a willingness to serve as an extension of the church.  

Participation in the life of the church continued to be a major theme associated 

with the corporate discernment process. Throughout the corporate discernment process, 

members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee emphasized that 

participation in the life of the congregation and in church activities were important in the 

selection of a deacon. During the corporate discernment process, members of the 

committee reviewed the level of participation for each potential nominee.  

 
169 Knotts, interview, 22 July, 2018.  
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Following the selection and nomination of individuals to serve as a deacon, the 

researcher conducted a second interview with members of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee. Once again, seven out of nine committee members voiced the 

need for potential deacons to be involved in the life of the church and congregation. 

Therefore, the researcher contends that the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process 

further solidified the committee’s concept of what the committee believed to be important 

in the selection of a deacon. In the post-interview, Charlene Kowen stated that “I think 

that it is important that [deacons] are recognized, that they attend regularly, [and] support 

the functions and missions of the church….”170 Juan Carlos stated that he would like 

deacons to serve on committees as well as be involved in Wednesday night supper and 

Wednesday Night Bible Study. Juan also stated that “I think if [deacons] are seen leading 

then maybe [deacons] will encourage other people to follow and participate in events.”171  

Important Elements in the Deacon Selection Process 

 

 The deacon selection process used by the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee prior to the introduction of the corporate discernment process incorporated 

many different elements. According to seven of the nine members of the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee, active participation and dedication in various church 

activities were the most important elements of a deacon nominee in the deacon selection 

process. Over sixty percent of the committee believed it is the responsibility of the 

committee to know and to be familiar with nominees and their qualifications.  

 
170 Charlene Keown, interview by author, 12 September, 2018 (in person), First 

Baptist Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. 

 
171 Carlos, interview, 19 September, 2018. 
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Over fifty percent of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee believed 

that leadership within the committee was another important element in the deacon 

selection process. Committee leadership includes diversity among the nine members of 

the committee as well as making sure all age groups and activities are represented. 

Flowers Blue stated that the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee should know 

“all the different groups within the church so that you are not just drawing from one 

group in the church.”172  

 Following the introduction of the corporate discernment process, two thirds of the 

committee members stated that the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process was an 

important element in the deacon selection and nomination process. The corporate 

discernment process not only gave the committee a framework that involved the 

movement of the Holy Spirit, but it also provided committee members with a sense of 

unity. James Bond stated that the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee “needs the 

discernment process.”173 James also stated that committee members do not need to make 

quick choices. James further stated, “I think as we demonstrated, you need to be led by 

your discussions with the Lord and prayer.”174 Committee members need “to take time to 

set it aside (discern), and come back to different thoughts, and options and lists.”175  

 
172 Flowers Blue, interview by author, 20 July, 2018 (in person), First Baptist Church, 

Greenwood, South Carolina. 

 
173 James Bond, interview by author, 26 September, 2018 (in person), First Baptist 

Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. 

 
174 Ibid. 

 
175 Ibid. 
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 A second important element identified by the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee focused on the committee’s knowledge of members of the congregation and 

their involvement in the church. More than half of the committee indicated that the 

knowledge of a nominee was an important element in the deacon selection and 

nomination process. Over forty percent of the committee stated that the nominee’s 

involvement and participation in the life of the church was also an important element in 

the deacon selection process. Norman Davis stated that knowing that diaconate nominees 

are active members and that the committee is aware of as much as possible about the 

nominees is important.176 Lynn Berry also believes that a nominee’s willingness to 

participate in activities such as serving in Children’s Church, as teachers, and as ushers is 

an important element in the deacon selection process.177 

 Based on comments made by members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee following the nomination and selection of individuals to the sacred call of a 

deacon, committee members overwhelmingly embraced the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process. Committee members expressed in the post-interviews the 

importance of the various steps in the corporate discernment process as being important 

to the deacon selection process. Charlene Kowen mentioned honesty, open mindedness, 

and prayer as important elements of the deacon selection process.178 According to 

Flowers Blue, the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process was “just 

 
176 Norman Davis, interview by author, 26 October, 2018 (in person), First Baptist 

Church Greenwood, South Carolina.  

 
177 Lynn Berry, interview by author, 18 October, 2018 (in person), First Baptist 

Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. 

 
178 Keown, interview, 12 September, 2018. 
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phenomenal!”179 Van Greg even tried to mention the different steps of the corporate 

discernment process during his interview. 

Deacon Selection Process Prior to the Introduction of the Corporate Discernment Process  

 

 The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee consisted of nine members, 

three of whom were new to the committee. The six members of the committee who had 

previously served on the committee responded similarly when asked during the            

pre-interview to describe the current process used by the committee in the selection of a 

deacon. Committee members who previously served on the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee described the deacon selection process as a time in which 

committee members met and brought up names of individuals whom they knew and 

debated on whether the individual should be contacted to serve as a deacon. Once the 

committee agreed on twenty-four to thirty-six names, the committee put the top twelve in 

order and began to contact them to ask of their willingness to have their names placed on 

the deacon ballot. The process continued until twelve individuals agreed to have their 

names placed into nomination. 

Through the interview process, the researcher observed that former members of 

the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee described the deacon selection process 

prior to the introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment process as a         

“get-’er-done” deacon selection and nomination process. In fact, the researcher observed 

in previous years that members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee were 

ready to make phone calls during the first meeting. When asked about the deacon 

 
179 Flowers Blue, interview by author, 18 September, 2018 (in person), First Baptist 

Church, Greenwood, South Carolina.  
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selection process prior to the introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process, Charlene Kowen replied, “You want the real answer?” Charlene went on to 

describe the deacon selection process in the following manner.  

List of possible candidates. A list of the membership of the church was 

presented to the committee and within the committee, the committee will 

select possible candidates. They will call the candidates to see if they are 

willing, and if they are willing, the list is presented to the Diaconate for 

approval before the congregation votes.180 

 

Beliefs about Deacon Selection Prior to the Introduction of the Corporate Discernment 

Process  

 

 Although during the pre-interview, each member of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee voiced a different opinion about the deacon selection process at 

First Baptist, over forty percent of the committee wished the current process did not 

include the element of nominees “losing.” According to the First Baptist Church 

Constitution and Bylaws “the number [of deacons] to be nominated shall be twice the 

number required to fill the vacancy of those retiring.”181 Therefore, half of the nominees 

placed on the ballot will lose. Committee members stressed the need to change the 

deacon election process so that only the number of deacons needed are on the ballot and 

affirmed by the congregation; thus, eliminating the element of a nominee losing. 

Committee members believed that those who lose are reluctant to have their names 

placed on the ballot a second time; therefore, depriving the church of quality deacons. 

Van Greg stated, “I think in the past some feelings have gotten hurt where people were 

 
180 Charlene Keown, interview by author, 18 July, 2018 (in person), First Baptist 

Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. 

 
181 First Baptist Church Constitution and Bylaws: Article II, Church Officers,     

Section 1, Diaconate.  
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not elected. To me, that is one of the biggest things that has maybe caused a lot of people 

to decline to be nominated is because, maybe, they fear not being elected.”182 

 Committee members also believed that the congregation, especially Sunday 

School classes, should recommend individuals to the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee for the consideration of individuals to the sacred call of a deacon. Committee 

members believed that seeking names of nominees from Sunday School classes and other 

church groups would provide the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee with a 

pool of potential nominees from outside the committee. During the pre-interview, Lynn 

Berry reminded the researcher that the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee had 

talked previously about asking Sunday School classes to present the names of individuals 

the class would like the committee to consider as possible diaconate nominees. Lynn also 

stated that an announcement placed in the bulletin or newsletter asking the congregation 

to submit names to the committee for consideration would be beneficial to the 

committee.183 Therefore, based on comments made during the pre-interview process, the 

researcher wrote a newsletter article, to be approved by the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee, describing the qualifications and duties of a deacon (Appendix 

E). The article also invited Sunday School Classes and others to submit names to the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee for consideration.  

First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process Helpful 

 

 One goal of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process was to provide a 

spiritual (formal) process that would be helpful to members of the Nominations and Lay 

 
182 Greg, interview, 29 July, 2018. 

 
183 Berry, interview, 22 July, 2018. 
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Leadership Committee in the selection and nomination of individuals to the sacred call of 

a deacon. Prior to the introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process, 

the process used by the committee was very informal. Members of the committee would 

simply gather, make a list of potential nominees, and begin contacting them as soon as 

the meeting was over, if not before. While the committee tended to select qualified 

individuals, the deacon selection and nomination process was very haphazard. Other than 

an opening prayer, the meeting focused on the committee chair soliciting names to 

contact about serving as a deacon.  

 The First Baptist Church Corporate Discernment Process was very structured as 

well as biblically, theologically, and historically based. The corporate discernment 

process relied heavily on prayer, Scripture reading, silence, and “holy listening.” The 

corporate discernment process began by asking committee members to “check their egos 

at the door” and become indifferent to any choice other than what God desires. The 

remaining steps offered opportunities for both private and corporate discernment as well 

as opportunities for prayer and waiting on the movement of the Holy Spirit. 

 When asked if the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process was helpful in the 

deacon selection process, all six returning committee members and two-thirds of the new 

committee members believed the introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process was very helpful in the deacon selection process. In fact, all returning members 

of the committee believed the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process was much 

clearer and better than the process used in previous years. Lynn Berry stated that the 

introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process was “fantastic compared 
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to what [the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee] went through last year.”184 

Lynn further stated that the previous year, the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee contacted fifty-two people before the committee secured twelve individuals 

willing to have their names placed on the ballot.185 In other words, forty people declined 

to have their names placed into nomination. With the introduction of the First Baptist 

Church Corporate Discernment Process, the committee contacted only nineteen 

individuals before securing twelve individuals willing to have their names placed into 

nomination by the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to the sacred call of a 

deacon. Given the results of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process, the process 

was very helpful to the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee in the selection and 

nomination of individuals to the sacred call of a deacon. 

Achieving Consensus with the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process  

 

 The central goal of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process was to 

provide a sacred space that would enable members of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee to achieve consensus in the selection and nomination of 

individuals to the sacred call of a deacon. The first step in achieving this goal began with 

the first step of the corporate discernment process which involves clearing. Clearing 

involved members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee “letting go” of 

personal agendas as well as anything that would keep committee members from focusing 

 
184 Berry, interview, 18 October, 2018.  

 
185 Ibid.  
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on God.186 Clearing also involves what has been called “holy indifference” or becoming 

indifferent to any choice except what God wants.187  

 The First Baptist Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee began working to 

create sacred space for consensus from the very beginning of the corporate discernment 

process. Each committee meeting began by lighting a candle to symbolize the invitation 

of Christ’s presence into the meeting. Following the lighting of the Christ candle, the 

researcher offered a prayer, and time was spent in silence. Even when the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee gathered to discuss potential nominees (step three-

Gathering), committee members spent time in silence, prayer, and waiting on the 

movement of the Holy Spirit.  

In analyzing the success of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process in 

helping the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee achieve consensus, eight out of 

nine members of the committee agreed that the corporate discernment process was very 

helpful in the committee’s ability to achieve consensus. In fact, over seventy-five percent 

of committee members indicated that the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process 

helped committee members “be on the same page” regarding the task of selecting and 

nominating twelve individuals who were willing to have their names placed into 

nomination to serve in the sacred call of a deacon. Thelma Knotts stated that the First 

Baptist Corporate Discernment Process was helpful in achieving consensus. She further 

stated that “the process allowed a shared spirit within the committee as all members 

 
186 Isenhower and Todd, Listening for God’s Leading, 19. 

 
187 Ibid., 57 
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sought to follow God’s guidance.”188 Juan Carlos stated that although there was some 

disagreement among committee members about certain nominees, at the end of the 

discernment, committee members were able to come together and achieve consensus. 

Juan further stated that “everyone on the committee had an opportunity to say what they 

were thinking, and everyone listened.”189 In addition, committee members agreed that the 

corporate discernment process created an atmosphere of listening and trust. Therefore, 

given the response of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee, the First Baptist 

Corporate Discernment Process was extremely helpful in the committee’s ability to 

achieve consensus in the selection of individuals to the sacred call of a deacon.  

Impact of Study 

 

The central objective of the project was for the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee to find spiritual consensus in the selection and nomination of individuals to 

the sacred call of a deacon at First Baptist Church. As the study moved through 

interviews and the introduction of a corporate discernment to the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee, it became clear that the introduction of the First Baptist 

Corporate Discernment Process made a positive impact on the committee. The positive 

impact on the committee was due partially to the methodology used in the research 

project. The next chapter offers possibilities for introducing the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process to other areas of the church as well as practical steps for use in other 

locations outside the church. 

 

 
188 Thelma Knotts, interview by author, October 23, 2018 (in person), First Baptist 

Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. 

 
189 Carlos, interview, 19 September, 2018, (in person). 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSION 

As demonstrated throughout the project, the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee is responsible for the enormous task of selecting and nominating individuals 

to the sacred call of a deacon. The central objective of the study was to guide the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee through a corporate discernment process to 

find spiritual consensus during the deacon selection and nomination process. As the 

project transitioned from interviews through three corporate discernment training 

sessions, members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee gradually became 

aware that the First Baptist Discernment Process made a positive impact on the 

committee. The following offers a review of the project’s significance, potential benefits, 

and implications for additional research and study. 

Project Significance 

 

 Based on interviews, member conversations, and observations as a participant 

observer, the project provided the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee with the 

tools necessary to find spiritual consensus during the deacon selection and nomination 

process. Spiritual consensus began with the first step (clearing step) of the corporate 

discernment process which required “letting go” of personal agendas and becoming 

indifferent to any choice except what God wants.190 Opportunities for further spiritual 

 
190 Isenhower and Todd, Listening for God’s Leading, 57. 
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consensus became available as committee members became invested in meetings through 

intentional prayer (inviting Christ’s presence to the meeting) and a lit candle 

(symbolizing Christ’s presence in the meeting). The clearing step was essential for 

creating an environment for the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to be open 

to receiving the movement of the Holy Spirit. Woven throughout the clearing step were 

opportunities for members of the committee to spend time in prayer, “holy listening,” and 

waiting for the movement of the Holy Spirit. Moreover, the clearing step called for 

members of the committee to spend time striving for the “desire to desire what God 

desires!”191 Spiritual consensus was only possible as members of the committee 

committed themselves to the movement of the Holy Spirit in the corporate discernment 

process.  

 The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee further achieved spiritual 

consensus as the committee worked through the other steps of the corporate discernment 

process. Each step of the corporate discernment process provided unique opportunities 

for committee members to achieve spiritual consensus as members shared stories, 

listened to one another, and worked together in the discernment process. Committee 

members were able to achieve consensus in many other ways including collecting and 

gathering data in the Gathering Step or waiting for the movement of the Holy Spirit in the 

Waiting Step. Committee members were also able to achieve consensus as the result of 

the Implementation Step and the Evaluation Step.  

 In addition to achieving spiritual consensus, the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee also recognized the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process as a 

 
191 Liebert, The Way of Discernment, 19. 
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biblically, theologically, and historically based process for selecting and nominating 

individuals to the sacred call of a deacon. Committee members commented on more than 

one occasion how the corporate discernment process provided the committee with a 

“standard” by which to accomplish their task. Committee members also remarked how 

the creation of a space for the movement of the Holy Spirit and the discernment process 

was helpful in the deacon selection and nomination process.  

 Furthermore, the development of the First Baptist Church Deacon Discernment 

Guide created a step-by-step guide to assist future Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committees in duplicating the corporate discernment process introduced as part of the 

study. The study also provided the researcher with the unique opportunity to improve the 

guide and assist future Nominations and Lay Leadership Committees. Besides providing 

support material and meeting outlines, the First Baptist Church Deacon Discernment 

Guide outlines the biblical, theological, and historical background of a deacon as well as 

discernment (Appendix T). 

Potential Benefits 

 

 In addition to the significance of the thesis, the project also provided several 

benefits. The first benefit of the project was the community created within the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. The First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process and the achievement of spiritual consensus through prayer, waiting on the 

movement of the Holy Spirit, and “holy listening” created an atmosphere of bonding and 

respect among each member of the committee. Despite the early Sunday morning 

meeting time, members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee arrived at the 

meeting with energy and enthusiasm. Juan Carlos stated that prior to the teaching 
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sessions and the introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process, he had 

heard from several members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee who 

dreaded being on the committee and meeting again. However, after being introduced to 

the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process, Juan Carlos stated, “I hope their eyes 

were opened.”192 Committee members were excited to meet together and work toward a 

common goal—the selection and nomination of individuals to the sacred call of a deacon.  

The second benefit of the project was the precedence set with the introduction of 

the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process. Members of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee agreed that the corporate discernment process was extremely 

helpful in the task of selecting and nominating individuals to serve in the sacred call of a 

deacon. Lynn Berry stated, “I hope we stay with this process next year.”193 Lynn further 

stated that she felt that the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process “was Godly, our 

prayers, everything has come through in a Godly manner this year and I feel it is best for 

the church. I truly do!”194 Juan Carlos stated that the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process was so organized and well thought out that if the researcher was not available to 

direct and lead the process that members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee should be able to follow the outline.195 

 A third benefit of the project was the spiritual component of the First Baptist 

Corporate Discernment Process. Prior to the introduction of the First Baptist Corporate 

 
192 Carlos, interview, 19 September, 2018. 

 
193 Berry, interview, 22 July, 2018. 

 
194 Berry, interview, 22 July, 2018. 

 
195 Carlos, interview, 19 September, 2018. 
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Discernment Process the only spiritual component of the deacon selection process was 

the prayer at the beginning of the meeting. Committee members spent the remainder of 

the meeting devoted to seeing how quickly the committee could secure twelve nominees. 

In fact, there was a sense in the past among members of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee that the task of selecting and nominating individuals to the sacred 

call of a deacon was a burden and a huge obligation instead of a spiritual discipline. The 

introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process created an atmosphere 

for the movement of the Holy Spirit. This was symbolized in the lighting of a candle 

which represented Christ’s presence in the meeting. Prior to one meeting, the researcher 

forgot to bring the Christ Candle and was asked by the committee to go get the candle 

and bring it back to the meeting. The committee did not want to start the meeting 

“without Christ.”  

Committee members also became familiar with the rhythm of the corporate 

discernment process and understood the need for prayer, silence, waiting, and “holy 

listening.” The spiritual component of the corporate discernment process also reminded 

committee members of the importance of their task. Charlene Kowen stated that the 

introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process “gave you more of a 

sense of I’m asking [a potential nominee] to do something big and spiritual and not just a 

Sunday night meeting.”196 

Implication for Further Research and Study 

 

 The implications for further research and study would involve introducing the 

corporate discernment process to various groups within First Baptist and the Cooperative 

 
196 Kowen, interview, 12 September, 2018. 
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Baptist Fellowship. One avenue by which to introduce the corporate discernment process 

to First Baptist might involve leading the “Fifth Sunday” program for adults during the 

Sunday School hour. Another avenue for introducing the corporate discernment process 

at First Baptist might involve leading workshops for specific groups such as other 

committees and boards. Introducing the corporate discernment process within the 

Cooperative Baptist Fellowship might involve leading a workshop at a state or at a global 

Cooperative Baptist Fellowship event.  

 In other words, the findings of the project and the use of a corporate discernment 

process offer numerous opportunities for further research and study. A few of the 

opportunities for this additional research and study focus on the use of the corporate 

discernment process with committees and boards of First Baptist Church as well as with 

the Diaconate. Additional opportunities for study and research center on using the 

corporate discernment process with other Cooperative Baptist Fellowship churches and 

organizations. The following are a few examples of the use of the corporate discernment 

process in the settings listed above.  

Use of the Corporate Discernment Process with other Committees 

 As the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee transitioned from selecting 

and nominating individuals to serve in the sacred call of a deacon to selecting and 

nominating individuals to serve on one of the church’s standing committees, members of 

the Nominations and Lay Leadership asked if they could use the corporate discernment 

process in selecting and nominating individuals to serve on these committees. While the 

use of the corporate discernment process for the selection and nomination of individuals 
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to serve on committees at First Baptist was not part of the study, the researcher and 

committee agreed to discern the process together.  

After working through the corporate discernment process in the selection and 

nomination of individuals to serve on committees, members of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee once again commented on how the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process made a difference in the work of the committee. Therefore, a topic 

of further research and study would be to determine if the use of the First Baptist 

Corporate Discernment Process is helpful to other committees. Will the corporate 

discernment process work with committees who do not have a defined task like the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee? Would the corporate discernment process 

benefit the Property Committee as the committee oversees the physical needs of the 

church facility? Would the corporate discernment process be useful in making decisions 

about restriping the parking lot or determining how to provide Wi-Fi to the entire church? 

Would all or part of the standing committees of First Baptist Church benefit from a 

corporate discernment process?  

Use of the Corporate Discernment Process with First Baptist Church Boards 

 

 In addition to thirteen standing committees, First Baptist also has four boards: 

First Baptist Foundation Board, Edgewood Cemetery and Mausoleum Board, Craig 

Holbrook Parham Scholarship Board, and Cheerful Cherubs Board. Each Board is 

associated with First Baptist and oversees various ministries. The First Baptist 

Foundation Board oversees a two-million-dollar Foundation whose investments are used 

to support projects associated with youth ministry, children’s ministry, mission projects, 

or capital improvement projects. The Edgewood Cemetery and Mausoleum Board is 
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responsible for the perpetual care of the Edgewood Cemetery and Mausoleum. The Craig 

Holbrook Parham Scholarship Board provides scholarship assistance to students pursuing 

degrees from accredited theological seminaries for full-time Christian service. The 

Cheerful Cherubs Board is responsible for providing oversight for the Cheerful Cherubs 

morning preschool program at First Baptist.  

What are the major differences in the ways committees and boards make 

decisions? Would any of the four boards associated with First Baptist benefit from a 

corporate discernment process when it comes to making decisions? As the four Boards 

meet and make decisions concerning financial investments and ministry support of First 

Baptist, perpetual care of the Edgewood Cemetery and Mausoleum, scholarships for 

graduate students around the world, and policies associated with Cheerful Cherubs 

Preschool, would a corporate discernment process make a difference in the way decisions 

are made?  

Use of the Corporate Discernment Process with the First Baptist Church Diaconate 

 

 Another possible topic for further research and study is the use of the corporate 

discernment process with the First Baptist Diaconate. The Diaconate serves as the 

administrative body of the church on matters that do not require a congregational vote. 

The Diaconate meets monthly to hear reports from the staff as well as act on various 

items of business. Would the Diaconate meeting be different if deacons were to “let go” 

of personal agendas and focus on discerning the will of God? Would the Diaconate make 

decisions differently if time was set aside for prayer, silence, waiting, and “holy 

listening?” What if the Diaconate was to take seriously the notion of striving for “the 
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desire to desire what God desires?”197 Would the Diaconate benefit from a corporate 

discernment process? 

Use of the Corporate Discernment Process with Cooperative Baptist Fellowship Churches 

 While the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process made a difference in the 

work of the First Baptist Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee, a topic for further 

research and study would be to determine if the corporate discernment process made a 

difference in other Cooperative Baptist Fellowship Churches. A starting point for further 

research and study would be with the committee or group assigned to selection or 

nomination of deacons. How do other churches associated with the Cooperative Baptist 

Fellowship select and nominate members to their diaconates?  

 Although not part of the study, the researcher contacted nine Cooperative Baptist 

Fellowship Churches in the upstate of South Carolina to inquire as to how they select and 

nominate deacons. The researcher’s inquiry revealed that Cooperative Baptist Fellowship 

Churches in the upstate of South Carolina truly embrace the “Baptist” value of autonomy 

in how deacons are selected and nominated in that no two churches have a similar deacon 

selection and nomination process. In fact, Augusta Road Baptist Church in Greenville, 

South Carolina, does not have a “standard process” in the selection and nomination of 

deacons. According to the church’s Constitution and Bylaws, “Deacons shall be elected 

by a procedure approved by the church at a regular or called business meeting.”198 

 The researcher also discovered that unlike First Baptist Church, Greenwood, 

South Carolina, a third of the churches contacted do not have a committee involved in the 

 
197 Liebert, The Way of Discernment, 19. 
 
198 Augusta Road Baptist Church, Greenville, South Carolina, Constitution and 

Bylaws, Article III: Deacons and Church Officers, Section 1, Deacon, 9. 
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deacon selection and nomination process. Denise Plumblee, Minister of Church Business 

Administration at Earle Street Baptist Church, Greenville, South Carolina, stated that she 

is responsible for generating a list of qualified church members who will then serve as a 

deacon ballot. Church members vote for at least six individuals. Once the senior deacons 

count the ballots, the church members who receive the most votes are contacted to 

determine if they are willing to serve as deacons.199  

 First Baptist Church, Clinton, South Carolina, nominates individuals to serve as a 

deacon solely through Sunday School. Members not currently in a Sunday School class 

must submit potential nominees by contacting their age-appropriate classes.200 First 

Baptist Church, Laurens, South Carolina, provides the congregation with a Deacon 

Nomination Form. Church members may nominate up to eight individuals to serve as 

deacons. All individuals who receive a nomination are included on the official deacon 

ballot to be elected by the congregation.201 

 First Baptist Church, Anderson, South Carolina; First Baptist Church, Clemson, 

South Carolina; and First Baptist Church, Pendleton, South Carolina use some form of a 

Nominating Committee or Nominating Team in the selection and nomination of Deacons. 

According to the deacon selection process at Augusta Heights Baptist Church, 

Greenville, South Carolina, the Nominating Committee has the sole authority to place on 

 
199 Denise Plumblee, Minister of Education, Earle Street Baptist Church, Greenville, 

South Carolina, February 20, 2019, email message to researcher. 

 
200 Blake Harwell, Senior Pastor, First Baptist Church, Clinton, South Carolina, 

February 20, 2019, email message to researcher.  

 
201 First Baptist Church, Clinton, South Carolina, Constitution and Bylaws, Article 

III: Duties of Officers and Committees, Section 2, Deacons, 7-9. 
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the ballot the exact number of deacons needed.202 First Baptist Church, Greenville, South 

Carolina uses a modified deacon selection and nomination system in that the 

congregation nominates individuals to serve on a Deacon Nominating Committee. 

According to church policy, “from the nominations received, the Deacon Chair, in 

consultation with the Deacon Chair-elect, Senior Minister, and the incoming Deacon 

Nominating Chair shall appoint eight additional Deacon Nominating Committee 

members to serve with the incoming chair.”203 

 Although Cooperative Baptist Churches in the upstate of South Carolina have 

deacons, the process used in the selection and nomination of deacons varies. Each 

congregation has selected a process that is best for their community of faith. The 

corporate discernment process introduced to the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee at First Baptist, Greenwood, South Carolina is yet another option churches 

can use to select and nominate individuals to the sacred call of a deacon.  

Conclusion 

 The introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process was very 

beneficial to the work of the First Baptist Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. 

The researcher observed a definite change in the way the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee functioned in the selection and nomination of individuals to the 

sacred call of a deacon. The design and implementation of the project was to introduce 

the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to a corporate discernment process that 

 
202 Kathy Ervin, Office Manager, Augusta Heights Baptist Church, Greenville, South 

Carolina, February 13, 2019, email message to researcher.  

 
203 First Baptist Church, Greenville, South Carolina, Rules of Church Order, Section 

B-Lay Officers of the Church, 2b—Election and Term of Service, Point 2.  
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was biblically, theologically, and historically grounded. By so doing, the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee was able to achieve spiritual consensus in the selection 

and nomination of individuals to serve in the sacred call of a deacon. The committee, 

through the introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process, achieved a 

structured process that also brought a sense of the sacred to the deacon selection and 

nomination process. The constant theme of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee was to seriously strive to “desire to desire what God desires!”204 As Paul 

writes to the church in Rome and to the church of today, “Do not be conformed to this 

world, but be transformed by the renewing of your minds, so that you may discern what 

is the will of God—what is good and acceptable and perfect.”205 May it be so in the work 

of the church with a corporate discernment process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
204 Liebert, The Way of Discernment, 19. 

 
205 Romans 12:2 (NRSV)—emphasis given by the researcher. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

First Baptist Church Constitution and Bylaws 

 

ARTICLE II 

Church Officers 

 

SECTION 1. Diaconate 

A. The Diaconate shall be composed of eighteen (18) members. The terms of members 

shall begin on January 1 and shall be for three years. The Diaconate shall be divided 

into three classes in such a manner that one-third of the members shall rotate out of 

office each year, with an equal number being elected to take their places. The 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee shall recommend a list of nominees 

each year to the church on a Sunday to be designated by the Diaconate. The number 

to be nominated shall be twice the number required to fill the vacancy of those 

retiring. The church shall proceed to elect, by secret ballot, the number required. At 

the completion of each full term, members of the class shall not be eligible for 

reelection until one entire year has elapsed. This limitation does not apply for 

persons completing a partial term.  

 

B. The duties of the Deacons shall be to minister to the spiritual and religious needs 

of the church and its members. They also shall have power to act for the church in 

other matters not involving a change in polity. Matters of Policy and Procedures 

may be amended by majority vote of the Diaconate. They shall recommend to the 

church the annual budget, fix the duties and responsibilities of the committees, and 

subject to the approval of the church, have general management over the church 

and its affairs. 

 

C. The Chairperson of the Diaconate shall coordinate the Deacon greeter assignments 

for worship services. 

 

SECTION 2. Executive Committee  

A. The Executive Committee of the Diaconate shall be composed of the Chairperson, 

Vice Chairperson and Secretary. 

 

B. The Executive Committee shall be nominated by the retiring class of Deacons who 

will submit to the Diaconate at the November meeting the nominees for 

Chairperson, Vice Chairperson and Secretary. Upon approval by the Diaconate, 

these officers will serve for a one-year term. The Vice Chairperson may, but not 

necessarily, be elected Chairperson in the succeeding year.  

 

C. The Executive Committee (with the approval of the Diaconate) shall have the 

authority to appoint an inactive Deacon to fill the remaining portion of any vacancy 

that occurs. 
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D. The members of the Executive Committee of the Diaconate shall act as trustees and 

upon vote of the church shall for and in the name of the church affix their names to 

legal documents, invoices, contracts, borrowing of money, sale, mortgage, pledge, 

purchase or rental of property or other legal documents where signatures are 

required; and in all legal matters where any process of law or equity in any court is 

required.  The signature of two of the three members of the Executive Committee 

shall be sufficient. 

 

SECTION 3. Assistant Church Treasurer 

An Assistant Treasurer, upon recommendation of the Diaconate, may be elected by 

the church at the annual election of the Deacons. The Assistant Treasurer will 

perform the duties of the Treasurer during temporary periods of absence of the 

Treasurer. In case of a vacancy during the term of the Assistant Treasurer, the 

Diaconate shall appoint an Assistant Treasurer for the remaining portion of the 

term.  An Assistant Treasurer may succeed himself or herself.  

 

SECTION 4. Church Clerk  

The Clerk shall be elected by the church at the annual election of Deacons. In case 

of a vacancy during the term of the Clerk, the Diaconate shall appoint a clerk for 

the remaining portion of the term.  The Clerk may succeed himself or herself.  The 

Clerk, or designee, shall keep an accurate and permanent record of all business 

meetings of the church and of all elections held by the church. The Clerk shall 

maintain an accurate roll of the members, showing the date and method of reception 

and date and method of dismissal. The Clerk shall also keep a list of church 

committees elected by the church and maintain files of permanent minutes of the 

committees. 
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APPENDIX C 

 

First Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual 

 

DIACONATE MINISTRY 
 

Deacons at First Baptist Church are adult members chosen by the congregation on the 

basis of their commitment to Christ; their spiritual, moral, and personal integrity; and 

their faithfulness in attendance and stewardship in support of the ministries of the church. 

They are ordained to serve as lay ministers and are to provide before the congregation an 

example that points to Jesus Christ and His Spirit of love for all persons.  
 

Members of the Diaconate shall uphold and strengthen the Senior Pastor and his/her 

work, and in concert with the ministerial staff, exercise a general concern over the 

spiritual life of the church and its members. 
 

Deacons are expected to be faithful in attendance of the monthly meetings of the 

Diaconate and special called meetings as may be necessary. At the end of each calendar 

year, failure to attend 67% of meetings that year, except in the case of extended illness or 

other special circumstances approved by the Executive Committee, shall result in 

automatic termination from Diaconate membership. 
 

The Diaconate shall support the formulation of sound policies by the church and shall 

work to find spiritual solutions to major problems that affect the spiritual health of the 

church. 
 

Spouses of staff may not serve as Deacons. 
 

Deacons are committed to the nurture, care and service of other members and associates 

of the church and they seek to promote understanding and unity among all persons and 

groups. 
 

The Diaconate Executive Committee shall nominate three individuals each year to serve 

on the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. 
 

Duties: 

• Engage in weekly Bible Study and worship services. 
 

• Attend the monthly Diaconate meeting and other meetings as called. 
 

• Lead in welcoming visitors and members to worship services. 
 

• Assist with observance of Communion. Former Diaconate members may be 

called to assist in this observance when called upon.  
 

• Rotate as lay minister of the week on call Sunday through Saturday to 

supplement the pastoral care provided by the staff ministers. 
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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH NOMINATIONS AND LAY LEADERSHIP 

JOB DESCRIPTION 
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APPENDIX D 

 

First Baptist Church Nominations and Lay Leadership Job Description 

 

NOMINATIONS AND LAY LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE 

 
Membership 

Nine members nominated by the Executive Committee, approved by the 

Diaconate and elected by the church. The Minister of Church Business 

Administration shall be an ex officio member of this committee.  
 

Term of Office 

Members shall be elected for three-year terms, beginning on January 1, with terms 

being staggered so that three members are elected each year. 
 

Meetings 

This committee shall meet as often as necessary to discharge its duties. Meetings 

shall be held on call of the chair. 
 

Responsibilities 

1. Nominates persons for the office of Deacon to be elected by the church during a 

business meeting called for such election of Deacons. It is the responsibility of the 

committee to seek suggestions for “at large” nominees from the congregation.  
 

2. Deacon nominees will be presented by the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee for review by the active Diaconate. (Refer to the Bylaws ARTICLE II, 

Section 1. A. Deacons, for Diaconate election procedures.) 
 

3. Nominates members of the following standing committees: 

Children’s Committee  

Church Visitation Committee  

Congregational Life Committee  

Evangelism and Membership Committee  

Global and Local Missions Committee  

Heritage Committee  

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee  

Personnel Committee  

Property Committee  

Spiritual Formation Discernment Group 

Stewardship Committee  

Worship Committee  

Youth Committee  
 

4. Nominates persons to fill partial term vacancies in church standing committees for 

approval by the Diaconate 
 

5. Provides lay leadership training in specific areas of church service as required. 
 

6. Recommends annual budget needs to the Stewardship Committee. 
 

7. Conducts a training session each February for all chairs each committee. 
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NOMINATIONS and LAY LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE (Cont.) 

 

Authority 

1. Authorizes line item expenditures as approved in the annual budget. 
 

2. Re-alignment of line item expenses up to $100 may be adjusted as required.           

Re-alignments above $100 shall require Diaconate approval, except when 

requested by the Stewardship Committee to adjust expenditures to meet a budget 

shortfall. 
 

Reports 

Prepares annual written report of major activities for inclusion in the Book of 

Reports. 
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NEWSLETTER ARTICLE: DEACON QUALIFICATIONS 
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APPENDIX E 

Newsletter Article: Deacon Qualifications 

 

Deacon Nominations 

 

The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee is beginning the task of selecting and 

nominating individuals to serve in the sacred call of a deacon at First Baptist Church. 

Therefore, the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee is asking members of the 

church family to recommend individuals they believe would be worthy of the 

committee’s consideration. Please submit all deacon recommendations to David Jennings 

at jenningsdaj@gmail.com or contact the church office at (864-229-5557) by August 31. 

  

According to the First Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual, a deacon should be 

an adult member of the church and meet the following qualifications and duties of a 

deacon. 

 

Deacon Qualifications 

 

• Care and service of members and others 

• Commitment to Christ 

• Faithfulness in attendance  

• Faithfulness in stewardship 

• Personal moral integrity 

• Provide example to Congregation that points to Christ and Christ’s Spirit of love 

for all persons 

• Seek to promote understanding and unity among all persons and groups 

• Spiritual 

• Support the formulation of sound policies by the church 

• Support the ministries of First Baptist 

• Work to find spiritual solutions to major problems that affect the spiritual health 

of the church 

 

Duties of a Deacon 

 

• Minister to the spiritual and religious needs of the church and its members 

• Engage in weekly Bible Study and worship services 

• Attend monthly Diaconate meetings and other meetings as called 

• Lead in welcoming visitors and members to worship services 

• Assist with observance of Communion 

• Rotate as lay minister of the week on call Sunday through Saturday to supplement 

the pastoral care provided by the staff ministers 
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APPENDIX F 

 

DEFINITION OF CORPORATE DISCERNMENT TERMS 
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APPENDIX F 
 

Definition of Corporate Discernment Terms 

 

Corporate Discernment: 

Corporate discernment uses the same spiritual disciplines in making decisions that are 

traditionally found in personal discernment (prayer, reflection, scripture, silence, as 

well as holy listening and waiting on the Holy Spirit) within a group or corporate 

context. According to Rose Mary Daugherty, whatever can be said of individual 

discernment must also be said of communal (corporate) discernment. Ongoing prayer 

and attention to the group’s shared life in God “must be grounded in those who come 

together to discern.”1 Valerie Isenhower and Judith Todd view corporate discernment 

as dance—a process that involves a back and forth movement between the various 

elements of the discernment process.2 Therefore, for Isenhower and Todd, corporate 

discernment involves a “process in order to discern God’s yearning for the whole 

ministry.”3 Moreover, corporate discernment also believes that “no one person can 

discern for the group.”4 Instead, corporate discernment takes the “collective listening 

and wisdom of the entire discernment team to hear God’s yearning.”5 Elizabeth 

Liebert defines social discernment (corporate discernment) as a cycle because the 

term relies on discernment as a “process for seeking God’s call in a particular 

situation.”6 The process is also social because it “deals with human communities in 

their social-structural,” and is cycle because “one completed round of discernment 

prepares for the next.”7 Finally, Ruth Haley Barton views corporate discernment as 

the “capacity to recognize and respond to the presence and activity of God as a 

leadership group” relative to the issues the group faces and to make a decision “in 

response to that Presence.”8 

 
1 Rose Mary Dougherty, Discernment: A Path to Spiritual Awakening (New York: 

Paulist Press, 2009), 63. 

 
2 Valerie K. Isenhower and Judith A. Todd, Listening for God’s Leading: A 

Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment (Nashville: Upper Room, 2009), 18. 

 
3 Ibid., 20. 

 
4 Ibid. 

 
5 Ibid. 

 
6 Elizabeth Liebert, The Soul of Discernment: A Spiritual Practice for Communities 

and Institutions (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2015), 1. 

 
7 Ibid. 

 
8 Ruth Haley Barton, Pursuing God’s Will Together: A Discernment Practice for 

Leadership Croups (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2012), 11. 
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Deacon: 

Historically, Baptists have affirmed the role of the deacon as a scriptural officer of the 

New Testament church.9 Although not specifically used in scripture as a “church 

office,” the term does reflect the character of those who serve as a deacon—a 

follower of Christ and a servant.10 Deacons at First Baptist are adult members of the 

congregation chosen by the congregation “on the basis of their commitment to Christ, 

their spiritual, moral, and personal integrity; and their faithfulness in attendance and 

stewardship in support of the ministries of the church.”11 Although deacons at First 

Baptist Church are viewed both as a follower of Christ and as a servant leader, the 

main role of a deacon is to serve on an administrative board. In fact, deacons at First 

Baptist serve as the administrative body of the church and are responsible for making 

numerous decisions on behalf of the congregation throughout the year. The Diaconate 

Executive Committee (Diaconate Chair, Vice-Chair, and Secretary) serve as church 

trustees. 

 

Discernment: 

According to Elizabeth Liebert, discernment, in the Christian spiritual tradition, 

“refers to the process of sifting out what is of God, discriminating between that which 

expresses God’s call and anything that runs counter to it.”12 Discernment uses a 

variety of spiritual practices such as prayer, reflection, scripture, silence, as well as 

listening and waiting on the Holy Spirit in the decision-making process.  

 

Holy Listening: 

The Holy Spirit is very active in the discernment process. In fact, the Holy Spirit 

“prompts” listeners (members of the corporate discernment group) in a variety of 

ways such as art, music, pictures, scripture, and feelings.13 Therefore, it is important 

to listen for the movement of Holy Spirit within the corporate group setting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
9 Ernest E. Mosley, Basics for Baptists (Nashville: LifeWay Press, 1989), 67. 

 
10 Henry Webb, Deacons: Servant Models in the Church (Nashville: Broadman & 

Holman Publishers, 2001), 2. 

 
11 First Baptist Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. Policy and Procedures Manual: 

Diaconate Ministry, 2014, 52. 

 
12 Elizabeth Liebert, The Way of Discernment: Spiritual Practices for Decision 

Making (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2008), 8. 

 
13 Isenhower and Todd, Listening for God’s Leading, 68. 
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First Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual: 

The First Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual is a collection of the church’s 

documents and policies. The manual includes the church’s Constitution and Bylaws, 

operating policies, and the church Personnel Policies. Except for the Constitution and 

Bylaws, the diaconate has the authority to make changes to the Policy and Procedures 

Manual without a vote by the congregation. 

 

Nominations and Lay Leadership:  

The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee of First Baptist Church has two 

tasks: the selection of individuals to serve on twelve of the church’s thirteen standing 

committees and the selection and nomination of individuals to serve as deacon. The 

focus of this study is on the process by which the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee selects and nominates individuals to serve as deacons. Each year, the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee of First Baptist Church has the daunting 

task of asking members of the congregation, if elected by the church, would they be 

willing to serve as deacons. As outlined in the church’s Policy and Procedures 

Manual, the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee is to nominate twelve 

individuals to be on the deacon ballot. After the nominees agree to have their name 

placed on the ballot, the congregation votes to elect six individuals to serve as 

deacons during a called business session prior to a Sunday morning worship service. 

Committee members are appointed by the Diaconate Executive Committee, approved 

by the deacons, and voted on by the congregation. 

 

Sacred call: 

Scripture is full of stories where God calls individuals for specific reasons or 

circumstances. A few examples of individuals called by God include: Abraham, 

Moses, Jeremiah, Hosea, the disciples, and Paul. Scripture also records the early 

church calling individuals for specific purposes or ministries. In the case of 

individuals being called by the church, the church sought the will of God and the 

movement of the Holy Spirit in their decision-making process. Examples of the 

sacred call by the church include the selection of Matthias to replace Judas as the 

twelfth disciple (Acts 1:26) and the selection of seven to assist with the daily 

distribution of food (Acts 6:1-7). The sacred call of individuals today includes the 

church’s selection of deacons. Once again, the church should seek the will of God and 

the movement of the Holy Spirit in the sacred call of individuals to serve as deacons 

in the local church.  
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APPENDIX G 

 

CORPORATE DISCERNMENT MODEL BASED ON 

LISTEN FOR GOD’S LEADING: A WORKBOOK FOR 

CORPORATE SPIRITUAL DISCERNMENT 

BY VALERIE K. ISENHOWER AND JUDITH A. TODD 
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APPENDIX G 

 

Corporate Discernment Model Based on  

Listen for God’s Leading: A Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment  

by Valerie K. Isenhower and Judith A. Todd 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 Valerie K. Isenhower and Judith A. Todd, Listening for God’s Leading: A 

Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment (Nashville: Upper Room, 2009), 19. 
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Based on the previous diagram, Valerie Isenhower and Judith Todd describe their 

discernment process as a dance that involves movement. Not only is the movement back 

and forth but even across the floor. As noted in the diagram, God is in the center 

connecting all the circles that represent the various components of the corporate 

discernment process. A large ring surrounds the circles which signifies the mission of the 

church or organization. According to Isenhower and Todd, the space between the circles 

make up the “foundational pieces of covenant and worshipful-work.”2 As the corporate 

discernment process moves into and through the various circles, God is always at the 

center of the movement from circle to circle. God’s position in the center of the diagram 

is a reminder to the corporate discernment group that community building and worship 

act as foundations for seeking God’s yearning for the group’s mission.3 

 

The corporate discernment process begins in the “Naming and Framing” circle 

and moves clock-wise around to the “God-Centered Evaluation” circle. If a circle is 

skipped, eventually the corporate discernment process will come back to the skipped 

circle. The circular design of the diagram acknowledges the fact that corporate 

discernment is a “dance” where the corporate discernment process is a movement back 

and forth between the circles. However, each time a circle is entered, the examination of 

the issue goes a little deeper, and the corporate discernment group can heal and let go of 

the disturbances that bind them at that point. Each time the issue returns, a new level of 

discussion is entered, allowing for “increased clarity and a deeper engagement in 

discerning God’s longing for the church.”4  

 

The following is a list and description of the nine-step Corporate Discernment 

Model of Valerie Isenhower and Judith Todd. The numbers following the step description 

refer to the page numbers associated with Valerie K. Isenhower and Judith A. Todd’s 

work, Listening for God’s Leading: A Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment. 

 

Naming and Framing: The Naming and Framing step is the starting point in the 

corporate discernment model. The discernment group must begin the process by first 

“naming” the issue that calls for a decision. Framing means placing the issue to be 

discerned in the framework of God and the Holy Spirit. (47-54) 

 

Centering: The Centering step requires the letting go of personal agendas and shedding 

anything that stands in the way of focusing on God’s will—the seeking of holy 

indifference. (55-64) 

 

 

 

 
2 Ibid., 18. 

 
3 Ibid. 

 
4 Ibid., 19. 
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Remembering and Listening: The remembering and listening step of the corporate 

discernment process involves the gathering of data. Data is gathered from remembering 

stories from scripture, remembering stories from the church’s history, and listening to the 

stories from the congregation in relation to the issue being discerned. The overarching 

component of this step is the movement of the Holy Spirit that guides the discerning 

groups remembering and listening. (65-82) 

 

Sorting: In an atmosphere of prayer, the sorting step involves “sorting” through the 

information and data gathered in the previous step. According to Isenhower and Todd, 

the sorting step involves “listening, pondering, and allowing room for the Holy Spirit to 

direct attention is the process.”5 (83-88) 

 

Path Building: The Path Building step seeks to answer the question, “What is God 

calling us to do?”6 The Path Building step involves shaping the answer of what God is 

calling the group to decide. Isenhower and Todd stress that the Path Building step is not 

strategic planning because of the time the discernment group spends listening to God 

before moving to the action component. (89-94) 

 

Offering: The Offering step is the culmination of the previous steps to discern the calling 

of God in relation to the issue before the corporate discernment group. This step is not 

about “voting” on a decision of the group. This step is about the corporate discernment 

group reaching a consensus in seeking God’s yearning for the church. This step involves 

consolation (a sense of moving closer to God) and desolation (a sense of moving further 

away from God or being separated from God) in relation to the decision being made. (95-

101) 

 

Waiting and Resting: Although the corporate discernment group may have reached a 

consensus concerning the issues being discerned, the group is not finished. The step of 

waiting and resting offers the discernment committee a time to step back, rest, and gain 

perspective before an implementation is done. This is a time of waiting and resting with 

God. (102-104) 

 

Implementing: The Implementing step is putting into action the decision of the corporate 

discernment group. Even in the implementation step, the focus remains on God’s leading. 

(105-107) 

 

God-Centered Evaluation: The God-Centered Evaluation step directs the corporate 

discernment group to evaluate the discernment process as well as what happened in the 

life of the church. The art of corporate discernment is never done. (108-110) 

 

 

 

 
5 Ibid., 85. 

 
6 Ibid., 89. 
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FIRST BAPTIST CORPORATE DISCERNMENT PROCESS 
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APPENDIX H 

 

First Baptist Church Corporate Discernment Process 
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First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process 

 

The corporate discernment process used by First Baptist Church is based 

on the corporate discernment model by Valerie K. Isenhower and Judith A. Todd 

in Listen for God’s Leading: A Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment. 

The entire corporate discernment process is encircled by the church’s mission of 

“Seeking His Heart…Being His Hands: Living, Loving, and Serving in the name 

of Christ.”1 The First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is specifically 

designed for the selection and nomination of individuals willing to have their 

names placed into nomination for the sacred call of a deacon. The corporate 

discernment process is framed by the guidelines of the church’s Policy and 

Procedures Manual, Constitution and Bylaws, and the job description and 

responsibilities of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee.  

 

Like the corporate discernment model by Valerie K. Isenhower and Judith 

A. Todd, the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process used is also a dance 

with God in the center connecting all the circles that represent the various 

components of the corporate discernment process. 2 As the corporate discernment 

process moves through the various circles, God is always at the center of the 

movement. God’s position in the center is a reminder to the corporate discernment 

group that community building and worship act as foundations for seeking God’s 

yearning for the group’s mission.3 

 

The First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process begins with the premise 

that members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership understand that their task is 

to select and nominate individuals to the sacred call of a deacon. The following is 

a brief outline of the various stages used by the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee to discern and select individuals for nomination. Once an individual 

has been nominated by the committee, an email is sent informing nominees about 

a follow-up phone call from a member of the committee. A committee member 

will ask the nominees if they have any questions about the placement of their 

names into nomination in the sacred call of a deacon. This process is repeated 

until twelve individuals agree to have their names placed into nomination to the 

sacred call of a deacon. The following is a brief description of the seven steps of 

the First Baptist Church Corporate Discernment Process.  

 

 

 

 
1 First Baptist Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. “Mission & Vision.” 

http://www.fbcgwd.com/missionsvision (accessed January 26, 2018).  

 
2 Valerie K. Isenhower, and Judith A. Todd, Listening for God’s Leading: A 

Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment (Nashville: Upper Room, 2009), 19. 

 
3 Ibid. 
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First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process 

 

Clearing: The first step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is clearing. 

Clearing requires a “letting go” of personal agendas as well as anything that would keep 

committee members from focusing on God.4 Clearing also involves what has been called 

“holy indifference” or becoming indifferent to any choice except what God wants.5 

Elizabeth Liebert refers to this step of the discernment process as seeking “Spiritual 

Freedom.”6 In other words, all the corporate discernment group should strive for is “the 

desire to desire what God desires!”7 

 

Understanding: The second step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is 

understanding. This step not only refers to the corporate discernment group’s 

understanding of what the group is to discern but also the discernment process itself. The 

key element in this step is clarification.8 For the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee, understanding also means the corporate discernment group understands the 

qualifications and duties of a deacon as outlined by church policy.  

 

Gathering: The third step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is 

gathering. The emphasis of this step is gathering data to assist the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee in accomplishing their task. While some members of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee may assume this step is the heart of the 

process, the gathering step is only the beginning of the process. In this step, names of 

potential nominees are brought to the committee for discernment. The Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee compares potential nominees with the qualifications of a 

deacon as outlined by the First Baptist Church Constitution and Bylaws and Policies and 

Procedures Manual. The committee also shares stories concerning potential nominees in 

relation to the First Baptist qualifications of a deacon. In addition to spending time 

discussing various potential nominees, members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee spend time in silence, prayer, scripture reading, and waiting on the movement 

of the Holy Spirit. Through the leading of the Holy Spirit, potential deacon nominees 

begin to surface. The gathering and discernment process continues until the committee 

has approximately twenty-four names. (This step will be repeated until twelve individuals 

have agreed to have their names placed into nomination to the sacred call of a deacon by 

the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee.) 

 

 
4 Ibid., 56. 

 
5 Ibid., 57. 

 
6 Elizabeth Liebert, The Way of Discernment: Spiritual Practices for Decision 

Making (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2008), 19. 

 
7 Ibid.  

 
8 Ibid., 20. 
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Offering: The fourth step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is offering. 

The offering step is the heart of the discernment process in the selection and nomination 

of individuals to serve in the sacred call of a deacon. Once the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee has discerned and reached a consensus on twenty-four potential 

deacon nominees, the committee is to spend time in prayer (offering), placing the names 

of potential deacon nominees before God. During the time of offering, the committee 

places names of potential nominees in order of contact. The offering step also provides 

the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee with an opportunity to affirm their 

decision (consolation—moving closer to God) or an opportunity to re-evaluate their 

decision (desolation—movement away from God).9 This step is filled with silence, 

prayer, and scripture reading as the committee seeks the leading of the Holy Spirit.  

 

Waiting: The fifth step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is waiting. 

The waiting step provides the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee with the 

opportunity to “live with the results” of the corporate discernment process.10 Waiting also 

provides the committee with an opportunity to step back, rest, and fully seek the 

movement of the Holy Spirit.11  

 

Implementing: The sixth step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is 

implementing. The focus of this step is to contact potential deacon nominees discerned by 

the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to ask if they have questions about their 

names selected for nomination. Once twelve individuals have agreed to have their names 

placed in nomination, the committee moves to the next step, evaluation. If the committee 

needs additional names, the committee will repeat the corporate discernment process until 

twelve individuals have agreed to be nominated to serve in the sacred call of a deacon.  

 

Evaluating: The final step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is 

evaluating. Although the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee has discerned, 

selected, and nominated twelve individuals willing to serve in the sacred call of a deacon, 

the work of the committee is not complete without the step of evaluation. In this step, the 

committee seeks additional movement from the Holy Spirit regarding the process just 

completed. In fact, the discernment process is never complete. This step requires 

additional talking, listening, waiting, and praying to determine how the discernment 

process might be better.12 

 

 

 

 

 
9 Isenhower and Todd, Listening for God’s Leading, 99. 

 
10 Ibid., 102. 

 
11 Ibid. 

 
12 Ibid., 108. 
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PROJECT THESIS INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
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APPENDIX I 

 

Project Thesis Interview Questions 

 

 

Pre-Project Thesis Interview Questions 

 

• What is the role of a deacon? 

 

• What do you believe is important in the selection of a deacon? 

 

• What is the current process used by the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee in the selection of a deacon? 

 

• What elements are important in the deacon selection process? 

 

• How do you believe deacons should be selected? 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Post-Project Thesis Interview Questions 

 

• What is the role of a deacon? 

 

• What do you believe is important in the selection of a deacon? 

 

• What elements are important in the deacon selection process? 

 

• Was the corporate discernment process helpful in the deacon selection process? 

 

• Did the corporate discernment process help achieve consensus in the selection 

process? 
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APPENDIX J 

 

PRE-PROJECT THESIS INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: CODED 
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APPENDIX J 

 

Pre-Project Thesis Interview Questions: Coded 

 

QUESTION 1: 

What is the role of a deacon? 

 

Committee Member Responses 

 

8 Leader 4 Example to the Church 

  Leader (Administrative)  

  Leader (Spiritual) 4 Example to the Community 

  Leader    Example to the Community 

  Decision Maker   Represent the Church 

  Vote on Business   Service to Everyone 

  Guidance   Service to Others 

  Shepherd  

  Support the Congregation  

 

6 Support Staff 1 Deacons Should Grow 

  Liaison with Pastor 1 Discern 

  Liaison with Staff 1 High Moral Character 

  Support Staff 1 Integrity 

  Extension of Ministers 1 Rotate Call of Duties 

  Minister to the Congregation 1 Role is Informational 

  Serve in Ministry 1 Serve as a Team 

  Ears for the Staff 

 

Summary 

 

Members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee believe that the role of the 

deacon is to serve as a leader, support the staff, and to be an example to the church and 

community. Nearly ninety percent of committee members indicated that the most 

important role of a deacon is to serve as decision-making or administrative leaders in the 

church. Committee members also recognized deacons as spiritual leaders because of the 

deacon’s role in assisting in worship by praying, reading scripture, and serving 

communion.  

 

Two-thirds of committee members indicated that the role of a deacon was to support the 

staff by serving as a liaison with the staff or serving as an extension of the ministerial 

staff.  

 

Committee members also identified the need for deacons to be examples to the church 

and to the community. In fact, the congregation views deacons as ambassadors of First 

Baptist Church. Members of the Diaconate represent the leadership of the church both in 

the church and in the community. 
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Pre-Project Thesis Interview Questions: Coded 

 

 

QUESTION 2: 

What do you believe is important in the selection of a deacon? 

 

Committee Member Responses 

 

7 Participate in Activities 1 Caring 

  Attendance 1 Committed 

  Supportive 1 Faith 

  Involvement/Service 1 Friendly 

  1 Further the Mission of the Church 

3 Work—Willingness 1 Gifts to the Table – Strengths 

  Work in a Group 1 Godly People 

  Assist Ministers 1 Group Dynamics 

  Example to Community 1 Helpful 

  Extension of Church 1 Intelligent Christian 

  1 Member for a Year 

2 Congregational Knowledge 1 Minister 

2 Grow Church 1 Moral Quality 

2 Mature Christian 1 Not a Popularity Contest 

2 No Agenda 1 Nurture Church 

  1 Open Minded 

  1 Outgoing 

  1 Represent the Congregation 

  1 Servant Leadership 

  1 Thoughtful 

  1 Understanding of Nominees 

  1 Visit 

1 Visionary 

 

Summary 

 

Seven out of nine members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee stated 

clearly that participation, involvement, and attendance are the most important qualities in 

the selection of a deacon at First Baptist Church. Members of the committee also stated 

that a deacon should attend church functions, meetings, and worship services on a regular 

basis.  

 

Another key component in the selection of a deacon identified by the committee is the 

willingness to work. One-third of the members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee expressed a variety of ways the ways in which deacons work in the life of the 

church. Some of the key words or phrases include a willingness to assist ministers, serve 

as an example to the community, and as an extension of the church. 
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Pre-Project Thesis Interview Questions: Coded 

 

 

QUESTION 3: 

What is the current process used by the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee in the selection of a deacon? 

 

Committee Member Responses 

 

7 Discuss Names 5 Submit Twelve for a Vote 

7 Agree on List  

  4 Meet 

6 Who Should be Contacted  

6 Contact List 1 Asked to Submit Names 

6 Repeat Process until Twelve are Nominated 1 Six Nominees are Elected 

  1 Six Nominees Lose 
 

Summary 
 

The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee consist of nine members, three of 

whom are new to the committee. The six members of the committee who previously 

served on the committee were similar in their responses to the question concerning the 

“current process” used by the committee in the selection of a deacon. The following is the 

step-by-step process expressed by the six members who had previously served on the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. 
 

1) Meet 

 

2) Discuss names of potential nominees. Committee members would bring up 

names of individuals they knew and debate on whether to contact the 

individual. The committee confirms that spouses of current deacons and staff 

are not on the list and no more than one person per immediate family is on the 

list.   

 

3) Determine which individuals should be contacted 

 

4) Agree on the order of the list of individuals to be contacted 

(The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee tries to have an equal 

number of males and females on the list.) 

 

5) Contact individuals on the list 

 

6) Repeat the process until twelve individuals have agreed to have their names 

placed on the deacon ballot 

 

7) Submit the list of twelve names to the congregation for a vote 
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Pre-Project Thesis Interview Questions: Coded 

 

 

QUESTION 4: 

What elements are important in the deacon selection process?  

 

Committee Member Responses 

 

7 Active Participation/Dedication 2 Diversity in the Nominees 

  2 Find a Different Process to Keep 

6 Qualifications  People from Losing 

 

5 Committee Leadership 1 Intentionality of Names 

  Committee Teamwork 1 Not Popularity Contest 

  Committee Preparation  

  Criteria  

  Discussion of Names  

  Diversity of Committee  

  Open-minded Committee  

  Organized Plan/Prayer  

  Scrutinize Names  
 

Summary 

 

Seven out of nine members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee believe 

that the dedication and participation of a nominee in the various activities of the church is 

the most important element of the deacon selection process.  

 

Over sixty percent of the committee believe it is the responsibility of the committee to 

know and to be familiar with nominees and their qualifications. 

 

Over fifty percent of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee believe committee 

leadership is another important element in the deacon selection process. Committee 

leadership includes diversity among the committee members as well as making sure all 

age groups and activities are represented on the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee. 
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Pre-Project Thesis Interview Questions: Coded 

 

 

QUESTION 5: 

How do you believe deacons should be selected? 

 

Committee Member Responses 

 

4 Element of Losing Taken out of the Process 1 Not Personality Contest 

  1 People Have Their Names Placed 

3 Receive Input from Outside the Committee:  on the Ballot Because  

 Newsletter, Sunday School, Congregation  Committee Panics When They  

3 Like the Current Process  Run Out of Names 

  1 Personal Nomination 

2 Dedicated and Active 1 Plus for Women on Ballot 

1 Selected Because They  

Wanted to be Selected 

  1 Vote from the Congregation 

  

Summary 

 

Over forty percent of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee wished the current 

process did not include the element of nominees “losing.” Committee members stressed 

the need to change the deacon election process so that only the number of deacons 

needed are on the ballot and affirmed by the congregation; thus, eliminating the element 

of a nominee losing. Committee members believed that those who lose are reluctant to 

have their names placed on the ballot a second time; thus, depriving the church of quality 

deacons. 

 

Committee members also believed that the congregation, especially Sunday School 

classes, should recommend individuals to the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee for the consideration of individuals in the sacred call of a deacon. Committee 

members believed that seeking names of nominees from Sunday School classes and other 

church groups would provide the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee with a 

pool of potential nominees from outside the committee.  
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APPENDIX K 

 

POST-PROJECT THESIS INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: CODED 
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APPENDIX K 

 

Post-Project Thesis Interview Questions: Coded 

 

QUESTION 1: 

What is the role of a deacon? 

 

Committee Member Responses 

 

8 Support Staff 2 Leadership 

 Liaison for Staff 2 Serve God 

 Assist with Communion  

 Assist with Prayers 1 Encouragers 

 Extension of Staff 1 Extension of Church 

 On Call 1 Godly Actions 

 Serve as a Minister 1 Godly Nature 

 Spiritual 1 High Beliefs 

 Visit 1 High Morals 

  Witness 1 Representative to the Community 

   1 Represent the Church 

8 Serve Congregation 1 Safe Environment 

 Active 1 Self Care 

 Serve Congregation 1 Servant Leaders 

 Business Affairs 1 Show God’s Love 

 Church Involvement 1 Supporters 

 Aware of Functions  

 Attend Meetings 

 Aware of Committees 

 Aware of Needs 

 

Summary 

 

Eight out of nine members of the committee believed that supporting the staff and serving 

the congregation were the most important roles of a deacon. 

 

Seventy percent of the responses given by members of the committee to the question 

regarding the role of a deacon in the second interview were comparable to the words or 

phrases used to describe the qualifications and duties of a deacon. 
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Post-Project Thesis Interview Questions: Coded 

 

 

QUESTION 2: 

What do you believe is important in the selection of a deacon? 

 

Committee Member Responses 

 

7 Involvement 1 Godly Beliefs 

  Service 1 Honest 

  Presence 1 Leadership 

   1 Male/Female 

2 Attend Meetings 1 New People 

2 Listens 1 Non-Popularity 

2 Moral Standards 1 Needs of the Church 

2 Prayer for Discernment 1 No Personal Agenda 

  1 Open Mindedness 

1 Discernment 1 Outgoing 

1 Example 1 Spiritual 

1 Faith 1 Support the Church 

 

Summary 

 

Seven out of nine members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee voiced 

the need for potential deacons to be involved in the life of the church.  
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Post-Project Thesis Interview Questions: Coded 

 

 

QUESTION 3: 

What elements are important in the deacon selection process? 

 

Committee Member Responses 

 

6 Discernment Process 4 Involvement 

  Prayer   Example 

  Open Minded   Attendance 

  Pool of Candidates   Faithful 

  Discussion   Service 

  Listen   Supportive 

  Time of Waiting 

  1 All Ages Represented 

5 Knowledge of Person 1 Communicator 

  Outgoing 

  Reputation 

 

Summary 

 

Two-thirds of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee stated that the First Baptist 

Corporate Discernment Process was an important element in the deacon selection and 

nomination process. The corporate discernment process not only gave the committee a 

framework that involved the movement of the Holy Spirit, but it also provided committee 

members with a sense of unity. 

 

More than half of the members of the committee indicated that the knowledge of a nominee 

was an important element in the deacon selection and nomination process. Over forty 

percent of the committee stated that the involvement and participation of a nominee in the 

life of the church was also important in the deacon selection and nomination process. 
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Post-Project Thesis Interview Questions: Coded 

 

 

QUESTION 4: 

Was the corporate discernment process helpful in the deacon selection process? 

 

Committee Member Responses 

 

8 ABSOLUTELY YES  1 Easier Process 

8 Better Process  1 Fantastic 

   1 Great Results 

2 Candidates had Idea of What was Expressed  1 Prayer 

   1 Contemplation 

 

Previous Year:  The committee contacted fifty-two people before securing 

twelve nominees. 

 

Current Year:  With the introduction of the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process, nineteen people were contacted before securing 

twelve nominees. 

 

Summary 

 

All former members and two-thirds of the new members of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee believe the introduction of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process was helpful in the deacon selection process. In fact, all returning members of the 

committee believe the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process was much clearer and 

better than the process used in previous years. 
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Post-Project Thesis Interview Questions: Coded 

 

 

QUESTION 5: 

Did the corporate discernment process help achieve consensus 

in the selection process? 

 

Committee Member Responses 

 

8 ABSOLUTELY YES 2 Committee Seemed to Mold/Gel 

   

7 Committee Members on the Same Page 1 Emails Beneficial 

  1 In Agreement 

3 Committee Members Forthcoming  

3 Listen to Each Other  

 

Summary 

 

Eight out of nine members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee agreed that 

the corporate discernment process was very helpful in the committee’s ability to achieve 

consensus. In fact, over seventy-five percent of committee members indicated that the First 

Baptist Corporate Discernment Process helped committee members to “be on the same 

page” regarding the task of selecting and nominating twelve individuals who were willing 

to have their names placed into nomination to serve in the sacred call of a deacon. In 

addition, committee members agreed that the corporate discernment process created an 

atmosphere of listening and trust. 
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APPENDIX L 

 

OUTLINE OF THE ORIENTATION MEETING OF THE 

NOMINATIONS AND LAY LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE 
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APPENDIX L 

 

Outline of the Orientation Meeting of the  

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

(July 29, 2018) 

 

The organizational meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee serves as 

an information meeting with an explanation of the Mercer University Doctor of Ministry 

program. The meeting also provides a brief introduction to the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process to be used by the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee in 

the selection and nomination of individuals to serve in the sacred call of a deacon.  

 

 

MEETING AGENDA 

 

I. Call Meeting to Order 

 

II. Open Meeting in Prayer 

 

III. Introduce the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee to the new 

paradigm the committee will be using in the selection and nomination of 

individuals to serve in the sacred call of a deacon.  

 

A. Explain the Doctor of Ministry Project Thesis Process 

 

B. Explain the Doctor of Ministry Project Thesis: The Sacred Call of a 

Deacon: The Role of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

in the Corporate Discernment of Deacons at First Baptist Church, 

Greenwood, South Carolina 

 

C. Outline the timeline of future meetings 

 

IV. Close Meeting with Prayer 
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APPENDIX M 

 

OUTLINE OF THE FIRST MEETING OF THE 

NOMINATIONS AND LAY LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE 
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APPENDIX M 

 

Outline of the First Meeting of the  

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

(August 5, 2018) 

 

The first meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee serves as the first 

teaching session with a focus on the role and ministry of the committee. The meeting 

provides an overview of the biblical, theological, and historical perspective of a deacon 

as well as an overview of corporate discernment. Members of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee will be introduced to the committee’s job description, the First 

Baptist Constitution and Bylaws, and the First Baptist Policy and Procedures Manual 

which describe the qualifications of a deacon as well as a copy of a newsletter article 

outlining the qualifications of a deacon for the approval of the committee.   

 

 

MEETING AGENDA 

 

I. Call Meeting to Order 

 

II. Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting  

 

III. Light Candle to represent Christ’s presence in the meeting 

 

IV. Open Meeting in Prayer 

 

V. Review of First Baptist Church Policies and Procedures Manual regarding 

the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee and the Deacon 

Nomination and Selection Process 

 

A. Committee Job Description: Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee  

 

B. Constitution and Bylaws: Deacon  

 

C. First Baptist Policy and Procedures Manual: Deacon Qualifications  

 

D. Newsletter/Bulletin Article: Summary Sheet of Deacon Qualifications 

and Duties of a Deacon  
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VI. Introduction of Deacon  

 

A. Biblical Foundation 

1) Acts 6:1-6 

2) 1 Timothy 3:8-13  

3) Philippians 1:1  

 

B. Theological Foundation 

1) Servanthood 

2) Support 

 

C. Historical Foundation 

 

VII. Introduction of Discernment (Biblical Decision Making) 

 

A. Biblical Foundation 

1) Acts 1:20b-26—(Matthias is chosen to replace Judas) 

2) Acts 6:1-7—(Choosing of seven in Jerusalem) 

3) Acts 15:1-22b—(Council at Jerusalem)  

 

B. Theological Foundation 

1) Holy Listening: A willingness to be guided by the Holy Spirit  

2) Define: Consolation and Desolation 

 

C. Historical Foundation 

1) Ignatius of Loyola (1491-1556) 

2) Wesleyan Quadrilateral of the United Methodist Church 

3) Society of Friends (Quakers) 

4) Baptist Principles 

a. Autonomy of the Local Church 

b. Priesthood of Believers 

 

VIII. Debrief the Meeting 

 

IX. Close Meeting with Prayer 

 

X. Extinguish Candle  
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APPENDIX N 

 

OUTLINE OF THE SECOND MEETING OF THE 

NOMINATIONS AND LAY LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE 
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APPENDIX N 

 

Outline of the Second Meeting of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

(August 12, 2018) 

 

The second meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee will provide the 

committee with an in-depth explanation of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process to be used in the selection and nomination of individuals to serve in the sacred 

call of a deacon. The committee will also receive an updated church membership list and 

a list of current members of the Diaconate.  

 

 

MEETING AGENDA 

 

I. Call Meeting to Order 

 

II. Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting  

 

III. Light Candle to represent Christ’s presence in the meeting 

 

IV. Open Meeting in Prayer 

 

V. Introduction of Terms 

 

A. Corporate Discernment 

B. Deacon 

C. Discernment 

D. Holy Listening 

E. First Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual 

F. Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

G. Sacred Call 

 

VI. Introduce the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process  

 

A. Explain the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Diagram  

 

B. Clearing: 

1) Review definition of term  

2) Enter into a time of silence 

3) Encourage members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee let go of personal agendas and begin to seek “holy 

indifference” 
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C. Understanding: 

1) Review definition of term 

2) Review the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee’s Job 

Description  

3) Remind members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee of the requirements outlined in the Diaconate 

Ministry section of the First Baptist Church Policy and 

Procedures Manual as well as the Constitution and Bylaws  

 

D. Gathering 

1) Review definition of term 

2) Enter into a time of silence 

3) Review the different ways in which members of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee might gather data 

as it relates to the selection and nomination of individuals to 

serve in the sacred call of a deacon 

 

E. Offering 

1) Review definition of term 

2) Spend time in prayer reflecting on the First Baptist Church 

membership list 

3) Spend time in prayer affirming the decision of the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee (Does the decision of the 

committee seem to move the discernment process closer to 

God [Consolation] or does the decision of the committee seem 

to move the discernment process away from God 

[Desolation]?) 

4) Seek consensus of the names before the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee 

5) Spend time in prayer offering the names of individuals before 

God whom the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

will place into nomination 

 

F. Waiting 

1) Review definition of term 

2) Spend time in prayer offering before God the names of 

individuals whom the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee will place into nomination. 

3) Affirm the decision of the committee 
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G. Implementing 

1) Review definition of term 

2) Organize Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

members as to who will contact potential nominees 

3) Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee members will 

report conversations to the chair of the committee or the 

Minister of Church Business Administration 

 

[Repeat Process Until Twelve Individuals Have Agreed 

To Have Their Names Placed into Nomination] 

 

H. Evaluating 

1) Review definition of term 

2) Spend time in prayer 

3) Spend time evaluating (listening and waiting) the First Baptist 

Corporate Discernment Process 

 

VII. Debrief the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process 

 

VIII. Assignment for Next Meeting: Work through the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process and send the committee chair or the Minister of 

Church Business Administration a list of at least twelve potential nominees  

 

IX. Close Meeting with Prayer 

 

X. Extinguish Candle 
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APPENDIX O 

 

OUTLINE OF THE THIRD MEETING OF THE  

NOMINATIONS AND LAY LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE 
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APPENDIX O 

 

Outline of the Third Meeting of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

(August 19, 2018) 

 

The third meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee provides the 

committee the opportunity to continue working through the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process. The focus of the third meeting is on the area of “Gathering.”  

 

 

MEETING AGENDA 

 

I. Call Meeting to Order 

 

II. Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting  

 

III. Light Candle to represent Christ’s presence in the meeting 

 

IV. Open Meeting in Prayer 

 

V. Review the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process 

A) Clearing 

B) Understanding 

C) Gathering 

D) Offering 

E) Waiting 

 

VI. Discuss the “Gathering” stage of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process 

 

VII. Distribution of Combined Nominees Submitted by Committee Members 

 
VIII. Discernment Around the Submitted Names 

 

IX. “Offering” of Twenty-Four Names 

 

X. Assignment for Next Meeting: Work through the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process and send the committee chair or the Minister of 

Church Business Administration a list of the twenty-four potential 

nominees in order of calling preference 

 

XI. Close Meeting in Prayer 

 

XII. Extinguish Candle 
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APPENDIX P 

 

EMAIL TO POTENTIAL DIACONATE NOMINEE 
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APPENDIX P 

 

Email to Potential Diaconate Nominee 

 

 

Subject Line: Through prayer, silence, scripture reading, and “holy listening….” 

 

 

Dear __________________, 

 

The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee has been in deep prayer for the past 

month regarding the selection of individuals to serve First Baptist Church in the sacred call 

of a deacon. 

 

The committee has spent weeks working through a new corporate discernment process 

involving prayer, silence, scripture reading, and “holy listening” concerning their task of 

discerning God’s call to members of First Baptist to serve in such a sacred role in the 

church. The underlying goal of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee in this 

task has been to strive for the “desire to desire what God desires!” 

 

Therefore, the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee has discerned, through much 

prayer, that you are a person who not only meets but exceeds in the qualifications of a 

deacon. This email is to let you know that a member of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee will be contacting you in a few days to answer any questions you 

may have concerning your name being placed into nomination on a deacon ballot by the 

committee to possibly serve in the sacred call of a deacon. 

 

Please know that you are in our prayers during this time of your own personal discernment. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

David Jennings 

Minister of Administration 

 

First Baptist Church 

722 Grace Street 

Greenwood, SC  29649 

 

(864) 229-5557 
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APPENDIX Q 

 

OUTLINE OF THE FOURTH MEETING OF THE  

NOMINATIONS AND LAY LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE 
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APPENDIX Q 

 

Outline of the Fourth Meeting of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

(August 26, 2018) 

 

The fourth meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee provides the 

committee the opportunity to continue working through the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process. The focus of the fourth meeting is the movement from the 

“Gathering stage” toward the “Implement stage.”  

 

 

MEETING AGENDA 

 

I. Call Meeting to Order 

 

II. Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting  

 

III. Light Candle to represent Christ’s presence in the meeting 

 

IV. Open Meeting in Prayer 

 

V. Review the First Baptist Corporate Discernment process 

A. Clearing 

B. Understanding 

C. Offer, Waiting, and Implementation 

 

VI. Distribution of Committee Discerned Names  

 

VII. Discernment of the List by the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

(See Discernment Chart on Next Page) 

 

VIII. Movement toward “Implementation Stage” 

 

IX. Review Implementation Stage and Caller Assignments 

 

X. Close Meeting in Prayer 

 

XI. Extinguish Candle 
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First Baptist Church Nominations and Lay Leadership Discernment Chart 

 

 
Discernment Question Before the Committee 

(Has Consensus Been Reached?) 

 

 

YES - Implementation Stage 1           NO - Gathering Stage 1 

          (Discern callers for 1-12)          (Discern order of 1-12)  

 

 
             Wait and Offer 

                                                       Once 1-12 is discerned move 

                                                          to Implementation Stage 1 

 

           Gathering Stage 2                

 (Discern the order of 13-24) 

 

 
             Wait and Offer 

Once 13-24 is discerned move 

   to Implementation Stage 2 

 

 
YES - Implementation Stage 2               

   (Discern callers for 13-24)           

 

 
Gathering Stage 3 - Homework 

   (Discern 12 from list of 32) 

  Wait / Offer by Sending List 
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Explanation of the First Baptist 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Discernment Chart 

 

1) NO—Gathering 1 

a) If consensus has not been reached on the question at hand, the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee must move back to the 

Gathering Stage.  

b) Spend time in silence and prayer and wait on the movement of the 

Holy Spirit. 

c) Through the leading of the Holy Spirit, a potential resolution will 

begin to surface. Seek consensus among members of the 

committee in the placement of names into nomination to the sacred 

call of a deacon. 

 

2) YES—Implementation 1 

a) Organize the members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee as to who will contact potential nominees. Call 

Nominees. 

b) Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee members will report 

conversations to the committee chair or to the Minister of Church 

Business Administration. Results of contacts and assignments will 

be made by the committee chair or the Minister of Church Business 

Administration. 

c) Once contact individuals have been assigned to the first twelve 

names on the list, move to Gathering Stage 2 with regard to the order 

of the next twelve names. 

 

3) Gathering 2 

a) Gathering Stage 2 is to put into calling order the second set of twelve 

names discerned, offered, and waited on by the Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee. 

b) Spend time working through the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process of seeking consensus among the committee as 

to the order of contacting the second set of twelve names to the 

sacred call of a deacon at First Baptist Church.   

 

4) Waiting and Offer 

a) Spend time in silence and prayer and wait on the movement of the 

Holy Spirit in moving forward. 

b) Once the names are in order, move to the Implementation 2 stage 

for calling assignments. 
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5) YES—Implementation 2 

a) Organize Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee members as 

to who will contact potential nominees. Call Nominees. 

d) Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee members will report 

conversations to the committee chair or to the Minister of Church 

Business Administration. Results of contacts and assignments will 

be made by the committee chair or the Minister of Church Business 

Administration. 

b) Once contact individuals have been assigned to the next twelve 

names on the list, move to Gathering Stage 3 for homework and 

discerning the next twelve names.  

 

6) Gathering 3 

a) Gathering Stage 3 is to ask the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee to offer twelve more names from an updated list. After 

a period of prayer and discernment, committee members are asked 

to send (Offer) their list of twelve names to the committee chair or 

the Minister of Church Business Administration for tabulation. 

b) Once tabulated, names will be sent back to the committee for a 

period of “waiting.” 
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APPENDIX R 

 

OUTLINE OF THE FIFTH MEETING OF THE  

NOMINATIONS AND LAY LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE 
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APPENDIX R 

 

Outline of the Fifth Meeting of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

(September 9, 2018) 

 

The fifth meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee will serve as a (an): 
 

1) Review of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process and the placement 

of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee in the process. 
 

2) Update on the discernment process concerning those who have agreed to have 

their names placed on the Diaconate Ballot and the path forward in the deacon 

selection process. 
 

3) Discussion and discernment on ways in which to share with the congregation 

the consensus of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee concerning 

the names on the Diaconate Ballot. 
 

4) Review and planning session for the second part of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee’s responsibility of selecting individuals to fill 

vacancies of persons rotating off committees.  

 

 

MEETING AGENDA 

 

I. Call Meeting to Order 

 

II. Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting  

 

III. Light Candle to represent Christ’s presence in the meeting 

 

IV. Open Meeting in Prayer 

 

V. Review of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process to this point in 

the nomination and selection of individuals to the sacred call of a deacon  
 

A. Orientation Meeting (July 29, 2018)—Explain McAfee School of 

Theology Doctor of Ministry Project Thesis Process 
 

B. First Meeting (August 5, 2018)—Review Church Documents as well 

as the Biblical, Theological, and Historical Foundations of a Deacon 

and Discernment 
 

C. Second Meeting (August 12, 2018)—Introduction of terms and the 

First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process  
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D. Third Meeting (August 19, 2018)—Stages of the First Baptist 

Corporate Discernment Process discussed during meeting included: 

Clearing, Understanding, Gathering, Offering, Waiting, 

Implementation  
 

E. Fourth Meeting (August 26)— Stages of the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process discussed during meeting included: Clearing, 

Understanding, Gathering, Offering, Waiting, Implementation  
 

F. Interim Period (August 27–September 2)—Offering, Waiting,  

                                                                       Implementation 
 

G. Interim Period (September 2–September 9)—Offering, Waiting,  

                                                                          Implementation 

 

VI. Update on the discernment process concerning those who have agreed to 

have their names placed on the Deacon Ballot and the path forward in the 

deacon selection process 
 

A. Distribute Updated Call List 
 

B. Spend time in prayer and silence and offer the remaining names to 

God. This is a period of Waiting  
 

C. Discern the next step in the corporate discernment process. (Continue 

to call the names on the list. If necessary, move to Gathering with the 

next list of names. Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee will 

select twelve new names from the list) 

 

VII. Begin planning for the second part of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee’s responsibility of selecting individuals to fill 

vacancies of persons rotating off committees. (Not part of the project 

study) 

 

VIII. Close Meeting with Prayer 

 

IX. Extinguish Candle 
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APPENDIX S 

 

OUTLINE OF THE SIXTH MEETING OF THE  

NOMINATIONS AND LAY LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE 
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APPENDIX S 

 

Outline of the Sixth Meeting of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

(September 16, 2018) 

 

The sixth meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee will serve as a 

transition meeting from the selection and nomination of individuals to serve in the sacred 

call of a deacon (project thesis) and the selection and nomination of individuals to serve 

on twelve of the thirteen standing committees of First Baptist Church. 

 

 

MEETING AGENDA 

 

I. Call Meeting to Order 

 

II. Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting  

 

III. Light Candle to represent Christ’s presence in the meeting 

 

IV. Open Meeting in Prayer 

 

V. Review the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process  

 

A. Review the Mission of the Church 
 

B. Frame the sacred call of a deacon by the Constitution and Bylaws, 

Policy and Procedures Manual, and the guidelines of the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee 
 

C. Adhere to movement of the Holy Spirit through the process of  

1) Clearing 

2) Understanding 

3) Gathering 

4) Offering 

5) Waiting 

6) Implementing 

7) Evaluating 

 

VI. The Final Stage of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is 

Evaluation 

 

VII. Process moving forward in selection of committee responsibilities 

 

VIII. Close Meeting in Prayer 

 

IX. Extinguish Candle 
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APPENDIX T 

 

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH DEACON DISCERNMENT GUIDE 
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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 

DEACON DISCERNMENT GUIDE 
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First Meeting 
 

The first meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee serves as an 

introduction to the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process used in the selection and 

nomination of individuals to serve in the sacred call of a deacon. The meeting provides an 

overview of the biblical, theological, and historical perspective of a deacon and corporate 

discernment. The committee will review the role, responsibility, and ministry of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. Committee members will also review the 

committee’s job description, the First Baptist Constitution and Bylaws, and sections of the 

First Baptist Policy and Procedures Manual that outline the qualifications of a deacon.  
 

MEETING AGENDA 
 

I. Call Meeting to Order 
 

The first meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

serves as an introduction to the First Baptist Church Corporate 

Discernment Process. The meeting provides the committee with a brief 

overview of the biblical, theological, and historical perspective of 

corporate discernment and what it means to be a deacon. The first meeting 

also provides the committee with an introduction to various documents 

that describe the role, responsibility, and ministry of the Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee.  
 

Each meeting begins with the lighting of a candle and a prayer. 
 

II. Light Candle to represent Christ’s presence in the meeting 
 

As the meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

begins, a candle is lit to represent the Holy Spirit in the midst of the 

meeting and discernment process. 
 

III. Open Meeting in Prayer 
 

God our Father, 

You have a plan for each one of us 

You hold out to us a future full of hope. 
 

Give us the wisdom of your Spirit 

So that we can see the shape of your plan in the gifts 

You have given us, and in the circumstance of our daily lives.  
 

Give us the freedom of your Spirit,  

To seek you with all our hearts, and to choose Your Will above all 

else 
 

We make this prayer through Christ our Lord.1 
 

-Prayer of St. Ignatius 

 
1 Catholic University of America: Campus Ministry—Service and Justice, “Prayer for 

Discernment,” http:// service.catholic.edu/long-term-service/long-term-service-

fair/prayers-discernment.html (assessed July 26, 2018). 
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IV. Introduction of Deacon 
 

A. Biblical Foundation 
 

1) Acts 6:1-6: The biblical foundation of a deacon focuses on the 

development of the office of a deacon in the New Testament. 

Although in Acts 6:1-6, the early church selects seven individuals 

to help in the daily distribution of food, the word deacon 

(διάκονος, diakonos) never occurs in the passage. In fact, the word 

deacon never occurs in Acts.2 The focus of the early church in Acts 

was the service or ministry associated with the task of “the seven.” 

In other words, preaching or “service” (διάκονια, diakonia) is the 

primary task of “the seven” selected by the church.3  
 

2) 1 Timothy 3:8-13: The later pastoral epistles use the word deacon 

as a noun to designate a more formal kind of service.4 In fact, 

translators chose to make a new English word deacon from the 

Greek word for servant instead of literally translating the word.5    

1 Timothy 3:8-13 reflects the qualifications of a deacon and seems 

to indicate that being a deacon has become a designated church 

office.6  
 

3) Philippians 1:1: Paul’s letter to the church at Philippi also seems to 

indicate that the title of a deacon is a designated office of the 

church.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2 John B. Polhill, “Acts,” in The New American Commentary: An Exegetical and 

Theological Exposition of Holy Scripture, vol. 26, ed. David S. Dockery (Nashville, 

Broadman Press, 1992), 182. 

 
3 J. Bradley Chance, “Acts,” in Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary, ed. R. Scott 

Nash (Macon, GA: Smyth & Helwys Publishing, 2009), 105. 

 
4 Howard B. Foshee, The Ministry of the Deacon (Nashville: Convention Press, 

1968), 18. 

 
5 Henry Webb, Deacons: Servant Models in the Church (Nashville: Broadman & 

Holman Publishers, 2001), 2. 

 
6 Howard B. Foshee, Now that You’re a Deacon (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1975), 

12-13. 

 
7 Foshee, The Ministry of the Deacon, 18. 
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B. Theological Foundation. 
 

1) Servanthood 
 

Elizabeth Allen and Daniel Vestal indicate in their book 

Exemplars: Deacons as Servant and Spiritual Leaders that the 

major theological foundation of a deacon is servanthood. Allen 

and Vestal point out that the qualifications of a New Testament 

deacon include their Christian character, conduct, and personal 

and public witness.8 It was clear to the early Christian 

communities that deacons were “Examplars and Models of 

Christian discipleship.”9 As examples and models of Christian 

discipleship, deacons were first known as servants because of 

the life they exemplified—the life of Christ. Matthew 20:28 

states that “the Son of Man came not to be served but to 

serve.”10 Early deacons understood their role as a “picture of 

Christ, representing the Suffering Servant by identifying with 

the suffering, the poor, and the marginalized.”11 Therefore, 

deacons were known as “dirty feet people” because of their 

service to those in need.  
 

2) Support 
 

A second theological foundation of a deacon is the support 

deacons provided the early church. As indicated in Acts 6:1-6, 

the early church selected the first servants to support the 

ongoing needs of the church; specifically, the care of widows. 

In the November 1959 issue of Church Administration, Wayne 

Dehoney wrote that the “seven” chosen by the church in 

Jerusalem were first responsible to assist (support) “the pastors 

in the spiritual ministry of shepherding and caring for the flock 

and to the pastors for the ministry of prayer, preaching, and 

training.”12 As the office of the deacon evolved, deacons 

became the hands and eyes of the bishop for “ministering to the 

 
8 Elizabeth Alan and Daniel Vestal, eds. Exemplars: Deacons as Servant and 

Spiritual Leaders (Macon: GA: Smyth & Helwys Publishing, 2016), viii. 

 
9 Ibid.  

 
10 Ibid., ix. 

 
11 Ibid., 11. 
 
12 Foshee, The Ministry of the Deacon, 36. 
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needs of the poor and those who need special attention.”13 The 

supportive role of the deacon is important to the ministry and 

leadership of the church. 
 

C. Historical Foundation 
 

The historical foundation of a deacon focuses on the 

development and evolution of a deacon. Following the 

selection of “the seven” in Acts 6, the later pastoral epistles use 

the word “deacon” as a noun to “designate a more formal 

service.”14 Moreover, the term deacon seems to “refer to 

special leaders or officers of the church.”15 By the end of the 

second century, the Roman church began to form an elaborate 

hierarchical structure. Gradually, deacons became a part of the 

clergy. The Reformation brought about a new view of the 

deacon. The new view featured the deacon as a lay leader 

rather than a member of the clergy. Because Baptist churches 

were small in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, deacons 

provided a significant leadership role with huge 

responsibilities.16 Today, the role and responsibility of a 

deacon depends on the individual church. The role of a deacon 

at First Baptist is administration and service. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
13 Carolyn Osiek, “Deacon,” The New Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 2, ed. 

Katharine Doob Sakenfeld (Nashville: Abingdon Press), 49. 

 
14 Foshee, The Ministry of the Deacon, 18. 

 
15 Ibid. 

 
16 Foshee, Now that You’re a Deacon, 13. 
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V. Introduction of Discernment (Biblical Decision Making) 
 

A. Biblical Perspective 

 

1) Acts 1:20b-26—(Matthias is chosen to replace Judas) 
 
20 “…‘Let his homestead become desolate, and let there be no one 

to live in it’; and ‘Let another take his position of overseer.’ 21So 

one of the men who have accompanied us during all the time that 

the Lord Jesus went in and out among us, 22beginning from the 

baptism of John until the day when he was taken up from us—one 

of these must become a witness with us to his resurrection.” 23So 

they proposed two, Joseph called Barsabbas, who was also known 

as Justus, and Matthias. 24Then they prayed and said, “Lord, you 

know everyone’s heart. Show us which one of these two you have 

chosen 25to take the place in this ministry and apostleship from 

which Judas turned aside to go to his own place.” 26 And they cast 

lots for them, and the lot fell on Matthias; and he was added to the 

eleven apostles. 
 

2) Acts 6:1-7—(Choosing of seven in Jerusalem) 
 

1Now during those days, when the disciples were increasing in 

number, the Hellenists complained against the Hebrews because 

their widows were being neglected in the daily distribution of food. 
2And the twelve called together the whole community of the 

disciples and said, “It is not right that we should neglect the word 

of God in order to wait on tables. 3Therefore, friends, select from 

among yourselves seven men of good standing, full of the Spirit 

and of wisdom, whom we may appoint to this task, 4while we, for 

our part, will devote ourselves to prayer and to serving the word.” 
5What they said pleased the whole community, and they chose 

Stephen, a man full of faith and the Holy Spirit, together with 

Philip, Prochorus, Nicanor, Timon, Parmenas, and Nicolaus, a 

proselyte of Antioch. 6They had these men stand before the 

apostles, who prayed and laid their hands on them. 7The word of 

God continued to spread; the number of the disciples increased 

greatly in Jerusalem, and a great many of the priests became 

obedient to the faith. 
 

3) Acts 15:1-22b—(Council at Jerusalem)  
 

1Then certain individuals came down from Judea and were 

teaching the brothers, “Unless you are circumcised according to 

the custom of Moses, you cannot be saved.” 2And after Paul and 

Barnabas had no small dissension and debate with them, Paul and 

Barnabas and some of the others were appointed to go up to 

Jerusalem to discuss this question with the apostles and the elders. 
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3So they were sent on their way by the church, and as they passed 

through both Phoenicia and Samaria, they reported the conversion 

of the Gentiles, and brought great joy to all the believers. 4When 

they came to Jerusalem, they were welcomed by the church and the 

apostles and the elders, and they reported all that God had done 

with them. 5But some believers who belonged to the sect of the 

Pharisees stood up and said, “It is necessary for them to be 

circumcised and ordered to keep the law of Moses.” 6The apostles 

and the elders met together to consider this matter. 7After there had 

been much debate, Peter stood up and said to them, “My brothers, 

you know that in the early days God made a choice among you, 

that I should be the one through whom the Gentiles would hear the 

message of the good news and become believers. 8And God, who 

knows the human heart, testified to them by giving them the Holy 

Spirit, just as he did to us; 9and in cleansing their hearts by faith he 

has made no distinction between them and us. 10Now therefore 

why are you putting God to the test by placing on the neck of the 

disciples a yoke that neither our ancestors nor we have been able to 

bear? 11On the contrary, we believe that we will be saved through 

the grace of the Lord Jesus, just as they will.” 12The whole 

assembly kept silence, and listened to Barnabas and Paul as they 

told of all the signs and wonders that God had done through them 

among the Gentiles. 13After they finished speaking, James replied, 

“My brothers, listen to me. 14Simeon has related how God first 

looked favorably on the Gentiles, to take from among them a 

people for his name. 15This agrees with the words of the prophets, 

as it is written, 
 

16‘After this I will return, and I will rebuild the dwelling of David, 

which has fallen; from its ruins I will rebuild it, and I will set it 

up,17so that all other peoples may seek the Lord—even all the 

Gentiles over whom my name has been called. Thus says the Lord, 

who has been making these things 18known from long ago.’ 
19Therefore I have reached the decision that we should not trouble 

those Gentiles who are turning to God, 20but we should write to 

them to abstain only from things polluted by idols and from 

fornication and from whatever has been strangled and from blood. 
21For in every city, for generations past, Moses has had those who 

proclaim him, for he has been read aloud every sabbath in the 

synagogues.” 22Then the apostles and the elders, with the consent 

of the whole church, decided to choose men from among their 

members and to send them to Antioch with Paul and Barnabas. 
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B. Theological Perspective 
 

1) Holy Listening: A willingness to be guided by the Holy Spirit  
 

10Be still, and know that I am God! (Psalm 46:10)  
 
1Do I appeal to you therefore, brothers and sisters, by the mercies 

of God, to present your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and 

acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship. 2Do not be 

conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of 

your minds, so that you may discern what is the will of God—what 

is good and acceptable and perfect. (Romans 12:1-2) 
 

2) Define: Consolation and Desolation 
 

a. Consolation: a sense of moving closer to God 

b. Desolation: a sense of moving away from God or being 

separated from God17 

 

C. Historical Perspective 
 

1) Ignatius of Loyola (1491-1556) 
 

Ignatius defines discernment as an individual’s ability to “see 

deeply in order to recognize and separate.”18 This recognition and 

separation is part of one’s ability to “identify and distinguish” 

between good spirits and bad spirits.19 Moreover, corporate 

discernment is characterized by the tension between consolation, 

which implies making good choices, and desolation, which 

suggests an opportunity to “step back to take another look.”20 

Ignatian spirituality depends on the movement of the Holy Spirit 

within individuals.21  

 

 

 

 

 

 
17 Valerie K. Isenhower and Judith A. Todd, Listening for God’s Leading: A 

Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment (Nashville: Upper Room, 2009), 99. 

 
18 Joseph A. Tetlow, SJ, Making Choices in Christ: The Foundations of Ignatian 

Spirituality (Chicago: Loyola Press, 2008), 92. 

 
19 Ibid., 96. 

 
20 Ibid., 105. 

 
21 Ibid. 
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2) Wesleyan Quadrilateral of the United Methodist Church 
 

The Wesleyan Quadrilateral of the United Methodist Church is 

another influential concept of corporate discernment. The 

Wesleyan Quadrilateral is a careful weighing of the four pillars of 

the United Methodist Church—Scripture, tradition, reason, and 

experience. These four pillars inform decisions of the United 

Methodist Church.22  
 

3) Society of Friends (Quakers) 
 

The Clearness Committee within the Society of Friends (Quakers) 

has had a great influence on the concept of corporate discernment. 

The key elements of corporate discernment as determined by the 

Clearness Committee include “ample amounts of prayerful 

meditation and silence.”23 Silence not only helps individuals 

discern God’s will but also allows space for the Holy Spirit to 

work.24 
 

4) Baptist Principles 
 

Therefore, decision-making (discernment) in Baptist life is defined 

by discerning the mind of Christ (Romans 15:6; 1 Corinthians 

2:16; Philippians 2:5ff.).25 
 

a. Autonomy of the Local Church: Baptists make decisions as an 

autonomous local congregation under the guidance of the Holy 

Spirit.26 
 

b. Priesthood of Believers: Baptists also believe it is possible for 

every believer to determine the will of God for herself or 

himself as well as for the church.27 

 
22 United Methodist Communications, “Outler Was Great Wesley Scholar – and a 

Pack Rat,” The United Methodist Church, http://www.unc,org/news-and-media/opening-

the-door -to-albert-outler (accessed October 29, 2016). 
 

23 John W. Kloepfer, “Clearness Committee,” in The Upper Room Dictionary of 

Christian Spiritual Formation, ed. Keith Beasley-Topliffe, (Nashville: Upper Room, 

2003), 59. 
 
24 Ibid. 
 
25 Herschel H. Hobbs, What Baptist Believe (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1964), 79. 
 
26 Malcom O. Tolbert, “The Kingdom of God and the Church” in Basic Biblical 

Doctrine: Understanding Baptist Beliefs, ed. Ronald W. Johnson (Nashville: Southern 

Baptist Convention, 1979), 72. 

 
27 Ibid. 
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VI. Review the First Baptist Church Policies and Procedures Manual 

Regarding the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee and Deacon 

Nomination and Selection Process 
 

A. Committee Job Description: Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee (See Handout) 
 

B. Constitution and Bylaws: Deacon (See Handout) 
 

C. First Baptist Policy and Procedures Manual: Deacon Qualifications 

(See Handout) 
 

D. Newsletter/Bulletin Article: Summary Sheet of Deacon Qualifications 

and Duties of a Deacon (See Handout) 
 

VII. Debrief the Meeting 
 

VIII. Close Meeting with Prayer 
 

IX. Extinguish Candle  
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SECOND MEETING 
 

The second meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee provides the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee with an in-depth explanation of the First 

Baptist Corporate Discernment Process to be used in the selection and nomination of 

individuals to serve in the sacred call of a deacon. The committee will also receive an 

updated church membership list and a list of current members of the Diaconate.  
 

MEETING AGENDA 
 

I. Call Meeting to Order 
 

II. Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting  
 

III. Light Candle to represent Christ’s presence in the meeting 
 

As the meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

begins, a candle is lit to represent the Holy Spirit in the midst of the 

discernment process. 
 

IV. Open Meeting in Prayer 
 

O Spirit of God, we ask you to help orient 

all our actions by your inspirations, 

carry them on by your gracious assistance, 

that every prayer and work of ours 

may always begin from you…1 
 

V. Review of Church Documents from Previous Meeting 
 

A. Review of First Baptist Church Policies and Procedures Regarding the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee and Deacon Selection 

Process.  
 

1) Committee Job Description: Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee (See Handout) 
 

2) Constitution and Bylaws: Deacon (See Handout) 
 

3) First Baptist Policy and Procedures Manual: Deacon Qualifications 

(See Handout) 
 

4) Newsletter/Bulletin Article: Summary Sheet of Deacon 

Qualifications and Duties of a Deacon (See Handout) 
 

 

 
1 Michael Harter, SJ, “A Prayer for Spiritual Freedom (Prayer Before a Meeting),” 

IgnatianSpirituality.com: A service of Loyola Press, 

https://www.ignatianspirituality.com/ignatian-prayer/prayers-by-st-ignatius-and-others/a-

prayer-for-spiritual-freedom (accessed July 28, 2018). 
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VI. Introduction of Terms (See Handout) 
 

1. Corporate Discernment: 
 

Corporate discernment uses the same spiritual disciplines in making 

decisions that are traditionally found in personal discernment (prayer, 

reflection, scripture, silence, as well as holy listening and waiting on 

the Holy Spirit) within a group or corporate context. According to 

Rose Mary Daugherty, whatever can be said of individual 

discernment, it must also be said of communal (corporate) 

discernment. Ongoing prayer and attention to the group’s shared life in 

God “must be grounded in those who come together to discern.”2 

Valerie Isenhower and Judith Todd view corporate discernment as a 

dance—a process that involves a back and forth movement between 

the various elements of the discernment process.3 Therefore, for 

Isenhower and Todd, corporate discernment involves a “process in 

order to discern God’s yearning for the whole ministry.”4 Moreover, 

corporate discernment also believes that “no one person can discern 

for the group.”5 Instead, corporate discernment takes the “collective 

listening and wisdom of the entire discernment team to hear God’s 

yearning.”6 Elizabeth Liebert defines social discernment (corporate 

discernment) as a cycle because the term relies on discernment as a 

“process for seeking God’s call in a particular situation.”7 The process 

is social because it “deals with human communities in their social-

structural,” and cycle because “one completed round of discernment 

prepares for the next.”8 Finally, Ruth Haley Barton views corporate 

discernment as the “capacity to recognize and respond to the presence 

 
2 Rose Mary Dougherty, Discernment: A Path to Spiritual Awakening (New York: 

Paulist Press, 2009), 63. 

 
3 Valerie K. Isenhower and Judith A. Todd, Listening for God’s Leading: A 

Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment (Nashville: Upper Room, 2009), 18. 

 
4 Ibid., 20. 

 
5 Ibid. 

 
6 Ibid. 

 
7 Elizabeth Liebert, The Soul of Discernment: A Spiritual Practice for Communities 

and Institutions (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2008), 1. 

 
8 Ibid. 
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and activity of God as a leadership group” relative to the issues the 

group faces and to make a decision “in response to that Presence.”9 
 

2. Deacon: 
 

Historically, Baptists have affirmed the role of the deacon as a 

scriptural officer of the New Testament church.10 Although not 

specifically used in scripture as a “church office,” the term does reflect 

the character of those who serve as a deacon—a follower of Christ and 

a servant.11 Deacons at First Baptist are adult members of the 

congregation chosen by the congregation “on the basis of their 

commitment to Christ, their spiritual, moral, and personal integrity; 

and their faithfulness in attendance and stewardship in support of the 

ministries of the church.”12 Although deacons at First Baptist Church 

are viewed both as a follower of Christ and as a servant leader, the 

main role of a deacon is to serve on an administrative board. In fact, 

deacons at First Baptist serve as the administrative body of the church 

and are responsible for making numerous decisions on behalf of the 

congregation throughout the year. The Diaconate Executive 

Committee (Diaconate Chair, Vice-Chair, and Secretary) serve as 

church trustees. 
 

3. Discernment: 
 

According to Elizabeth Liebert, discernment, in the Christian spiritual 

tradition, “refers to the process of sifting out what is of God, 

discriminating between that which expresses God’s call and anything 

that runs counter to it.”13 Discernment uses a variety of spiritual 

practices such as prayer, reflection, scripture, silence, as well as 

listening and waiting on the Holy Spirit in the decision-making 

process.  
 

 
 

 
9 Ruth Haley Barton, Pursuing God’s Will Together: A Discernment Practice for 

Leadership Groups (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2012), 11. 
 
10 Ernest E. Mosley, Basics for Baptists (Nashville: LifeWay Press, 1989), 67. 

 
11 Webb, Henry, Deacons: Servant Models in the Church (Nashville: Broadman & 

Holman Publishers, 2001), 2. 

 
12 First Baptist Church, Greenwood, South Carolina, Policy and Procedures Manual: 

Diaconate Ministry, 2014, 52.  

 
13 Elizabeth Liebert, The Way of Discernment: Spiritual Practices for Decision 

Making (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2008), 8. 
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4. Holy Listening: 
 

The Holy Spirit is active in the discernment process. In fact, the Holy 

Spirit “prompts” listeners (members of the corporate discernment 

group) in a variety of ways such as art, music, pictures, scripture, and 

feelings.14 Therefore, it is important to listen for the movement of the 

Holy Spirit within the corporate group setting. 
 

5. First Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual: 
 

The First Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual is a collection 

of the church’s documents and policies. The manual includes the 

church’s Constitution and Bylaws, operating policies, and the church 

Personnel Policies. Except for the Constitution and Bylaws, the 

diaconate has the authority to make changes to this manual without a 

vote by the congregation. 
 

6. Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee:  
 

The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee of First Baptist 

Church has two tasks: the selection of individuals to serve on twelve of 

the church’s thirteen standing committees and the selection and 

nomination of individuals to serve as deacon. Committee members are 

appointed by the Diaconate Executive Committee, approved by the 

deacons, and voted on by the congregation.  
 

7. Sacred Call: 
 

Scripture is full of stories where God calls individuals for specific 

reasons or circumstances. A few examples of individuals called by 

God include: Abraham, Moses, Jeremiah, Hosea, the disciples, and 

Paul. Scripture also records the early church calling individuals for 

specific purposes or ministries. In the case of individuals being called 

by the church, the church sought the will of God and the movement of 

the Holy Spirit in their decision-making process. Examples of the 

sacred call by the church include the selection of Matthias to replace 

Judas as the twelfth disciple (Acts 1:26) and the selection of seven to 

assist with the daily distribution of food (Acts 6:1-7). The sacred call 

of individuals today includes the church’s selection of deacons. Once 

again, the church should seek the will of God and the movement of the 

Holy Spirit in the sacred call of individuals to serve as deacons in the 

local church.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
14 Isenhower and Todd, Listening for God’s Leading, 68. 
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VII. Introduce the First Baptist Corporate Discernment process. (See Diagram) 

 

First Baptist Church Corporate Discernment Process 
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First Baptist Church Corporate Discernment Process 
 

The corporate discernment process used by First Baptist Church is based 

on the corporate discernment model by Valerie K. Isenhower and Judith A. Todd 

in Listen for God’s Leading: A Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment. 

The entire corporate discernment process is encircled by the church’s mission of 

“Seeking His Heart…Being His Hands: Living, Loving, and Serving in the name 

of Christ.”15 The First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is specifically 

designed for the selection and nomination of individuals willing to have their 

names placed into nomination to serve in the sacred call of a deacon. The 

corporate discernment process is framed by the guidelines of the church’s Policy 

and Procedures Manual, Constitution and Bylaws, and the job description and 

responsibilities of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee.  
 

Like the corporate discernment model by Valerie K. Isenhower and Judith 

A. Todd, the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is also a dance with 

God in the center connecting all the circles that represent the various components 

of the corporate discernment process. 16 As the corporate discernment process 

moves through the various circles, God is always at the center of the movement. 

God’s position in the center is a reminder to the corporate discernment group that 

community building and worship act as foundations for seeking God’s yearning 

for the group’s mission.17 
 

The First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process begins with the premise 

that members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership understand that their task is 

to select and nominate individuals to the sacred call of a deacon. The following is 

a brief outline of the various stages used by the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee to discern and select an individual for nomination. Once an individual 

has been nominated by the committee, an email is sent informing nominees about 

a follow-up phone call from a member of the committee. A committee member 

will ask the nominees if they have any questions about the placement of their 

names into nomination in the sacred call of a deacon. This process is repeated 

until twelve individuals agree to have their name placed into nomination to the 

sacred call of a deacon. The following is a brief description of the seven steps of 

the First Baptist Church Corporate Discernment Process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
15 First Baptist Church, Greenwood, South Carolina. “Mission & Vision.” 

http://www.fbcgwd.com/missionsvision. (accessed January 26, 2018).  

 
16 Isenhower and Todd, Listening for God’s Leading, 19. 

 
17 Ibid. 
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First Baptist Church Corporate Discernment Process 
 

Clearing: The first step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process is clearing. Clearing requires a “letting go” of personal agendas as 

well as anything that would keep committee members from focusing on 

God.18 Clearing also involves what has been called “holy indifference” or 

becoming indifferent to any choice except what God wants.19 Elizabeth 

Liebert refers to this step of the discernment process as seeking “Spiritual 

Freedom.”20 In other words, all the corporate discernment group should 

strive for is “the desire to desire what God desires!”21 
 

Understanding: The second step of the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process is understanding. This step not only refers to the 

corporate discernment group’s understanding of what the group is to 

discern but also the discernment process itself. The key element in this 

step is clarification.22 For the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee, understanding also means the corporate discernment group 

understands the qualifications of a deacon as outlined by church policy. 
 

Gathering: The third step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process is gathering. The emphasis in this step is gathering data to assist 

the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee in accomplishing their 

task. While some members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee may assume this step is the heart of the process, the gathering 

step is only the beginning of the process. In this step, names of potential 

nominees are brought to the committee for discernment. The Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee compares potential nominees with the 

qualifications of a deacon as outlined by the First Baptist Church 

Constitution and Bylaws and Policies and Procedures Manual. The 

committee also shares stories concerning potential nominees in relation to 

the First Baptist qualifications of a deacon. In addition to spending time 

discussing various potential nominees, members of the Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee spend time in silence, prayer, scripture 

reading, and waiting on the movement of the Holy Spirit. Through the 

leading of the Holy Spirit, potential deacon nominees begin to surface. 

The gathering and discernment process continue until the committee has 

approximately twenty-four names. (This step is repeated until twelve 

 
18 Ibid., 56. 

 
19 Ibid., 57. 

 
20 Elizabeth Liebert, The Way of Discernment, 19. 

 
21 Ibid.  

 
22 Ibid., 20. 
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individuals have agreed to have their names placed into nomination to the 

sacred call of a deacon by the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee.) 
 

Offering: The fourth step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process is offering. The offering step is the heart of the discernment 

process in the selection and nomination of individuals to serve in the 

sacred call of a deacon. Once the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee has discerned and reached a consensus on twenty-four 

potential deacon nominees, the committee is to spend time in prayer 

(offering), placing names of potential deacon nominees before God. 

During the time of offering, the committee places the names of potential 

nominees in order of contact. The offering step provides the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee with the opportunity to affirm their 

decision (consolation—moving closer to God) or the opportunity to        

re-evaluate their decision (desolation—movement away from God).23 This 

step is filled with silence, prayer, and scripture reading as the committee 

seeks the leading of the Holy Spirit.  
 

Waiting: The fifth step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process is waiting. The waiting step provides the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee with the opportunity to “live with the results” of 

the corporate discernment process.24 Waiting also provides the committee 

with an opportunity to step back, rest, and fully seek the movement of the 

Holy Spirit.25  
 

Implementing: The sixth step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process is implementing. The focus of this step is to contact potential 

deacon nominees discerned by the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee to ask if they have questions about their names selected for 

nomination. Once twelve individuals have agreed to have their names 

placed in nomination, the committee moves to the next step, evaluation. If 

the committee needs additional names, the committee will repeat the 

corporate discernment process until twelve individuals have agreed to be 

nominated to serve in the sacred call of a deacon.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
23 Isenhower and Todd, Listening for God’s Leading, 99. 

 
24 Ibid., 102. 

 
25 Ibid. 
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Evaluating: The final step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process is evaluating. Although the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee has discerned, selected, and nominated twelve individuals 

willing to serve in the sacred call of a deacon, the work of the committee 

is not complete without the step of evaluation. In this step, the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee seeks additional movement 

from the Holy Spirit regarding the process just completed. (In fact, the 

discernment process is never complete.) This step requires additional 

talking, listening, waiting, and praying to determine how the discernment 

process might be better.26 
 

VIII. Debrief the First Baptist Corporate Discernment process 
 

IX. Distribute a current membership list of First Baptist Church membership                   

(See Handout) 
 

X. Distribute a current list of the Diaconate. (See Handout) 
 

XI. Assignment for Next Meeting: Work through the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment process and send the Committee Chair or the Minister of 

Church Business Administration a list of at least twelve potential 

nominees  
 

XII. Close Meeting with Prayer 
 

XIII. Extinguish Candle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
26 Ibid., 108. 
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THIRD MEETING 
 

The third meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee provides the 

committee with additional review and explanation of the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment process with the names of potential nominees discerned by the committee.  
 

MEETING AGENDA 
 

I. Call Meeting to Order 
 

II. Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting  
 

III. Light Candle to represent Christ’s presence in the meeting 
 

As the meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

begins, a candle is lit to represent the Holy Spirit in the midst of the 

discernment process. 
 

IV. Open Meeting in Prayer 
 

Teach us, good Lord, 

To serve You as you deserve; 

To give and not to count the cost; 

to fight and not to heed the wounds; 

to toil and not to seek for rest; 

to labor and not to ask for reward, 

save that of knowing that 

we do your will. 
 

Ignatius Loyola1 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
1 Boston College, “Finding God in All Places,” Prayer Map—University Mission and 

Ministry—Boston College, https://bcweb.bc.edu/umc/prayer-

map/pdf/prayerBook_NEW_2015_Small_1.pdf (accessed August 16, 2018). 
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V. Review the First Baptist Corporate Discernment process. (See Handout) 
 

A. Clearing: 

1) Review definition of term. 
 

Clearing: The first step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process is clearing. Clearing requires a “letting go” of personal 

agendas as well as anything that would keep committee members 

from focusing on God.2 Clearing involves what has been called 

“holy indifference” or becoming indifferent to any choice except 

what God wants.3 In other words, all the corporate discernment 

group should strive for is “the desire to desire what God desires!”4 
 

2) Enter into a time of silence.  
 

3) Encourage members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee to let go of personal agendas and begin to seek “holy 

indifference.” 
 

B. Understanding: 

1) Review definition of term. 
 

Understanding: The second step of the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process is understanding. This step not only refers to 

the corporate discernment group’s understanding of what the group 

is to discern but also the discernment process itself. The key 

element in this step is clarification.5 For the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee, understanding also means the corporate 

discernment group understands the qualifications of a deacon as 

outlined by church policy.  
 

2) Review the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee’s job 

description. 
 

3) Remind members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee of the requirements outlined in the Diaconate Ministry 

section of the First Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual as 

well as the Constitution and Bylaws.  

 

 
2 Valerie K. Isenhower and Judith A. Todd, Listening for God’s Leading: A 

Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment (Nashville: Upper Room, 2009), 56. 

 
3 Ibid., 57. 

 
4 Elizabeth Liebert, The Way of Discernment: Spiritual Practices for Decision 

Making (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2008), 19. 

 
5 Ibid., 20. 
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C. Gathering 

1) Review definition of term. 
 

Gathering: The third step of the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process is gathering. The emphasis in this step is 

gathering data to assist the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee in accomplishing their task. Gathering is only the 

beginning of the corporate discernment process. In this step, names 

of potential nominees are brought to the committee for 

discernment. The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

compares potential nominees with the qualifications of a deacon as 

outlined by the First Baptist Church Constitution and Bylaws and 

Policies and Procedures Manual. The committee also shares stories 

concerning potential nominees in relation to the First Baptist 

qualifications of a deacon. In addition to spending time discussing 

various potential nominees, members of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee are to spend time in silence, prayer, 

scripture reading, and waiting on the movement of the Holy Spirit. 

Through the leading of the Holy Spirit, potential deacon nominees 

begin to surface. The gathering and discernment process continues 

until the committee has approximately twenty-four names. (This 

step will be repeated until twelve individuals have agreed to have 

their names placed into nomination to the sacred call of a deacon 

by the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee.) 
 

2) Enter into a time of silence. 
 

3) Scripture Reading 
 

26Likewise the Spirit helps us in our weakness; for we do not know 

how to pray as we ought, but that very Spirit intercedes with sighs 

too deep for words. 27And God, who searches the heart, knows 

what is the mind of the Spirit, because the Spirit intercedes for the 

saints according to the will of God.  

           -Romans 8:26-27 (NRSV) 
 

4) Prayer of Blessing 
 

5) Review the different ways in which members of the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee might gather data as it relates to the 

selection and nomination of individuals to serve in the sacred call of 

a deacon. 
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D. Offering 

1) Review definition of term. 
 

Offering: The fourth step of the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process is offering. The offering step is the heart of 

the discernment process in the selection and nomination of 

individuals to serve in the sacred call of a deacon. Once the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee has discerned and 

reached a consensus on twenty-four potential deacon nominees, the 

committee is to spend time in prayer (offering), placing the names 

of potential deacon nominees before God. During the time of 

offering, the committee places the names of potential nominees in 

order of contact. The offering step provides the Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee with an opportunity to affirm their 

decision (consolation—moving closer to God) or an opportunity to 

reevaluate their decision (desolation—movement away from 

God).6 This step is filled with silence, prayer, and scripture reading 

as the committee seeks the leading of the Holy Spirit. 
 

2) Spend time in prayer reflecting on the list of individuals before the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee. 
 

3) Spend time in prayer affirming the decision of the Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee. (Does the decision of the committee 

seem to move the discernment process closer to God [Consolation] 

or does the decision of the committee seem to move the discernment 

process away from God [Desolation]?) 
 

4) Seek consensus of the names before the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee. 
 

5) Spend time in prayer offering the names of individuals before God 

whom the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee will place 

into nomination.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
6 Isenhower and Todd, Listening for God’s Leading, 99. 
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E. Waiting 

1) Review definition of term. 
 

Waiting: The fifth step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process is waiting. The waiting step provides the Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee with the opportunity to “live with the 

results” of the corporate discernment process.7 Waiting provides 

the committee with an opportunity to step back, rest, and fully seek 

the movement of the Holy Spirit.8  
 

2) Spend time in prayer offering the names of individuals before God 

whom the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee will place 

into nomination.  
 

3) Affirm the decision of the committee. 
 

VI. Distribution of Combined Nominees Submitted by Committee Members 
 

VII. Discernment Around the Submitted Names—“Gathering Stage” 
 

VIII. “Offering” of Twenty-Four Names 
 

IX. Assignment for Next Meeting: Work through the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process to discern the order of contact for the twenty-four 

names submitted by the committee. 
 

Give the following instructions to members of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee. 
 

A. Read through the names and compare what you know with the deacon 

qualifications and listen, through prayer, for God's movement toward 

that person (consolation) or movement away from God (desolation). 

Continue to pray for the individuals the names represent. Pray for God 

to whisper in their ears and their accepting the sacred call of being a 

deacon. 
 

B. Once arrived at consolation (positive movement toward God) with 

regard to the names, place the names in order of which you would rank 

them (first to twenty-fourth). Again, continue to pray for the 

individuals the names represent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
7 Ibid., 102. 

 
8 Ibid. 
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C. Once the names are ranked, wait at least twelve hours before sending 

the list of names to the committee chair or to the Minister of Church 

Business Administration. Waiting (at least twelve hours) is the fifth 

step of the corporate discernment process. Waiting allows for the 

movement of the Holy Spirit. During the “waiting” to send the list, 

members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee are to 

pray for the individuals the names represent. 
 

D. If the committee chair or the Minister of Church Business 

Administration receives the list from everybody by noon on Friday, 

the names will be tallied and sent to the committee for prayer before 

the meeting on Sunday. 
 

X. Close Meeting in Prayer 
 

XI. Extinguish Candle 
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FOURTH MEETING 
 

The fourth meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee provides the 

committee with the opportunity to continue working through the First Baptist Church 

Corporate Discernment Process. The focus of the fourth meeting involves the movement 

from the “Gathering stage,” through the “Offering Stage” and the “Waiting Stage” to the 

“Implementing Stage.”  
 

MEETING AGENDA 
 

I. Call Meeting to Order 
 

II. Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting  
 

III. Light Candle to represent Christ’s presence in the meeting 
 

As the meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

begins, a candle is lit to represent the Holy Spirit in the midst of the 

discernment process. 
 

IV. Open Meeting in Prayer 
 

The opening prayer comes in the form of scripture – Acts 1:12-14, 21-26 

(NRSV). 
 
12Then they returned to Jerusalem from the mount called Olivet, which is 

near Jerusalem, a sabbath day’s journey away. 13When they had entered 

the city, they went to the room upstairs where they were staying, Peter, 

and John, and James, and Andrew, Philip and Thomas, Bartholomew and 

Matthew, James son of Alphaeus, and Simon the Zealot, and Judas son of 

James. 14All these were constantly devoting themselves to prayer, together 

with certain women, including Mary the mother of Jesus, as well as his 

brothers. 
 

21So one of the men who have accompanied us during all the time that the 

Lord Jesus went in and out among us, 22beginning from the baptism of 

John until the day when he was taken up from us—one of these must 

become a witness with us to his resurrection.” 23So they proposed two, 

Joseph called Barsabbas, who was also known as Justus, and Matthias. 
24Then they prayed and said, “Lord, you know everyone’s heart. Show us 

which one of these two you have chosen 25to take the place in this ministry 

and apostleship from which Judas turned aside to go to his own place.” 
26And they cast lots for them, and the lot fell on Matthias; and he was 

added to the eleven apostles. 
 

May it be with us today! 
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V. Review the First Baptist Corporate Discernment process. (See Handout) 
 

A. Clearing: 

1) Review definition of term 
 

Clearing: The first step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process is clearing. Clearing requires a “letting go” of personal 

agendas as well as anything that would keep committee members 

from focusing on God.1 Clearing involves what has been called 

“holy indifference” or becoming indifferent to any choice except 

what God wants.2 In other words, all the corporate discernment 

group should strive for is “the desire to desire what God desires!”3 

 

Therefore, as the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

begins the meeting, the committee members must spend a few 

moments clearing their minds, thoughts, hearts, and personal 

agendas. In the clearing process the committee strives for “holy 

indifference” or becoming indifferent to any choice except what 

God wants.4 In other words, through the corporate discernment 

process, the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee seeks is 

to strive for “the desire to desire what God desires!”5 

 

2) Enter into a time of silence.  

 

3) Encourage members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee let go of personal agendas and begin to seek “holy 

indifference.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 Valerie K. Isenhower, and Judith A. Todd, Listening for God’s Leading: A 

Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment (Nashville: Upper Room, 2009), 56. 

 
2 Ibid., 57. 

 
3 Elizabeth Liebert, The Way of Discernment: Spiritual Practices for Decision 

Making (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2008), 19. 

 
4 Isenhower and Todd, Listening for God’s Leading, 57.  

 
5 Liebert, The Way of Discernment, 19. 
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B. Understanding: 

1) Review definition of term. 
 

Understanding: The second step of the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process is understanding. This step not only refers to 

the corporate discernment group’s understanding of what the group 

is to discern but also the discernment process itself. The key 

element in this step is clarification.6 For the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee, understanding also mean the corporate 

discernment group understands the qualifications of a deacon as 

outlined by church policy.  
 

2) Review the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee’s job 

description. 
 

3) Remind members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee of the requirements outlined in the Diaconate Ministry 

section of the First Baptist Church Policy and Procedures Manual as 

well as the Constitution and Bylaws.  
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
6 Ibid., 20. 
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C. Gathering 

1) Review definition of term. 
 

Gathering: The third step of the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process is gathering. The emphasis in this step is 

gathering data to assist the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee to accomplish their task. Gathering is only the 

beginning of the corporate discernment process. In this step, names 

of potential nominees are brought to the committee for 

discernment. The Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

compares potential nominees with the qualifications of a deacon as 

outlined by the First Baptist Church Constitution and Bylaws and 

Policies and Procedures Manual. The committee also shares stories 

concerning potential nominees in relationship to the First Baptist 

qualifications of a deacon. In addition to spending time discussing 

various potential nominees, members of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee spend time in silence, prayer, scripture 

reading, and waiting on the movement of the Holy Spirit. Through 

the leading of the Holy Spirit, potential deacon nominees will 

begin to surface. The gathering and discernment process continue 

until the committee has approximately twenty-four names. (This 

step is repeated until twelve individuals have agreed to have their 

names placed into nomination to the sacred call of a deacon by the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee.) 
 

2) Review the list of twenty-four names the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee has discerned and placed in the order that 

the committee will call. (See Handout) 
 

3) Once the list of twenty-four names is reviewed, the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee “offers” the list before God.  
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D. Offering  

1) Review definition of term 
 

Offering: The fourth step of the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process is offering. The offering step is the heart of 

the discernment process in the selection and nomination of 

individuals to serve in the sacred call of a deacon. Once the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee has discerned and 

reached a consensus on twenty-four potential deacon nominees, the 

committee is to spend time in prayer (offering), placing the names 

of potential deacon nominees before God. During the time of 

offering, the committee places the names of potential nominees in 

the order of contact. The offering step provides the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee with the opportunity to affirm their 

decisions (consolation—moving closer to God) or an opportunity 

to re-evaluate their decisions (desolation—movement away from 

God).7 This step is filled with silence, prayer, and scripture reading 

as the committee seeks the leading of the Holy Spirit. 
 

2) In “offering” the list of twenty-four discerned names before God, 

the Nominations and Lay Leadership spends time in silence, 

prayer, and reading scripture before moving to the next step. 
 

E. Waiting 

1) Review definition of term 
 

Waiting: The fifth step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process is waiting. The waiting step provides the Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee with the opportunity to “live with the 

results” of the corporate discernment process.8 Waiting provides 

the committee with an opportunity to step back, rest, and fully seek 

the movement of the Holy Spirit.9  
 

2) In the waiting step, the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee, through consensus, asks the question if the committee 

is ready to “live with the results” of their discernments. If the 

question is answered with a YES, the committee is ready to move to 

the Implementation Step. If the question is answered with a NO, the 

committee moves back to the Gathering Step. (See the First Baptist 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Discernment Chart on Pages 194-

196.)  

 

 
7 Isenhower and Todd, Listening for God’s Leading, 99. 

 
8 Ibid., 102. 

 
9 Ibid. 
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F. Implementing 

2) Review definition of term 
 

Implementing: The sixth step of the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process is implementing. The focus of this step is to 

contact potential deacon nominees discerned by the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee to ask if they have questions about 

their names selected for nomination. Once twelve individuals have 

agreed to have their names placed in nomination, the committee 

moves to the next step, evaluation. If the committee needs 

additional names, the committee will repeat the corporate 

discernment process until twelve individuals have agreed to have 

their names placed into nomination to serve in the sacred call of a 

deacon.  
 

3) Assign members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee to a call list of the twenty-four discerned names.  
 

4) Once committee members have been assigned “names” to contact, 

the first twelve callers will wait on an email from the Minister of 

Church Business Administration as to when they are to contact their 

assigned names. Once individuals been contacted and asked if they 

have any questions about being placed into nomination to serve in 

the sacred call of a deacon at First Baptist, callers (members of the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee) are asked to report 

their findings to the chair of the committee or to the Minister of 

Church Business Administration. Results of contacts and 

assignments will be made by the committee chair or the Minister of 

Church Business Administration. 
 

VI. Close Meeting in Prayer 
 

VII. Extinguish Candle 
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First Baptist Nominations and Lay Leadership Discernment Chart 

 

 

Discernment Question Before the Committee 

(Has Consensus Been Reached?) 

 

 

YES - Implementation Stage 1           NO - Gathering Stage 1 

          (Discern callers for 1-12)          (Discern order of 1-12)  

 

 
             Wait and Offer 

                                                       Once 1-12 is discerned move 

                                                          to Implementation Stage 1 

 

           Gathering Stage 2                

 (Discern the order of 13-24) 

 

 
             Wait and Offer 

Once 13-24 is discerned move 

   to Implementation Stage 2 

 

 
YES - Implementation Stage 2               

   (Discern callers for 13-24)           

 

 
Gathering Stage 3 - Homework 

  (Discern 12 from list of 32) 

 Wait / Offer by Sending List 
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Explanation of the First Baptist 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Discernment Chart 

 

7) NO—Gathering 1 

d) If consensus has not been reached on the question at hand, the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee must move back to the 

Gathering Stage.  

e) Spend time in silence and prayer and wait on the movement of the 

Holy Spirit. 

f) Through the leading of the Holy Spirit, a potential resolution will 

begin to surface. Seek consensus among members of the 

committee in the placement of names into nomination to the sacred 

call of a deacon. 

 

8) YES—Implementation 1 

a) Organize the members of the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee as to who will contact potential nominees. Call 

Nominees. 

b) Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee members will report 

conversations to the committee chair or to the Minister of Church 

Business Administration. Results of contacts and assignments will 

be made by the committee chair or the Minister of Church Business 

Administration. 

c) Once contact individuals have been assigned to the first twelve 

names on the list, move to Gathering Stage 2 with regard to the order 

of the next twelve names. 

 

9) Gathering 2 

c) Gathering Stage 2 is to put into calling order the second set of twelve 

names discerned, offered, and waited on by the Nominations and 

Lay Leadership Committee. 

d) Spend time working through the First Baptist Corporate 

Discernment Process of seeking consensus among the committee as 

to the order of contacting the second set of twelve names to the 

sacred call of a deacon at First Baptist Church.   

 

10) Waiting and Offer 

c) Spend time in silence and prayer and wait on the movement of the 

Holy Spirit in moving forward. 

d) Once the names are in order, move to the Implementation 2 stage 

for calling assignments. 
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11) YES—Implementation 2 

c) Organize Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee members as 

to who will contact potential nominees. Call Nominees. 

d) Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee members will report 

conversations to the committee chair or to the Minister of Church 

Business Administration. Results of contacts and assignments will 

be made by the committee chair or the Minister of Church Business 

Administration. 

d) Once contact individuals have been assigned to the next twelve 

names on the list, move to Gathering Stage 3 for homework and 

discerning the next twelve names.  

 

12) Gathering 3 

c) Gathering Stage 3 is to ask the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee to offer twelve more names from an updated list. After 

a period of prayer and discernment, committee members are asked 

to send (Offer) their list of twelve names to the committee chair or 

the Minister of Church Business Administration for tabulation. 

d) Once tabulated, names will be sent back to the committee for a 

period of “waiting.” 
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FIFTH MEETING 
 

The fifth meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee serves as a (an): 
 

1) Review of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process and the placement 

of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee in the process. 
 

2) Update on the discernment process concerning those who have agreed to have 

their names placed on the Diaconate Ballot and the path forward in the deacon 

selection process. The First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process continues 

until a slate of twelve individuals have agreed to place their names on the 

ballot and serve in the sacred call of a deacon.   
 

3) Discussion and discernment on ways in which to share with the congregation 

the consensus of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee concerning 

the names on the Diaconate Ballot. 
 

4) Review and planning session for the second part of the Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee’s responsibility of selecting individuals to fill 

vacancies of persons rotating off committees.  

 

MEETING AGENDA 
 

I. Call Meeting to Order 
 

II. Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting  
 

III. Light Candle to represent Christ’s presence in the meeting 
 

As the meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

begins, a candle is lit to represent the Holy Spirit in the midst of the 

discernment process. 
 

IV. Open Meeting in Prayer 
 

Jesus, I feel within me a great desire to please you but, at the same time, I 

feel totally incapable of doing this without your special light and help, 

which I can expect only from you. 
 

Accomplish your will within me—even in spite of me! 
 

-St. Claude La Colombière SJ1 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
1 Michael Harter, ed., Hearts on Fire: Praying with Jesuits (St. Louis: The Institute of 

Jesuit Sources, 1993), 22. 
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V. Review of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process to this point in 

the nomination and selection of individuals to the sacred call of a deacon.  
 

VI. Update on the discernment process concerning those who have agreed to 

have their name placed on the Deacon Ballot and the path forward in the 

deacon selection process. 
 

1) Distribute Updated Call List 
 

2) Spend time in prayer and silence and offer the remaining names to 

God. This is a period of Waiting  
 

3) Discern the next step in the First Baptist Corporate Discernment 

Process. (Continue to call names on the list. If necessary, move to 

Gathering with the next list of names. Nominations and Lay 

Leadership Committee will continue the process until twelve 

individuals have agreed to have their names placed on an official 

deacon ballot. 
 

VII. Close Meeting with Prayer 
 

VIII. Extinguish Candle 
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FINAL MEETING 
 

The final meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee in the selection and 

nomination of individuals to serve in the sacred call of a deacon serves as a time of review 

and evaluation of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process. 
 

MEETING AGENDA 
 

I. Call Meeting to Order 
 

II. Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting  
 

III. Light Candle to represent Christ’s presence in the meeting 
 

As the meeting of the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee 

begins, a candle is lit to represent the Holy Spirit in the midst of the 

discernment process. 
 

IV. Open Meeting in Prayer 
 

Loving God, 
 

We come to sit in Your Presence and to be still and know that You are 

God—but there are times that we do not know how to pray—yet we want 

to pray with discernment. We want to pray according to Your will and we 

ask that You give us a heart of understanding—a heart of discernment. 
 

We come praying with an open heart prompted by Your Spirit. Let us be 

sensitive to Your will. Give us a discerning heart to know your will. 
 

Amen1 
 

V. Review the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process. (See Handout) 
 

In looking at the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process, the 

Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee has: 
 

1) Reviewed the Mission of the Church 
 

2) Framed the sacred call of a deacon by the Constitution and Bylaws, 

Policy and Procedures Manual, and the guidelines of the Nominations 

and Lay Leadership Committee 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 “Understanding Heart to Know God’s Heart,” Knowing Jesus, 

https://prayer.knowing-jesus.com/Prayers-for-Discernment (accessed September 14, 

2018). 
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3) Adhered to movement of the Holy Spirit through the process of  

a) Clearing 

b) Understanding 

c) Gathering 

d) Offering 

e) Waiting 

f) Implementing 
 

VI. The Final Stage of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is 

Evaluation 
 

The final step of the First Baptist Corporate Discernment Process is 

evaluating. Although the Nominations and Lay Leadership 

Committee has discerned, selected, and nominated twelve individuals 

will to serve in the sacred call of a deacon, the work of the committee 

is not complete without the step of evaluation.  

 

In this step, the Nominations and Lay Leadership Committee seeks 

additional movement from the Holy Spirit regarding the process just 

completed. (In fact, the discernment process is never complete.) This 

step requires additional talking, listening, waiting, and praying to 

determine how the discernment process might be better.2 
 

VII. Close Meeting in Prayer 
 

VIII. Extinguish Candle 

 
2 Valerie K. Isenhower and Judith A. Todd, Listening for God’s Leading: A 

Workbook for Corporate Spiritual Discernment (Nashville: Upper Room, 2009), 108. 


